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ABSTRACT

A guide for evaluating the performance of commercially avail-

able ,iysical protection equipment has been prepared in partial ful-

fillment of Task 2 of MITRE contract AT(49-24)-0376 for use by the

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccmission (NRC). Separate eva1>:ation

procedures are provided for each generic type of equipment contained

in the companion document, Catalog of Physical Protection Equipment.

Among the equipment parameters evaluated, as appropriate, are

sensitisity, area / volume of coverage, false /nuisaace alarm rate,

resistar ce to countermeasures, environmental requirements, installa-

tion parameters and maintenance. Four evaluation techniques are

employed (inspec.tions, analyses, demonstrations and tests);

standard test equir.ent (both commercially available as well as

developmental) to be used in the evaluation are listed.
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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The luide for the Evaluation of Physical Protection Equipment
is a companion document to the Catalog of Physical Protection
Equipment (NUREG-0274,MTR-3445). This docun t p.msents evaluation
techniques and guidelines for use by NRC inspectors in the perfor-
mar :e of both preoperational and operational physical protectione

equipment inspections in the field. It may also be useful to NRC
licensing personnel during their evalua on of physical security
plans and/or development of acceptance criteria for those plans.

For convenience of reference, the Evaluatian Guide follows the
samt general fonnat as the Equipment Catalog. An equipment reference
by category is provided on the first page of each individual
procedure; the reader ray also refer to the cross-reference indices
in the Reference Materials volume (NUREG-0272, MTR-3443).

Although each evaluation procedure is intended to be complete
in itself, there are a few cases in which the methods contained in

a procedure for one category of equipment may be applicable to
equipment in other categories as well. Such methods can and should
be adopted for use in these other categories as appropriate. Since
comparison of data between preoperational and operational inspections
is often required by the procedures, it is recommended that the
inspector employ a notebook or a set of data sheets (not included
in the Evaluation Guide) to record the results of equipment evalua-
tions at each facility for future reference.

A final report (NUREG-0271, MTR-3458) has been prepared which

describes the rationale and methodology used to create the Evalua-
tion Guide. The f,inal report also contains a summary of the test
aids and measurement equipment referred to in the Evaluation Guide

that are cocinercially available or that require development.
Drafts of the individual evaluation procedures contained in the

Evaluation Guide were prepared by MITRE staff members as follows:
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acknowledges the efforts and assistance provided by tht tuthors c-
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the document, and his helpful comnents and suggestions. The editor
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Word Process'ng Center for their efforts in preparing the manuscript
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THERMAL IMAGING SYSTEMS

Thermal imaging systems display an object's temperature con-
trasts in the form of a thermal picture, using natural infrared
radiation, which varies with the object's surface temperature and
a material constant, the emissivity. The camera scans over its
field of view and focuses the infrared radiation on a detector
which converts the infrared variations to an electronic signal.
After amplification the signal is used to control the electron beam
of a TV-type picture tube. The beam sweeps over the picture screen
in synchronism ,ith the camera scanner, fonning a thermal image of
the object in which the brightness variations represent details of
differences in temperature. The result is a live, or real-time,

thermal picture of the object on the monitor display screen. The
system, consisting of a camera and a display unit operates inde-
pendently of other sensors.

The scanning system, in contrast to standard TV systems, is
optical-mechanical. Two prisms move at high speed -- one in the
horizontal and one in the vertical direction -- to provide a raster
scan. Interchangeable lenses offer various fields of view from
wide-angle (45 degrees) to narrow-field (2 degrees) telephoto
lenses. The thermal image can be displayed on either a black-and-
white or a color television-type monitor. Since tae scan rates of
the thermal system differ from those of standard TV, the electronics
of standard monitors have to be modified to display the thermal
image. Different shades of gray represent different object tem-
peratures. Alternatively, temperature differences can be displayed
as different colors for easier identification. Temperature dif-
ferences as low as 0.3 F (0.2 C) can be detected at object tem-

Uperatures of 86 F (30 C). Several display modes are offered for
each system, including an overall temperature map, temperature con-

DATE VOLUME sEcTioN PAGE
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tours or both. Changing from one mode to another is done by simple
switching. The most effective mode for a specific application has
to be determined on location. Thermal imaging devices are offered
as small hand-held units with a small portable display unit (monitor)
and battery pack, or as larger tripod-mounted units with separate
electronic control units.

One drawback of thermal imaging systems of this type is th;
need to cool the detector element with liquid nitrogen. One tilling
of the reservoir will keep the device operational for two to four
hours, which means that liquid nitogen has to be available at all
times, since when the detector warms up, the device ceases to func-
tion and becomes useless. The need for storage of liquid nitrogen
and its transportation to the cameras can provide a difficult
logistics problem.

Thermal imaging devices are very useful for detection .of objects
(intruders) showing very small visual contrast or during conditions
of low visibility. People hidden in vegetation or camouflaged can
be detected easily and with a high rate of confidence even if they
cannot be seen with the unaided eye. The devices work equally well
during day or night since no external lighting is required.

Thermal imaging systems are very difficult to spoof. Unless
the intruder blends totally with the background, i.e., his body
temperature and emissivity match the background over the whole
spectral range, the intruder cannot hide within the field of view.

If these thermal imaging systems are used in combination with closed
circuit television, two detection systems with very different de-
tection mechanisms must be spoofed simultaneously, a task which is
generally considered to be impossible.

The cost, mechanical complexity and need for liquefied gas
cooling, however, make thermal imaging devices less attractive as

DATE VOLUME SECTioN PAGE
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a general surseillance tool. However, as a gap filler, thermal
imagers can be very helpful and sometimes essential where other de-
vices fail coaipletely.

.

DATE
VOLUME SECTION PAGE

1 April 1977 IV 1 3
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THERMAL |MAGING SYSTEMS

EQUIPMENT CATEGORY CATALOG REFERENCE

Themal Imaging Systems IV-1.a

Performance Charactenstic/ Measurement Procedure Measurernent Equipment

From a user's point of view, there are few differences in
the operation of a passive themal imaging system and standard
closed circuit television, in spite of the fact that the infoma-
tion displayed on the monitors is quite different.

Evaluation of proper installation, adjustments and operation
of both systems can therefore follow the same guidelines. In the
following paragraphs, evaluation procedures are listed for themal
imaging devices only where the procedure _ differ from those esta-

blished for evaluation of standard television syitems. In all
other cases, reference is made to the specific guidelines for
standard televisions contained in evaluation procedure IV-2. A
(Video Surveillance Components).

INSTALLATION

The purpose of this evaluation is the verification of

proper installation of equipment and proper mechanical mounting
of components and cables as well as the detemination that no

corrosion and other mechanical deterioration of mounts, housings
and other supports has occurred. In addition to the appropriate
guidance provided in evaluatien procedure IV-2. A, the follcwing
procedures should be followed.

INSPECTION / ANALYSIS

1 Inspect the coolant supply system to ensure that it is Manufacturer's installa-
installed according to the manufacturer's reconmendations so that tion instructions.
the themal imaging camera sensor will be cooled properly during
operation.

DATE VOLUME SECTION PROCEDURE PAGE
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Perforrnance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

2. Check that loss of coolant will shut down the system
and will cause an alarm.

3 Review the licensee's maintenance schedule to ensure Licensee's maintenance
that the coolant reservoirs are replenished during periods of schedule,
operation.

SYSTEM PARAMETERS

The purpose of this evaluation is to measure system para-
meters and to verify that their numerical values fall within the
range specified by the manufacturer.

FIELD OF VIEW

INSPECTION

Ensure that no permanent obstacles such as trenches,
fences, walls, small buildings, working huts, etc. are within
the sensor's field of view other than those specified in the
original survey layout.

6

ANALYSIS

Analyze the coverage provided by the surveillance cameras.
Place emphasis on blind areas, such as the area imnediate1 <

below and to the side of the cameras and assure that .ne r

cameras or other intrusion sensors cover these area adequately.

DEMONST RATION

1. Demonstrate that the area to be covered by the thermal Licensee's camera coverage
imaging system is actually within the fields of view of the plans,

cameras. Refer to the licensee's camera plans. Depending on
the terrain, fixed markers should be put on the sides of the
coverage area so that they are observable on the monitor display.

DATE PAGE

1 April 1977 IV-l.A-2
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Performance Chrt ;a .ic/Measureny . . Procedure Measurement Equipment

2 During the preoperational visit, or fo. newly installed Polaroid camra with
,

or modified equipment, photograph the display on the monitors close-up lens set.
for the various areas of coverage for comparison with the results
obtained during future inspections. Verify that no new obstruc-
tions are within the field of view and that the field of view has
not been altereo during operational inspections.

3. Have a member of the inspection team walk a grid pattem
in the area under surveillance to verify the planned field of
view. Make sure that no blind areas exist in which an intruder
could escape detection by observation of the displayed image.

THERMAL RADIATION SENSITIVITY

ANALYSIS

An analysis should be made to verify that the themal senst-
tivity of the camera lens combination as specified by the manufac-
turer covers the temperature ranges (maximum and minimum values

for both day and night and for different seasons) expected to be
encountered during normal operation.

DEMONSTRATION

1. Demonstrste that the thernal imaging system is capable
of obtaining clear pictures under all ambient illumination endi-
tions (day, night, cloudy, rainy, etc.). It may be necessary to
interview systa operators to obtain infomation regarding per-
fomance under certain conditions.

2. Demonstrate that a person wearing dark clothing standing
at the end of the defined surveillance range can be observed
clearly on the TV monitor.

E

Measure the dynamic range of the system with a calibrated Themal gray scale test
themal gray scale device. This device would consist of ten device (must be developed).
parallel bars each of which is heated or cooled to a different

DATE PAGE
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Performance Charactenstic/ Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

absolute temperature. The device is to be placed in the field
of view of the imaging device in such a location that the image
fills approximately one-fourth of the monitor screen. All shades
of gray should be distinguishable.

Note: The gray scale response of the monitor display should be
demonstrated independently prior to perfoming this test. See
evaluation procedure IV-2.A.

RESOLUTION

DEMONSTRATION

Demonstrate that the image of a person at the far end of
the planned surveillance range appears on the monitor screen to
be of a size equivalent to at least 35 TV scan lines.

TESTS

Measure the resolution of the whole system with a resolution Thermal resolution test
test device placed in the field of ' 'ew of the camera. The reso- device (must be developed).
lution test device should consist of a series of parallel bars
all of which are heated electrically 20 C above ambient tempera-
ture. A single modificatien of the gray scale test device would
permit this mode of operation. The resolution test device is used

in a manner similar to an optical bar chart (resolution chart) for
standard TV cameras. Place the themal resolution test device
at various distances from the sensor as discussed below. Both
horizontal and vertical orientation of the bars is required.

1. Hove the bar pattern away from the camera along a line
parallel to its axis to a distance at dich the individual

images of the bars on the monitor can no longer be resolved.

Measure and record this distance (measurement of distance to a
fixed landmark is sufficient). It to be exeected that two
distances will be measured: one ne bars oriented horizon-
tally and one for the bars oriet vertically (i.e., the dis-

tance associated with the vertical bar pattern will be greater
than that associated with the horizontal bar pattern).

DATE PAGE
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Perforr. ? re Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurernent Equipment

2. Repeat step (1) in both the right and left edgas of the
field of view.

3. Compare these measured distances with those made at the

time of installation (the same resolution test device must be
used). If there are discrepancies of more than + 20 percent,
request a careful mechanical and electrical realignment of the
system.

These measurements should be perfonned during the day as

well as at night under artificial illumination conditions.

SP0OFING AND TAMPERING

The purpose of this evaluation is to determine the re-
sistance of the thermal imaging system to tampering (attempts to
mechanically or electrically deactivate the system) and to spoof-
ing (attempts to render the system incapable to react without any
physical changes in the rystem itself). While it may be relatively
easy to deactivate a thermal imaging surveillance system by tam-
pering, spoofing is generally very difficult, except in cases of
internal sabotage. For this reason careful inspection of the sys-

tem to detect possible areas accessible to u otage is of vital
importance. Additional evaluation guidance is contained in
evaluation procedure IV-2.A (Video Surveillance Components) which
is applicable to Thermal Imagirl systems.

INSPECTION

1. Inspect the control adjustments on all elements of the
system to ensure that they are protected by tamperproof covers
and/or are not accessible to the operators without authorizat .

Take note whether or not any of the following adjustment controls
are accessible to the operators, record this fact as well as the
justification given by the licensee. It should be noted that

these adjue''ents should only be altered by trained technicians
since th% nave an effect on system optimization.

(a) Cameras: horizontal and vertical scan adjustments,
sensor supply voltages, electrical and mechanical focus.

\gi,
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

(b) Monitors: vertical and horizontal scan size, focus,
tennination inpedance switches.

2. Note the control setting values and record for future
re ference. Any changes in values should be justified by the
licensee.

SYSTEM GPERATION

The purpose of this evaluation is to verify that the entire
system is operating properly as specified, including correct
electrical and mecha11 cal alignment, correct adjustment ranges
of controls and appropriate accessibility of controls by the
operators. See procedure IV-2. A.

'

MAlh io NANCE

The purpose of this evaluation is to detennine that the
equipment is properly maintained and that required records are
kept. See procedure IV-2. A.

POWER

The purpose of this evaluation is to ensure that the sur-
veillance system is supplied by proper power sources and that
in case of pc' ar failure auxiliary systems are available ime-
diately. See procedure IV-2. A.

]O7,fr
s - gg,
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VIDE 0 SURVEILLANCE COMPONENTS

TELEVISION CATRAS

Television cameras in principle consist of three major components
which have clearly defined functions. The light-sensitive detector,
usually referred to as the sensor or pickup device, converts the in-
coming light energy into an electrical signal. The optical lens
system fccuses the light from a given scene onto the sensor, creat-
ing an electrical charge pattern which is " read out" within the
sensor by an internal electronic scan. The electronic support sys-
tem provides all the necessary voltages, timing pulses and amplf-
fication of the electrical signal. The pickup tube is surrounded by
a coil whose electromagnetic field deflects the electron scan beam
within the tube. By varying the current in the deflection coil the
electron beam is moved to create a raster scan identical to that
used in home television sets. In the following paragraphs, tech-
nical terms specific to television cameras are explained in more
de tail .

A camera's sensitivity is measured in terms of the amount of

light falling on the light-sensitive surface (faceplate) of the
camera sensor. Usually two values are given. The first indicates
the amount necessary to produce a usable picture, enabling an
observer to identify familiar objects on a correctly adjusted monitor.
This value is subjective and depends on circumstances. The second
value gives the illumination necessary to produce ten distinctly
discernible shades of gray. These levels and the camera response
can be measured in the laboratory and constitute an objective method

for evaluation of the camera.

' }l ~ LOU
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Signal transfer distance is defined as the maximum distance

between camera and television monitors which can be used without
amplifier repeaters.

The video signal itself has two components, one containing the
picture content (raw video) and the other tae timing information
(horizontal and vertical synchronization pulses). The raw video
and sync pulses are superimposed to fonn the composite signal.

The scan format defines the details of the scanning process.
All television cameras designed to be used in connection with a
monitor for visual observation scan the image in an " interlaced"
mode. First all odd-nunbered lines are scanned, defining field one,
then all the even-numbered lines, defining field two. Fields one and
two constitute the whole scan, called a frame. The standard rate
in the U.S. is 60 fields (30 frames) per second; this scan format
is called 2:1 interlaced. The scan timing can be controlled by the
ac line frequency, by an internal oscillator or by an external syn-
chronization (sync) pulse. If the starting times of the two succes-
sive fields are not locked together, the scan sequence is called 2:1
random interlaced. Minimum standards to make closed circuit tele-
vision systems compatible are listed ir 72ctronic Industries Associa-

tion Standard EIA RS-170, which covers output and equipment standard-
ization. More rigid standards for closed-circuit television cameras
are defined in EIA RS-330 which specifies 525 scan lines per picture
height and 30 frames (60 fields) per second. Some cameras are also
equipped with an option to comply with CCIR standards which are the
European equivalents to the US EAI RS standards, but based on a rate

of 50 frames /sec and 625 scan lines per picture height.

Scan fail protection is provided by a special sensing circuit
which t ;rns the electron scan beam off in case the scan circuitry
fails. This prevents possibir severe damage to the sensor tube when
the electron read beam stops moving.

oATE VOLUME sECTloN PAGE
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Automatic gain control (AGC) enables the camera to p ovide
a constant-output signal ever a wide variety of illumination con-
ditions, but only within the sensor's sensitivity range. The video

amplifier gain is automatkally comtrolled by a feedback circuit,
which in turn is controlled by the video output signal. Most cameras
can override the i,GC when necessary.

If the illumination range exceeds the automatic gain control's
sensitivity range, the camera's lens stop (iris) must be adjusted.
Several cameras include provisions for automatic operation of a
motor-driven lens stop -- an automatic iris -- to maintain a con-

stant electrical output signal over a wide range of illuminations.

In many instances television cameras are provided with remote
control of their own electronic adjustments (but not of their posi-
tioning). The camera controls available to an operator are electrical
and mechanical focus, scan beam adjustment, and in some cases target
voltage control. For more technical details, consult the camera
servicing manuals.

Camera pickup tubes for closed-circuit TV usually come in two
sizes, nominally 2/3 inch and 1 inch. Manufacturers specify the
tube to be used with their cameras, but many tubes are interchange-
able without any need to change electronic circuits. Tube inter-
changeability guides are provided by all major tube manufacturers.

Most cameras have interchangeable lenses with a standard threaded
mount referred to as a "C Mount". Lens selection depends on the
specific requirements for area coverage. Tables and diagrams to
aide in the selection are available from various manufacturers. It

is important to note that the size of the sensor itself (in the case
of vidicons, 2/3 or 1 inch) is an important parameter in selecting
the camera lens. Many camera lenses are also produced with a

185'2
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variety of additional features. Zoom lenses are available in good
quality either for manual or motorized adjustment. Motorized lens
stop (auto-iris) adjustments are very comon, as is motorized optical
focus adjustment for remote-control operation. Many lens systems
provide all three motorized options in one unit.

A.special feature provided by some manufacturers is the "one-
cable" camera, in which power to run the camera, the video signal
and camera control signals are transmitted over the same cable.
Other features, usually provided on special request, include matching
circuits directly attached to the camera for video rf signal trans-
mission.

TV Cameras with Standard Vidicon Sensors

Most comercial closed-circuit television cameras use standard
vidicon tubes as pickup devices. Vidicon pickup tubes are basically
cylindrical glass vacuum devices between 1/2 and 2 inches in diameter
and between 3 and 7 inches long. One of the flat ends of the cylinder
holds the photosensitive material; the other is used for electrical
feedthrough. The term " standard vidicon" refers to a tube using a
particular type of photosensitive material, a homogeneous layer of
antimonide trisulfide which responds to visible light only.

Vidicon tubes are inexpensive, rugged and of moderate sensitivity.
They can be used under normal lighting conditions indoors, and out-
doors during daytime. They have a relatively high range of sensi-
tivity (dynamic range), but are very vulnerable to illumination
overload. Very high illumination levels can burn out the photo-
sensitive area and damage the tube permanently. At high light levels
standard vidicons exhibit extensive blooming; very bright areas
secm to flow into adjacent darker sections and obscure part of the

scene. Furthermore, standard vidicons are susceptible to " burn-in" --
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a memory effect. Closed-circuit television cameras equipped with
standard vidicons exposed to the same scene for a long period can
become completely insensitive and display part or all of a previously
observed scene cn a video monitor even when the camera lens is
covered.

An advantage of the standard vidicon is the ability to control
its sensitivity electronically by varying a single critical voltage.
This allows for automatic sensitivity adjustment, widely used with
these devices. It eliminates the lens stop (iris) adjustments
similar to those used in film cameras.

TV Cameras with Silicon Diode Vidicon or Equivalent

High-performance closed-circuit television cameras are usually
equipped with silicon diode vidicons as electronic pickup devices.
Vidicon pickup tubes are basically cylindrical glass vacuum devices

between 1/2. and 2 inches in diameter and between 3 and 7 inches
long. One of the flat ends of the cylinder holds the photosensitive
material; the other is used for electical feedthrough. The term
" silicon diode" vidicon refers to a tube using a particular type of
photosensitive material, an array of up to 500,000 individual sili-
con diodes. Interchangeable with these silicon diode vidicons are
the newly developed Newvicons and Chalnicons, which are very sim-
ilar to silicon diode vidicons in all important performance character-
istics but use different electro-optical sensor materials, which
make these vidicons less sensitive in the near infrared region than
silicon diode vidicons.

Silicon diode array vidicons (silicon vidicons), Newvicons and
Chalnicons are approximately ten times as sensitive as standard
vidicons, and can be used during dusk and dawn without external

lights. They are very rugged and can withstand very heavy illumina-
tion overloads without damage. They also exhibit no " burn in"
image-retaining effects, even if exposed to the same scene con-
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tinuously for many months. They do exhibit " blooming" to some ex-
tent, very brightly illuminated areas seembg tc flow into darker

sections of the picture. The sensitivity of silicon vidicons, Newvi-

cons and Chalnicons cannot be controlled externally over any wide
ranoa; cameras equipped with these sensors therefore, like standard
film cameras, require automatic lens stop (iris) adjustments to pre-
vent overexposure. Silicon vidicons are also sensitive to the
near-infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum, which makes
them very useful surveillance devices in fog, rain, and snow.

TV Cameras with Intensified Tubes

TV cameras used for surveillance under very-low-illumination
conditions, called Low Light Level TV (LLLTV) cameras, are equipped
with intensified pickup tubes. The actual sensor is a vidicon with
an electro-optical intensifier stage attached to it. The incoming
light is electronically amplified first and then the more intense
light is directed to the vidicon for signal generation.

Vidicon pickup tubes are basically cylindrical glass vacuum

devices between 1/2 and 2 inches in diameter and between 3 and 7
inches long. One of the flat ends of the cylinder holds the photo-
sensitive material; the other is used for electrical feedthrough.
Two types of vidicons are used in connection with light amplifiers:
the standard vidicon and the silicon-diod: vidicon.

The term standard vidicon refers to a tube using a particular
type of photosensitive material, a homogeneous layer of antimony
trisul fide. A silicon diode vidicon has as a sensor an array of

a large number of photodiodes, which are about ten times more

sensitive than the sensor material used in the standard vidicon.

Optical amplification in the LLLTV camera can reach a value
of several hundred times normal illumination, with an equivalent
increase in camera sensitivity. In some mocals the intensifier

_
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stage is external to the vidicon, t.he devices having individual
vacuum housings. They are mechanically coupled, however, and can-
not be separated without poeibility of damage. In this case the
pickup tube configuration is called an IV (intensified vidicon),

2or if two or three intensifiers are cascaded as 1 V or I V re-
spectively, each step dramatically increases the sensitivity. An-
other configuration incorporates the first intensifier stage in the
vidicon vacuum housing; in this case the pickup tube system is re-
ferred to as a SIT (Silicon Intensified Target) tube.

An external electro-opvcal intensifier stage can be combined
with a SIT tube, making it an Isti. As a rule of thumb, an ISIT is

2
about as sensitive as an 1 V (doubk intensified vidicon). Intensi-
fied pickup tubes are sensitive only in the visible part of the

2electromagnetic spectrum. ISIT tubes are usually preferred over I y
combinations where high resolution is required.

Intensifier stages require high voltages (up to 12,000V), which
can be supplied by small power iipplies specifically designed for
this application. The voltage of the intensifier controls the amount
of light amplification and is therefore often used for automatic
exposure control to increase the camera's operating range. With
automatic lens stop (iris) controls, these cameras can operate on
very dark nights (moonless, cloud covered sky) with no artificial
illumination as well as during broad daylight.

Intensified pickup tubes are susceptible to blooming, very
brightly illuminated areas seeming to flow into the darker areas.
For this reason good automatic exposure control is required. An
exception is the SIT pickup tube, which is extremely rugged and
shows very small blooming effects.

Cameras with Special Sensors

Special sensors used in closed-circuit television include the
Isocon, the intensified Isocon, pyroelectric vidicons and solid-state
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self-scanning arrays. Isocons are cylindrical vacuum tube devices
approximately 1 to 2 inches in diameter and up to 16 inches long.
One fht end of the cylinder holds the photosensitive material, the
other the feedthroughs. Special sensor devices combine high sensitivity
with high resolution but are more complex in structure and operations
than standard pickup tubes.

Isocons use the well-established principle of a scanning electron
beam for signal generation, but employ a very sophisticated scheme
for electronic signal output. Quite frequently Isocons are coupled
to an electro-optical light intensifier, which increases the sensitivity
of the device by as much as one hundred times -- the intensified
Isocon. The Isocon or intensified Isocon pickup tube is surrounded
by coils whose electromagnetic fields deflect the electron scan
beam within the tube. By varying the current in the deflection coil,
the electron beam can be moved to create a raster scan identical to
that used in home television sets.

Another class of special sensors is the pyroelectric vidicon.
These devices appear identical to other vacuum type pickup sensors,
but respond only to thermal radiation, recording a thermal image.
They require a shutter or panning motion, however; this makes the
camera mechanically more complex. Deflection coils and electronic
circuitry requirements remain the same, except for a special signal
processing stage connected with the signal amplifier.

Another class of closed-circuit television cameras with special
sensors employ all solid-state detectors, called Charge Transfer
Devices (CTD). This light-sensitive device, a very small chip
less than the size of a thumbnail, does not require electron beam
readout as vacuum pickup tubes do. Scanning is done solely by timing
pulses from an electronic clock, eliminating the bulky magnetic
deflection coil. Thus the whole camera is much smaller and consumes
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much less power than standard TV cameras. On the other hand, solid-
state cameras are lower in resolution than cameras with standard
. pickup tubes.

VIDEO CAMERA ENCLOSURES

Enclosures are used to protect a TV camera system from the ele-
ments, dust, corrosive materials and tampering, and in some cases to
conceal the camera system itself. Except for special units, camera
enclosures are sturdy rectangular metal boxes with provisions for
camera mounting, cable feedthroughs, air vents and a window. For some

models electrical heaters and air blowers are standard; in most cases

they can be attached to the unit as accessories. Access to the cameras
is usually through large doors protected in most cases by key locks,
sometimes by electrical tamper switches. The windows are usually
much larger than the camera lens aperture, so that careful adjustment
of the camera position within the enclosure is not necessary.

Outdoor enclosures, usually called environmental enclosures, are
sealed units with special cable feedthroughs for signal and power.
They usually have a sunshade, and some models have windshield wipers
as standard equipment. Heaters for the windshield and the camera it-

self are optional. Special explosive-proof, hermetically sealed units
are available, as well as pressurized units for use in corrosive atmo-
spheric environments. For deploymen+. in high-temperature areas,
special housings with refrigeration units are provided by several manu-
facturers. For deployment in extremely cold temperatures, manufacturers
offer housings with special insulation for operation down to -100 F
(-60 C).

VIDEO CAMERA POSITIONING EQUIPMENT

Video camera positioning equipment is used to remotely point a
closed-circuit television camera. There are two classes: pan units,
which provide horizontal sweep only, and pan and tilt units which
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can be operated vertically as well. Different classes of units are
also distinguished by their mode of operation. They may operate
automatically, scanning a predetermined angular range without operator
tssistance in an autoscan cperation, or they may be operated as
needed from a control center by manual remote control operation. A
third distinction is in timing. Some units are designed for continu-
ous operation, 24 hours a day without overheating or damage to the
device. Others can be operated only intermittently, not operating
at specified periods to prevent equipment overload or fatigue.

Units designed for smaller camera's and lightweight nousing
usually are controlled directly; that is, the voltages fed to
the unit from the control center are also the aperating voltages.
Larger devices usually require their own attached power supplies,
which in turn are controlled by comand voltages from the control
center. Maximum cable lengths for remote control are stated by the
manu facturer' ned on the power requirements for a given unit.

Remote positioning equipment is manufactured either for indoor

or for outdoor use, the latter having waterproof electrical connections
and sealed moving mechanical parts. Provision for mounting is simple,
usually a base plate with holes. Care has to be taken not to overload
i.he positioning equipment keeping the total weight of the camera,
lens and housing at or below the maximum rating for that positioning
device. During installation, the camera and housing must be well
balanced to r;cvent unnecessary backlash and wear and tear on the
positioning units.

VIDE 0 IGITORS

Television monitors convert a video signal into a visible picture
for observation. The central component is a cathode ray tube (CRT)
in which a high-velocity electron beam strikes a phosphor, causing

, r) o'.
it to emit light. '; ' .L:
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The electron beam is deflected by an electromagnetic coil to
form a raster pattern of 525 horizontal lines. The scan starts at
the upper-left-hand corner of the display. The intensity of t5e
electron beam is modulated while thc beam is scanning, causing the

phosphor to radiate according to the intensity of the modulation.
The raster scan is repeated 60 times each second (60 fields), one
field scanning the odd-numbered lines of the raster and the follow-
ing field scanning the even numbered scan lines. In this way the
total scan is repeated 30 times (frames) per second. This scan for-
mat is called 2:1 interlaced.

Synchronization (sync) pulses contained within the video signal
provide proper timing, which is essential to stablization of the
picture. Only if the raster scan lines correspond directly to those
from the video camera can a usable picture be displayed on the monitor;
small departures from proper timing cause noticeable distortions on
the visual display.

Electronic circuits provide the proper voltages for operation of
the cathode ray display tube, signal amplification, signal synchroniza-
tion and controls. The required video signal input is specified either
for the composite video signal, which inuudes video infonnation and
sync pulses, or for the non-composite signal, which refers to the video
information alone. The voltages always are measured as the differ-
ences between the highest pentive and negative signals -- the peak-
to-peak voltage. (The abbreviation used is usually ppc for the
composite signal.)

Most video monitors are equipped with their own timing (signal)
circuits, which lock on to tha timing signals in the composite video
signal. Some manufacturers also provide external synchronization
options; in this case the monitors can be driven by external timing
devices, if desired.

: : 107
1 J
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Controls for operation of television monitors are basically the
same as on a home television set. Centrast and brightness control
knobs are usually mounted on the front for easy access, but some
monitors have special lockable comphrtments for these controls. In

addition there are control knobs for vertical and horizontal hold --
adjustments to the timing circuits to provide a proper lock onto
vertical and horizontal timing pulses, thus preventing the display
from shffting and rolling. Usually on the rear panel or inside the
monitor cover are controls to adjust the height and width of the
picture as it is displayed on the monitor, and to change the electronic
focus of the electron scan beam to obta,n a sharper picture. The
acceleration voltage of the electron beam, measured in kilovolts
(1000 volts), is an indicator of the maximum display 'ightness: the

higher the voltage the brighter the picture.

A monitor's resolution is a measure of its capability to display
fine details. Usually only the resolution for the horizontal direc-
tion is given. The basic unit is the TV line. If the resolution is
550 TV lines, 550 alternating black and white dots can be resolved
across the monitor scmen along a section of a horizontal scan line
whose length is equal to the picture height. The resolution in the
vertical direction is approximately 0.7 times the number of scan
lines. This means that on a monitor with 525 scan lines, a series
of 350 alternating black and white dots arranged in a vertical line
will be separated. It is important to note that the horizontal

resolution given in TV lines per picture height is independent of
the number of scan lines in the raster, in contrast to the vertical
resolution which is strongly dependent on the raster spacing. In
some cases the term " active scan lines" is used, denoting the scan
lines which can actually be seen on the display. This number is

about 10% less than the number of scan lines in the raster (525).
Fewer scan lines are displayed simply for convenience; the edges of
the picture are cut off to eliminate any frayed edges. Monitors pro-
vide for underscan (display of the raster at a smaller than normal
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size). This mode of operation is used to check proper adjustment of
camera and monitors.

Linearity on a monitor specifies the tolerances allowed for
horizontal and vertical displacement of parts of the picture with
respect to other parts (i.e., the difference between the actual
position of a given point on the display and the position this
same point would occupy on an ideal display system).

Monitors are manufactured either for desktop operation or rack
mounting. In some cases manufacturers provide twin or triple mounts,
allowing monitors to be placed side by side for easier observation.

Performance limitations, vulnerability and the resistance to
electromagnetic interference of TV monitors has to be considered
in the context of the whole closed circuit television system. The

cameras, camera control units, signal transfer systems, switching
devices and monitors form a chain; a malfunction in any link will
impede the system to a point where the system ceases to serve its
purpose.

Electromagnetic interference can cause severe problems. Since
the signal transmission lines can be several thousand feet long,
they have to be carefully shielded and kept away from power lines
to avoid picking up stray fieids which can cause severe distortions
of tne TV picture even if the monitor is adjusted correctly. For

this reason the proper routing of TV signal lines and the placement
of switch boxes is not trivial. A careful analysis of the whole TV
system layout is necessary to determine actual or possible trouble
spots prior to system installation.

Circuits are available on some units that automatically detect
loss of video signal, loss of sync and tampering with TV signal

,
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transmission lines. If these are provided, the resistance to spoof-
ing and internal sabotage is high.

VIDt'0 TAPE RECORDERS

Videc ttpe recorders are considered support equipment in closed-
circuit television surveillance; nevertheless they are an important
part of such systems. In the following paragraphs, technical tems
specific to video tape recorders are explained.

1

Video tape recorders usually serve one or both of two functionr..
For real-time recording they are activated by an intrusion alam to
document events imediately following the alam, aiding the alarm
assessment function. In the tine-lapse mode, video signals are auto-
matically sampled and recorded to continually document activities
within a given surveillance area. Time lapse video recording operaus i

in a similar manner to time lapse photography: only one TV pictare
frame is recorded during a given time interval in contrast to the 30

frames which are generated by the camera every second. The ratio of
recorded frames to those which are discarded can be preset by a
manual switch. Most machines have several settings; ratios betwedi
1:1 and 1:90 can be obtained.

In the time lapse mode only a fraction of the vHeo infomation
is recorded which results in more economical use of the tape but in

loss of video information. In security surveillance systems this
trade-off becomes critical, especially for high time lapse ratios
where events that may take place between recorded frames cannot be

observed during replay. Individual video picture frame recall (stop
action) is provided in some video recorders with the time-lapse
feature, permitting examination of int'ividual frames which were
originally exposed as much as three seconds apart.
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Video tape recording systems for closed-circuit television are
conmercially available in two different versions, reel-to-reel and
cassette machines. Though they differ in appearance, they operate
on the same basic principle: the helical scan. The construction
of the recording and playback system itseli is the same except for

minor mechanical details. In order to standardize the details of
video recording and to be able to play back on one machine the re-
cordings made on another, the EIAJ-l standard was developed by the
Electronic Industry Association of Japan. This standard covers all
video tape recorders except those used for comercial broadcasting
systems, which follow an entirely different principle of operation.

In a video tape recorder, the recording heads are not stationary
(as they are in all audio recorders), but rotate within a recording
drum approximately 4 inches (10 cm) in diameter at high speed (several
thousand rpm). The video tape is pulled around the recording drum at
speeds of 7.5 in/sec (19.1 cm/sec) in reel-to-reel machines and at
speeds of 3.75 in/sec (9.5 cm/sec) in cassette machines. To reduce
friction between the drum and tape, the tape rides on an air bearing,
the air flow being provided by the rotating heads and their supports,
which act like blades of an air blower.

Reel-to-reel type video recorders use either 1/2 inch, 3/4 inch,
or 1 inch wide tapes, while cassette recorders use 1/2 inch and 3/4
inch tape cassettes. Recording durations are usually an hour ' Er reel-
to-reel machines which accept 7 inch reels with 2400 feet of tape.
Cassettes are available for recordings of 15, 30 and 60 minutes dura-
tion. Some video tape recorders provide fast playback, permitting the
video picture to be played back at faster speeds than the recording
speed to save tire during examination. Some units offer special
features such as electronic editing.

The required video signal input is soecified either for the
composite video signal which includes video infomation and sync
pulses or for the non-composite signal, which refers to the video
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information alone. The voltages always are measured as the dif-
ferences between the highest positive and negative signals -- the
peak-to-peak voltage.

A video tape recorder's resolution is a measure of its capability
to record fine details which then can be displayed on a monitor.

Resolution is a direct function of the electrical bandwidth -- the
larger the tape recorder's bandwidth, the larger the achievable
resolution. For use with closed circuit TV, a bandwidth of 4.5 MHz
is required. Usually only the resolution for the horizontal direc-
tion is given. The basic unit is the TV line. If the resolution is
550 TV lines, 550 alternating black and white dots can be resolved
across the screen of a monitor along a section of a horizontal scan
line whose length is equal to the picture height. The resolution
in the vertical direction is approximately 0.7 times the number of
scan lines. This means that on a system with 525 scan lines, a
series of 350 alternating black and white dots arranged in a vertical
line will be separated. It is important to note that the horizontal
resolution given in TV lines per picture height is independent of
the number of scan lines in the raster, in contrast to the vertical
resolution which is strongly dependent on the raster spacing.

Linearity specifies the tolerances allowed for horizontal and
vertical displacement of parts of the picture with respect to other
parts. The values given for linearity are the difference between
the actual position of a given point on the display and the position
this same point would occupy on an ideal display system.

Although simple in principle, a video tape recorder is a com-
plex electro-mechanical device which has to operate at high speeds
within very close mechanical tolerances. For this reason video tape
recorders operate within their specifications only when carefully
adjusted by experienced technicians. One of the problems most comonly
encountered with video tape recorders is the deterioration of the re-
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cording heads either due to mechanical wear or due to dust and dirt.
Periodic performance tests and inspections of the heads are mandatory.
But video tape recorders are still susceptible to noise problems,
either mechanical or electrical, that can manifest themselves in
periodic bars visible on a monitor, or by " snowstorm" like noise
superimposed on the display. If the mechanical scan is not completely
stable, " rolling" of the picture or gross distortion, which can be
observed as a " wavy" appearance of otherwise straight lines, may result.

The limitations encountered in video recorders are dictated by
the degree of loss of resolution, and by the limits of interchange-
ability between different tape recorders in spite of the EIAJ-1
standard. Video tape recording machines still have individual dif-
ferences wnich may introduce additional noise and distortion, even
when they have been adjusted with extreme care. For this reason when
a video surveillance system having video tape recorders is used, it is
important that the system be designed with a considerable safety margin
beyond the minimum specifications in order to accomodate these types
of degradations.
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VIDEO SURVEILLANCE CGMPONENTS

EQUIPMENT CATEGORY CATALOG REFERENCE

Video Camera Equipmen+ IV-2.a
Video Monitors IV-3.a
Video Tape Recorders IV-4.a

Performance CharactensticiMeasurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

INSTALLATION /0PERATION

The purpose of this evaluation is to verify that video sur-
veillance components are properly installed. The proper operction
of various components is also verified. Separate procedures for
cameras /nounts, camera housings, lenses, cables, monitors and
video tape recorders are provided for convenience of reference.

CAMERAS / MOUNTS

INSPECTION

1. Check that all cameras / mounts are securely fastened onto
the supporting structure (walls, poles, etc.) in accordance with
the manufacturer's installation recomendations.

2. Check that all mounts and fasteners are free of rust,
corrosion, etc.

ANALYSIS

Verify that the combined weights of the camera and housing Camera mount

do not exceed the load limits of the mounts specified by the specifications,
manufacturer.

DEMONSTRATION

1. If pan / tilt camera mounts are used, demonstrate that
the pan and tilt motion of the mounts follow control corrnands

smoothly and without jerking motion (observe the monitor display
, , ,

cJv,
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

while exercising the control'). Deficiences may be due to im-
proper installation.

2. Verify that the pan / tilt mounts are equipped with appro-
priate limit stops and that tne cabling is allowed to follow the
camera movement freely.

CAMERA HOUSINGS

INSPECTION

1 Verify that the camera housing (s) am properly installed
and free of dirt and corrosion.

2. For special environmental housings, inspect the enclo-
sures to ensure that hatches and doors are properly installed and
fastened with the specified hardware.

3. Check that the housing windows are clean and, if equipped
with a blower, check that the air filter is clean.

4 Verify that the air blower operates properly and provides
sufficient cooling for the electror c equipment.i

5. Inspect all seals on environmental enclosures (camera
housings, cable boxes, etc.) for signs of deterioration, and proper
fit.

6. Open the enclosure and inspect for signs of corrosion,
dirt and water leakage.

7. If electrical heaters are employed in the environnental Camera housing manuals.

enclosures, check for prcper installation; i.e., proper electrical
insulation and fhechanical placement. (Refer to housing manuals.)

8. If windshield wipers are provided on the camera housing,
check that they are installed properly so that they cover the area
in front of the camera lens.

? E ~. ') { 1z_ d I9. Inspect the windshield for scratches that may have been s

caused by a damaged wiper or abrasive action.
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Proredure Measurement Equipment

10. Check that there are no obstructions which could prevent
the air blower from rotating freely.

ANALYSIS

1. Assure that the temperature and humidity variations of Housing specifications.
the environment at the facility do not exceed the ranges speci-
fied by the manuf acturer.

2. Detemine that any heater system installed in the environ-
mental enclosure is compatible with the enclosure and meets the
manufacturer's requirements.

3. Detemine that the power cables are of sufficient gauge
to carry the required current over the distance from the power
source.

4. Verify that provisions are made to protect the equipment
from overheating due to heater themostat or blower failure.

DEMONSTRATION

1. Demonstrate that the heating elements operate when the Manufacturer's specifi-
ambient temperature falls below a preselected value (refer to cations,

manufacturer's specifications). The following procedure may be used
when the ambient temperature is above the preselected heater
activation temperature:

(a) Connect a voltmeter across the heater teminals and Voltmeter such as Simpson
observe whether or not voltage is applied to the heater (under the Model 260.
conditions specified above, no voltage should be pmsent).

(b) locate the temperature sensing element in the enclo- Quick-freeze aerosol,
sure and cool it below ambient temperature with the spray from a
quick-freeze aerosol.

(c) Upon application of a quick-freeze spray the heater
control circuit should supply current to the heater and the speci-
fled voltage should appear at the heater teminals.

?N ") D
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Performance Characteristic / Measure sent Procedure Measurement Equipment

2 If the ambient ter1perature is below the preselected value
verify that the heater is operating by feeling the heater element
or sy noting that voltage is applied to the heate.r.

3 Demonstrate that the windshield wipers deep the windshield Water spray can,
free of streaks and water droplets. The judgment of proper opera-
tion is to be made by observir.g a scene on a TV monitor. The wind-
shield should be sprayed with water to simulate driving rain. Make
sure that the windshield is completely wet before activa *ing the
wipers.

LENSES

1158ECT!0N

1. In preoperational inspectit,1s all lenses should be in- Installation plans and
spected to verify that their focal length and relative aperture specifications.

(F-step) agree with the installation specifications,

2 In operational inspections, verify that the lenses are
free of scratches, dirt spots, and fingerprints.

3 Verify that the lenses are firmly attached to the cameras.

4 Check that all external lens zoom control wiring is secure
and that there are no :.igns of corrosion, water leakage or conden-
sation at the connectors.

ANALYSIS

1. Detemine from the licensee's maintenance records that the Ltcensee's maintenance
zoom lenses have perfomed properly and that any malfunctions records,

which have occurred were corrected properly.

2 Review the licensee's maintenance records and/or security Licensee's maintenance

logs to detemine if malfunctions of the tris have been observed, records.
Compute and record the frequency of failures (preferably for each
unit) over the period of time since the last inspection.
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

DEMONSTRATION / TEST

1. Demonstrate that all zoom lenses employed in the system can Ruler or measuring tape,
be operated over the specified zoom range. While the television is Zoom lens specifications,
operating, an arbitrary but fixed target (tree, building, post,
etc.) is to be observed on the monitor. Measure the size of this
object on the monitor with a ruler for both extreme positions of
the zoom. The ratio of these measurements should be the same as
specified for the zoom range. If the ratio is significantly less
than specified, the operation of the control is faulty or the wrong
lens is installed.

2. Demonstrate that the iris control responds properly to Neutral density filter of

artificially induced light level changes. Point the camera at value 1.0 and approximately

a well illuminated area and observe the scene on the TV monitor. 4 in (10 cm) in diameter.
Place a neutral density filter of value 1.0 in front of the lens
and observe the sutomatic iris compensation on the TV monitor.
The brightness of the scene displayed on the video monitor should
not be significantiv different with the filter in place. Remove
the filter and observe that the automatic tris again operates to
produce a normal picture.

3 Observe the operation of the camera (i.e., quality of
scenes produced) at night under artif1cial illumination conditions.

4 Photograph day and night scenes produced by each camera Polaroid camera with
for comparison with scenes observed in future inspections, close-up lens set.

CABLES

INSPECTION /ANALYS!;

1. Cieck that all cables are installed according to the Licensee's cable in-
licensee's installation plans, stallation plans.

2. Yerify that all exposed cables are not damaged and there
are no sharp bends or abrasions of the insulation.

9 ~ flL (U t
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3 Chcd that cables are protected from damage caused by
motion of the camera mount, etc.
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

4 Check that all cable feedthroughs and all cable ports
have the proper covers or seals. These areas should be examined

with special care since ihey are likely trouble spots at which
cable damage can occur.

5 C'.eck that all signal cables are shfelded. In order to
reduce electrical interference pf ckup, the TV signal cables should
be routed in separate conduit. TV signal cables should never be
collocated in conduit with power cables.

6. Verf fy that all power and signal cable are suitable for
the factitty environnent. For example, all outdoor connectors
should be of sealed, waterproof design.

7 Carefully check the cable-connector fr.terfaces for
frayed or broken insulation, signs of corroston and condensation.

8. Check that screw-on type connectors are tight and do not
show any marks indicating that they were tightened with plfers

,

or similar tools unless the installation procedures call for
the use of such tools.

9 Check that all signal cables are protected from lightning /
voltage surges by fuses, surge arrestors or other appropriate
devices.

10. If cable equalizers are employed on the video ifnes en- Cable equalizer
sure that they are properly installed and adjusted according to specifications,

the manufacturer's specifications.

MONITORS

INSPECTION

1. Verffy that all TV monitors are installed in accordance Manufacturer's installa-
with the manufacturer's installation recorrendations. Ensure tion manual,

that adequate ventilation is provided.

7.C 9, p
L ij j. - >
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Eouipment

2. Verify that sun shades or other devices are employed, as
appropriate, to shield the face of the monitor from glare due to
all sources of light in the monitoring station.

3. Check that the monitors are installed in the position that
is convenient for the security guard. See evaluation procedure
VII-1.A (CRT Dfsplays) for additional guidance in evaluating the
installation of the monitor.

4 Check that the temination impedance of the monitor (752 Monitor operator's
or "high") is correct for the monitor application. % rer to the manual.
video system plans and manufacturer's operatton", manual.

DEMONSTRATION

Verify that all monitors are operational (including any spares
and that a clear picture is produced without interference from
glare under all possible Ifghting conditions.

VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS

INSTALLATION

1. Verify that any video tape recorder used in the system is Manufacturer's installa-
installed in accordance with the manufacturer's recomendations, tion manual.

2 r, heck that the location in which the recorder is installed
has provisions for adequate ventilation.

3. If the recorder is provided with a dust cover to protect
the recording heads from contamination, verify that it is properly
installed.

DEMONSTRATION

Have the licensee tape record scenes from all cameras used with
the device. Play back the scenes and observe that the scenes are
sharp and clear, and exhibit no tearing or synchronization diff t-

E ) O ','>bculties.
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Perforrrance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

CONTROLS AND ADJUSTMENTS

INSPECTION

1. The controls available to the operators should be minimized
as specified. The controls which should be accessible are bright-
ness and contrast controls on the video monitors, pan, tilt and
zoom controls for the cameras, and if applicable, switches for
manual camera monitor or video tape recorder selection. Camera
controls such as beam, focus, setup, and black level compensation
and video tape recorder controls such as skew and tracking should be
located behind tamper-proof covers, since they are used to optimize
perfomance and should be adjusted only by qualified maintenance
personnel.

2. Take note of the position of these controls and detemine Licensee's maintenance
whether or not- they have been altered since the last inspection. records.
All adjustments should be recorded in the licensee's maintenance
record;.

DEMONSTRATION

1. Exercise all controls to demonstrate their proper function Manufacturer's operation
and range as specified in the appropriate operation manual. If any manuals,

deficiencies exist, the equipment should be serviced by a qualified
technician.

(a) Pan, tilt and zoom motions should be smooth and
reversible; no visible backlash should be observed on the TV

moni to r. Deactivation of the controls should stop the motion
within less than one second unless otherwise specified.

(b) Contrast and brightness adjustments on the video
monitor should produce a pleasing picture having good contras'.
under daylight conditions at their midpoint setting.

(c) The field of the monitor should be able to be com-
pletely filled; no edges of the scan field should be visible.

(d) The monitor picture should be free of double images
or ghosts and of noise (snow). Posts, or similar vertical objects
in the field of view, should not be distorted.
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

CAMERA SWITCHING

DEMONSTRATION

1. Demonstrate that all the cameras can be switched either
mant slly or automatically to the TV monitor or monitors.

2. Demonstrate that the pictures come on the display in-
stantaneously (i.e., in less than the response time of the eye)
and that there are no initial distortions. Af ter switching, the

picture should remain stationary without flicker or roll unti'
a new switching sequence is initiated.

3. If an alarm trigger is provided, demonstrate th t the
camera or cameras surveying the sector in which the alam has
occurred are switched to the monitor imediately (less than the
response time of the eye) and that the whole sector in which the
alam has occurred can be observed by the operator on either one
or more monitors if necessary.

4. If video recording capability is provided, have the licen-
see demonstrate that it operates as descrited in the licensee's
physical security plan (among the type of recording systems that
may be encountered are time lapse and alam triggered storage).

TEST

Test the automatic alam trigger system (if provided) by
having a person walk into the appropriate pmtected area to activ-
ate an alam. This test should also be repeated by having the
person run at different speeds in the near and far fields of the
camera to ensure that the security guard can identify that an intru-
der is in the area.

If the cameras are on pan / tilt mounts (i.e., not on fixed Stop watch timer.
mounts) then the time required for the observer to find the
intruder should be measured. For example, measure the time re-
quired for the pan / tilt mount to move the camera from one extreme
position to the other. Verify that the time falls within the

limits specified in the mano/acturer's specifications and that
the access time is suitable for the security system. If the cameras
are used for security alam assessment, this access time has a
significant impact on the ability of tha security force to respond / i L- -nn-

to the threat. '

[(j g
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

SYSTEM PAPAMETERS

The purpose of the evaluation is to measure the system opera-
tional parameters (i.e. , field of view, resolution, gray scale,
illumination levels) and to verify that they fall within the range
specified in the physical security plan.

FIELD OF VIEW

INSPECTION

Verify in operational irspections t' at no new obstacles sc'h ash

trenches, fences, walls, small buildings, working huts, etc., have
been placed in the field of view which produce blind areas.

ANALYSIS

Analyze the coverage provided by the surveillance cameras Camera coverage plans.
by reviewing the camera coverage plans. Detemine whether or not
blind areas such as the areas immediately below and to the side
of the cameras exist, and ensure that other cameras or intrusion

detection sensors cover these areas.

DEMONSTRATION

1. Demonstrate that the area to be covered by the tele-
vision surveillance is the same as the planned coverage. Have a
member of the inspection team walk through the surveillance area
in a systematic manner, such as in a grid pattern, to determine
the extremes of the coverage area and the location of any blind
areas. Fixed markers should be placed on the sides of the cover-
age area and should be observable on the TV monitor.

2. Photograph the jtsplays on the television monitors Polaroid camera with
for the various' areas of celevision coverage for comparison close-up lens set,
with results of future inspections.

.
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Performance Chareteristic/ Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

ILLUMINATION LEVELS
F

DEMONSTRATION

Demonstrate that the TV camera system is capable of obtaining
clear pictures under all possible lighting conditions (both daylight
and artificial lighting at night).

ANALYSIS

Verify that the light sensitivity of the camera / lens com- Licensee's illumination
bination, as specified by the manufacturer, covers the range data,

cf light levels encountered during nomal operation. The expected Faceplate illumination

light levels should be available from records obtained and kept by calculator such as that
the licensee (f.e., maximum and minimum values for both day and available from General
night). Use a faceplate illumination calculator to convert scene Electric Co. Microwave
illumination values into camera faceplate illumination. (Select and Imaging Division,
an appropriate scene reflection value from the table on the cal- PRODSEC, Syracuse, NY
culator.) 130201.

TEST

1. Measure the scene brightness (radiance) in the field of Photometer such as United
view of the cameras with a calibrated photometer. The measured Detector Technology Model
values should be consistent with the values used in the Analysis 40X equipped with a
above. Repeat these measurements at different times of the day photometric filter and

and night as well as under different weather conditions, cosine-corrected foot-
candle diffuser.

2 Verify that the measured scene illumination is sufffctent
to create the required faceplate illumination on the camera tube.
The measured illumination values, appropriate values for the
reflection coefficients and the lens parameters should be used in
the equation:

Faceplate Illumination =
Scene Illumination x Scene Reflectivity x tens Transmission

4 x [F-Number of Lens]2

The resulting faceplate illumination should be well within the
range given by the camera manufacturer.

:n 210
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RESOLUTION
.

ANALYSIS

1. Detemine by analysts that, with the existing camera / lens Ffeld of view nomograph
combination, the image of a person or object 6 ft (1.8 m) high at for CCTV lenses such as
the far end of the planned surveillance range appears on the tele- that contained in Vicon
vision monitor to be at least 35 scan lines high. For verification Application Notes Sheet
use the equations below. The calculated maximum surveillance No. 205 and Tech. Note
range should be equal to or larger than the planned surveillance No. 245
range.

CMaximum Surveillance Range (ft) = 150 x
a ter V fcon (

or

Maximum Surveillance Range (m) = 45 x
ter f V dic n (

For zoom lenses, rcpeat the calculation for both the minimum and
the maximum focal lengths available.

2. Verf fy that the resolution (bandwidth) of any video tape
recorder used in the system is compatible with the video system
so that infomation is not lost in the recording process.

DEMONSTRATION

Demonstrate that the image of a person at the far end of the
planned surveillance range appears on the screen to be of a size
equivalent to at least 35 TV scan lines.

TEST

1. Measure the resolution of the TV monitors by replacing Portable video tape
the canera input with a calfbrated yfdeo tape recorder and playing recorder,

a tape upon which a resolution chart has been recorded. Verffy Prerecorded resolution
that the center and corner resolution observed is equal to or chart test tape,
exceeds the monitor specifications. If any degradation in per-
fomance since the last inspection is observed, the monitor should
be rerviced by a qualf fied te:hnician,

2 Heasure the resolutten of the real-time video system by Resolution chart consist-
placing a resolution chart in the field of view of the camera. The ing of a black and white
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Perfoi. nance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure
Measurement Equiprnent

resolution chart should consist of both equally spaced horizontal horizontal bar pattern and

and vertical bars. The bar pattern is to be moved away from the a vertical bar pattern

camera to a distance at which the individual images of the bars can (must be developed).

no longer be separated. Measure and record this distance (measure-

ment of the distance to a fixed landnark is sufficient). It is to
be expected that two distances will be measured: one for the
horizontal pattern and one for the vertical pattern. Compare these
distances with those obtained in previous inspection visits with
the same bar chart. If there are discrepancies of more than + 20
percent, a careful mechanical and electrical realignment of the
system is required. Repeat these measurenants during the night in
order to ensure that illumination levels are sufficient to maintain
the daytime resolution.

3. For video tape recorders, obtain a test pattern taper
(available from the recorder manufacturer) and play it an the re-
corder. Verify that the observed resolution meets or exceeds the
recorder specifications. Take note of the resolution cbsened for
comparison with future results.

GRAY SCALE

TEST

1. Measure the gray scale rendering capability of the TV Calibrated portable

monitor by replacing the c6nera input with a calibrated video video tape recorder,

tape recorder and playing a tape upon which a gray scale test Prerecorded gray scale

chart has been recorded. Verify that the number of shades of test chart tape.

gray (maximum of 10) discernible is equal to or exceeds the monitor
specifications. If any degradation in performance since the last
inspection is obsened, the monitor should be serviced by a
qualified technician.

2. Measure the gray scale perfomance of the entire real- Gray scale test chart

time video systen by placing a gray scale test chart in the camera (must be developed).

field of view in such a location that the image of the chart
appears at the center of the monitor screen and that it is approx-
imately one quarter of the width of the screen. The observed gray
scale rendition should nor, be significantly different from that
of the monitor (as meamed in step (1) above). If it is, the

PAGEDATE
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Performance Characteristic 'Aeasurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

TV camera and connunications link should be examined by a qualf-
fled technician,

3 For video tape recorders, play a prerecorded gray scale
test tape (available from the recorder nenufacturer) on the machine
and verify that its gray scale performance meets or exceeds the
recorde* -;:*ifications.

SPOOFING AND TAMPERING

The purpose of this evaluation is to determine the resistance
of the TV surveillance system to tampering (attempts that mechant-
cally or electrically deactivate the system) and to spoofing
(attecpts that render the system incapable of reacting without
any physical changes in the system itself).

INSPECTION / ANALYSIS

1. Inspect all mechanical and electrical tamper protection
devices including tamper switches on camera housings, cable
distribution boxes, electronic cabinets and power supplies for
proper installation.

2 Verify that all vital electronic components are pro-
tected by tamper proof locks, doors or covers and that no possf-
bilf tfes exist to bypass those devices. Sfgnal rerouting should
not be possible.

3 If automatic or manual switchover to video recorders is
provided by the system, determine that there is no possibility
that in case of automatic or manual activation of the TV system
a tape recording will be displayed on the monitor and not the real
scene.

DEMONSTRATION

1. Demonstrate that the opening of any door, cover or lock
protected by a tamper switch will result in an alarm.

DATc
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Measurement Equipment
Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure

2. Demonstrate that any switching of signal lines (i.e.,
by disconnecting and reconnecting) will cause an alam as a result
of either tamper protection or line supervision circuitry.

3. If the system has provisions to produce an alam as a re-
sult of loss of video, demonstrate the feature as follows:

(a) Disconnect a video cable completely to simulate
complete loss of composite video signal. An alam should be
generated in video line supervised systems.

(b) Cover the lens of a camera with an opaque object
to simulate loss of video. An alam should te generated in video
line supervised systems.

INTERFERENCE

The purpose of this evaluation is to detemine if visual
obstructions and electrical noise interfere with the function
of the system.

IMAGE BURN-!N

INSPECTION

Check the camera for image burn-in. Cover the camera lens
completely and observe the scene on the monitor. Any scene dis-
played on the monitor ;hould disappear completely within 10 to 20
seconds. If not, the vidicon on the TV camera should be replaced.

Note: Most video cameras equipped with standard vidicons are
susceptible to burn-in. If ever such a camera views a specific
scene without an occasional change in viewing angle, the vidicon
develops a memory of the scene. This scene would be displayed on
a monitor, even when the camera lens is covered for days or weeks.
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

OPTICAL INTERFERENCE

INSPECTION

1. Inspect the surveillance area during the day and at night
for possible optical interference such as:

(a) Sections of the field of view that may be obscured by
permanent or temporary structures (fences, vehicles, small
buildings,etc.).

(b) Sections within the field of view that may not be
covered by the cameras (ditches, gullies, etc.)

(c) Bright lights that may interfere with the proper
operation of the cameras, especially lights in parking lots and
headlights of cars driving within or in the vicinity of the sur-
veillance area. The surveillance area should not contain bege
areas of very low contrast where an intruder could pass undetected.

DEMONSTRATION

Demonstrate that during day and night no optical interference
occurs in the surveillance areas. Gfre special emphasis to the
examinattan of very bright sunlit areas as well as dark shadow
areas. See the evaluation procedures for FIELD OF VIEW.

ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE

INSFECTION

Inspect the surveillance area for possible sources of
electrical interference such as transfomer and power ifnes fn
close proximity to video cables and distributton boxes. (The
video cables should be shfelded and should not be in the same
conduf t as pcwer cables.)

dan PAGE
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

DEMONSTRATION

With all the electronic equipment operating, demenstrate that
no electronic interference exists. The video picture should
exhibit neither " herringbone" patterns (caused by high frequency
radiation sources such as a nearby radio broadcasting station)
nor vertically rolling black and white horizontal bar patterns
(caused by power frequency induction). It is important that
these demonstrations be repeated at d1T'erent times during a
24-hour period in order to. ensure that nt noise sources are

overlooked (i.e., street lights which are on only at night,
power tools which are operated only during the day, etc.). In ad-
dition, there should be no evidence of mult 41e scenes being dis-
played on the monitor. If this condition exists, the licensee
should correct the problem.

MAINTENANCE

The purpose of this evaluation is to detemine that the
equipment is properly maintained and that appropriate records
are kept.

ANALYSIS

1 Verify that the equipment is serviced by properly qualf-
fled people.

2 Verify that the licensee has incorporated the preventive Manufacturer's maintenance
maintenance procedures recomended by the manufacturer. Routine manual,
checks of cables, cable connectors, cam ra housings, lens and lens
tris operation, camera operation, etc., should be made.

3 Detemine that the maintenance records reflect any main- Licensee's maintenance
tenance work accurately and that proper care has been taken to records.

' keep these records up to date.

DATE PAGE
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PCWER

The purpose of this evaluation is to ensure that, in case of
power failure, auxiliary systems are imediately available to power
the surveillance system.

INSPECTION

Ensure that an auxiliary power system exists. If batteries
are used check that they are free of corrosion and that they are
maintained in a full state of charge.

DEMONSTRATION

Demonstrate that the auxfliary power system a:tually takes Battery tester (must be
over during the specified ti"e by shutting down the prime power developed),

for the television surveillance system. The whole TV surveillance
system should operate without any additional adjustments when
on auxiliary power. Since operation on backup power for an ex-
tended period may not be feasible, a battery tester should be used
to perfom a short term load test to detemine battery capacity.

SAFETY

The purpose of this evaluation is to enstre that the licensee
has incorporated safety measures in the system.

INSPECTION

1. Verify that lightning protection is provided at each
camera installation mounted higher than 18 ft (6 m),

2. Verify that lightning protectors are provided on all
TV signal lines-to protect the equipment from over voltage and
surget in the evert of a lightning strike.

3. Verify that the power system is properly fused and
that all equipment is properly grounded.

qi 7~
. w i ; j,
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EXPLOSIVES DETECTORS

Gas chromatography is the most common method employed in ex-

plosives detectors for security applications. The principal com-
ponents of a gas chromatograph are the air sample collector and
concentrator, the carrier gas injection system, the chromatographic
column and the electron capture detector and renrder.

The air sampling system draws a sample of the suspect air at
a rate of several liters per minute over a metal surface which
adsorbs the trace explosive constituents onto its surface. Vapor
selectivity or specificity can, to a degree, be achieved by proper
selection of metal. Since explosive effluents may be present in
very low concentration, it may be necessary to sample a large
volume of air in order to concentrate enough effluent on the
adsorbing material so that an analysis can be made.

After the air sample has been taken, a neutral carrier gas
(usually argon or helium) is passed over the adsorbing mr.terial.
The adsorbing material may be heated during this process in order
to ensure that the vapors are desorbed and transferred to the
carrier gas stream.

The vapor-laden carrier gas then feeds into the chromato-
graphic column. Each constituent has a characteristic retention
time in the column which varies according to the vapor pressure of
the sample constituents, their solubility in the column material,
temperature, etc. The time required by the various constituents
to reach the detecto:- (electron capture type) at the selected
operating temperature allows an analysis of the vapor to be made.

In the electron capture detector the vapor laden carrier gas
is exposed to electrons from a radioactive source (such as tritium
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er nickel-63) and they tend to attach with high probability to the
trace constituents * which have high electron affinity. The nomal
operating current flowing in the detector is reduced in proportion
to the concentration of the trace constituents. The signature of

the vapor is obtained by recording the detector current as a func-
tion of time on a strip-chart recorder. A more practical mode of
operation permits automatic programing by providing a time window
which is on the order of several seconds duration and which can be
locaf.ed within a retention time interval between zero and 99
seconds. If a particular constituent reaches the detector during
the selected time period, a visual or audible alarm is activated.
The response of the instrument can be optimized by varying the
temperature of the chronatographic column and the pressure of the
carrier gas.

The usefulness of a detector of explosives effluents in a
practical security system depends on the following instrument
characteristics:

a Sensitivity -- the minimum detectable concentration
of a trace gas in air.

o Response Time -- the period of time between sample
injection and measurable instrument response,

e Specificity -- the uniqueness of the instrumental
signature -- the absence of false alams due to
innocuous constituents in air such as pcrfumes,

* Molecules containing halogen or nitro-groups typically have
a high electron affinity. In the case of dynamite, the
major effluent is ethylene glycol dinitrate (EGDN). In the
case of TNT, the major constituent is trinitrotoluene, but
mononitrotoluene and dinitrotoluene (DNT) are also present
in the effluent. Hydrocarbons, such as are found in gaso-
line or jet fuel, produce no effect.
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shaving lotions, shoe polish, and others comonly
found in the environment in which the detector is
used.

Convenience -- including portability, warmup time,e

power consumption, operator training required and
frequency of adjustment.

Cost -- capital investment, operational and main-e

tenance expenditures.

Sensitivity is determined by injecting measured quantities of air
saturated with explosives effluent into the airstream sampled by
.he instrument during normal operation. From the magnitud2 of the
response of the detector to a certain vapor, and from separate de-
termination of the background response (i.e., determination Of the
signal-to-noise ratio), the minimum detectable concentration can
be estimated. Lack of sensitivity would yield a low probability
of detecting a well-wrapped, concealed parcel of explosives. The
response time clearly is important for security applications of ex-
plosive detectors, since it governs the rate at which traffic can
flow through the inspection area. Generally the higher the con-
centration of the effluent, the shorter the response time. Ho,4-

ever, once an instrument has been exposed to an unduly high con-
centration of effluent, it may require a recovery time of several
minutes or even longer to regain its full sensitivity.

PORTABLE EXPLOSIVES DETECTION COMPONENTS

Most explosives detectors fcr security applications on the
market today are of a portable configuration. In most cases the
device can fit into a suitcase. A hand-held sampling probe is used

to search the suspect person or object. The primary advantage of
the portable explosives detector is that it can be used anywhere,
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and the location of the explosives can be precisely determined.
Specificity of these devices to various explosives effluents varies
from manufacturer to manufacturer ar.d, where available, this in-
formation has been included in the Catalog data sheet. Some of
the portable e losives detectorr contained in the Catalog have
been evaluat< tay the Department of Transportation Transporta-
tion Systems Center, Cambridge, MA and the U.S. Anny MERADCOM.

WALK-THROUGH EXPLOSIVES DETECTION COMPONENTS

Walk-through explosives detectors employ an " air curtain" with-
in a confined area or portal in order to obtain a sample of the
suspect vapor. In general, they are designed for surveillance in
fixed installations such as controlled access gateways and are com-
patible for use with other types of contraband detection devices.
Sone of the walk-through explosives detectors contained in the
Catalog have been evaluated by the Department of Transportation,

~

Transportation Systems Center, Cambridge, MA.

| A, |S
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PORTABLE EXPLOS!VES DETECTION COMPONENTS

EQUIPMENT CATEGORY CATALOG REFERENCE

Portable Explosives Detection Components V-1.a

Performance Charactermec/ Measurement Procedure Measurement Eos.pment

SENSITIVITY

The purpose of this evaluation is to verify the sensitivity
of the detector to various explosive vapors. '' licensee should
have test targets (sa nples of various types of explosives) that
are used for routine testing.

DEMONSTRATION

1. Conceal a 1/2 lb 'Z50 g) stick of 40 percent dynamite Stick of 40 percent dyna-
anywhere on the body an/ verify that the detector can precisely mite 1/2 lb (250 g).
pinpoint its location.

2. Perfom this demonstration with any other samples of
exolosive compounds the licensee uses for routine testing.
Verify that these samples as well as the stick of dynamite can
be located when concealed on the body or in a package or suit-
case.

TEST

l. In order to perform a quantitative test of sensitivity, Calibrated explos've
a means of introtucing a knom volune concentration of explosive vapor source (s) for
ef 'luent (calibrated vapor source) must be developed. Several various types of explo-
different types of military and corrercial explosives should be sives (must be developed).
used to verify claimed sensitivity to various compounds.

2. Ferform step (1) or (2) of the Demonstration above. After Stop watch timer,
an alam is obtained measure the length of time it takes for the
detector to " clear down" and be able to continue to search. Com-
pare the measured time to the time specified in the manufacturer's
data.

[ ') } '),
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

OPERATION /SJ00FING

The purpose of this evaluation is to ensure that the explo-
sives detector operates properly and is used properly as well as
to ensure that procedures have been established to reduce the

likeliMod that '' masking" agents could be used to disguise the
presence of explosives.

DEMONSTRATION

1 Verify that all operators have been trained in ti.c use of
the detector e,d that they are knowleogeable in f 5e expected detec-
tor response to both explosive and non-explosive vapors.

2. Have the detector operator demonstrate the **. art-up a id Manufactiarer's operating
operating prcredure for the device. Verify that this procedu e manual.
conforms to the vrocedures in the operating manual.

3. Have the operator demonstrate the search procedure and
the manner in which all positive responses (alams) are handled.
43rify that the procedures used confom to those recomended
in the cperating manual.

MAINTENANCE

The purpose of this evaluation is to verify that the detector
is maintained in good operating condition.

INSPECTION

1. Inspect the detector for signs of physical abuse or
damage (pay particular attention to the sampling probe).

2. Inspect the battery pack and verify that the electrical
connections are clean, free of corrosion and tight, and that the
battery is in good condition (no leaking electrolyte, etc.),

3. Verify that all meters and other indicators respond
properly and that all control markings are legible,

',) O Y_ c. Jr
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Perfumance Characteristic / Measurement procede:a Measurement Equipment

4 Verify that all controls are in a good state of repair

and that they functinn properly.

ANALYSIS

1 Review tre licensee s schedule for battery replacement Licensee's battery charg-t

and charging for conformance with the manufacturer's recon 7enda- ing/ replacement schedule.
tions.

2. Review the licensee's schedule of preventive maintenance Licensee's maintenance
as reconnended by the manufacturer, schedule.

Manufacturer's operating /

maintenance manual.

ENVIRONMENTAL RE0UIREMENTS

The purpose of this evaluation is to ensure that the environ-

mental characteristics of the detector will not be exceeded under
normal operating conditions.

ANALYS*S

Review the environnental specifications of *he detector, Manufacturer's operating
particularly humidity requirements (see the apprcpriate Catalog ma n ual .

sheet as well as the manufacturer's operating manual), and
verify that the detector is operated only when the conditions
are within the specified tolerances.

, - n es e
h* / / |i
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WALK THROUGH EXPLOSlVES DETECTION COMPONENTS

EQUIPMENT CATEGORY CATALOG REFERENCE

Walk-through Explosives Detection Components V-1.b

.
.

Performance Characteristic / Measurement Prc edure Measurement Equipment
!

INSTALLATION / MAINTENANCE

The purpose of this evaluation is to ensure that the walk-

through explosives detector is properly installed and maintained
in good operating condition.

INSPECTIO|.

1. Verify that the detector is installed according to the Manufacturer's installation
recommendations contained in the manufacturer's installation instructions,

i ns tructions.

2. Verify that all electrical and rrechanical connections
made between the portal and the centrol console or other com-
ponents are secera. Also check any electrical connections made
to central alam monitoring eouipment and aatomated response

devices.

3. Check that the detector is free of signs of physical
abuse and that all control labels and markings are legible.
Take special notice of wear of silk screened infomation on

control panel surf aces.

4 Verify that the proper carrier gas is used and that the Manufacturer's operating
pressure regulator is properly adjusted, manual.

5. Check that there are no obstructions in the vicinity
of the portal which would inhibit or interfere with the operation
of the air sampling device. Also check that the unit is located

away from fans, ventilators, etc., which could disturb the air
sampling system.

6. Ensure that smoking is prohibited in the vicinity of
_

' E /)Jthe detector. -
;
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

ANALYSIS

1. Verify that the licensee has established a schedule for Licensee's maintenance
carrier gas replenishment that is consistent with the manufacturer's schedule.
recommendations and frequency of use of the system.

2. Verify that the licensee has established a schedule of Manufacturer's operating /
preventive maintenance as reconnended by the manufacturer, maintenance manual.

3 Verify by analysis of specifications that any external
alarm devices connected to the detector will not exceed the vol-
tas. and current ratings of the output relay.

SENSITIVITY

The purpose of this evaluation is to verify the sensitivy of
the detector to explosive vapors. The licensee should have test
targets (samples of various types of explosives) available at the
facility that are used for routine testing.

DEMONSTRATION

1. Conceal a 1/2 lb (250 g) stick of 40 percent dynamite Stick of 40 percent
anywhere on the body under one layer of clothing and enter the dynamite,1/2 lb (250 g).
detector portal. An alarm should be generated. If no alarm
sounds, exit the portal, wait five minutes then enter again.
The system should respond positively to approximately 90 per-
cent of the trials.

2. Perform step (1) with any other test targets available Licensee's test targets
from the licensee. (samples of explosive

compounds) .

TEST

1. In order to perform a quantitative test of sensitivity, Calibrated explosive vapor
a means of introducing a known volume concentration of explosive scurce(s) for various types
effluent (calibreted vapor source) must be developed for field of explosives (must be
use. Several different types of military and connercial explo- developed).

sives should be used to verify claimed sensitivity to various
compounds.

7 ,.
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

2. Perform step (1) or (2) of the DEMONSTRATION above. Stop watch timer.

Af ter an alam is obtained, measure the length of time it takes
for the system to " clear down" and be able to continue screen-
ing personnel. Compare the measured time to the time specified
in the manufacturer's data.

OPERATION / TAMPERING

The purpose of this evaluation is to ensure that the explo-
sives detector operates properly and that any provisions for
tamper protection function properly.

DEMONSTRATION

1. Verify that all operators have Leen trained in the use of
the system.

2. Observe the operation of the devire under nomal working
ccnditions. Verify that the operator's controls and detector

prompting devices for the entrants operate properly. Make sure
that the entrants are held within the air sampling curtain for

the amount of tiTie specified by the manufacturer.

3. Verify that the licensee has established procedures for
responding to all explosives detector alarms and have the operator
demonstrate these actions. At a minimum a manual search of the
person as well as any parcels or packages should be included in
the procedure.

4. If the device is equipped with tamper protection switches,
activate these switches to ensure that an alarm is generated. If
the detector is connected in a line supervised monitoring system,
perfom this demonstraticn in Foth the " secure" and " access" modes.

5. If any cabinets or consoles are protected by locks, ensure
that the lock functions properly,

5a1[ ')
1--t__,_
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

FALSE / NUISANCE ALARM RATE / SPOOFING

The purpose of this evaluation is to detemine the frequency
of spuri. sus alarm activation and to ensure that procedures have

been established to reduce the likelihood that " masking" agents
could be used to disguise the presence of explosives.

AN/. LYSIS

1. Review the operathg log or security alarm log and note Licensee's security
any spurious alarms by the explosives detector. Calculate the alarm log and/or equip-
frequency of false / nuisance alarms over the period of time since nent operating log.
the last inspection. If false alarms frequently occur, ascertain Ma .ufacturer's operating
if the licensee has attempted to detemine the cause of the alarms manual.
(note that some explosives detectors are sensitive to certain
types of shoe polish, after shave lotions, etc.). Verify that
the operator is knowledgeable in the expected detector response
to both explosive and non-explosive vapors.

2. Review the licensee's procedures for responding to false /
nuisance alams. At a minimum, a hands-on search of the subject
should be made.

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

The purpose of this evaluation is to ensure that the environ-
mental characteristics of the facility, or location of the portal,
are within the tolerances of the manufacturer's specifications.

ANALYSIS

Review the environmental specifications of the system (see Manufacturer's ope rati ng

the appropriate Catalog sheet as well as the system operatin9 manual.
manual) and verify that the conditions at the location of the
equipment are within the specified tolerances.

(), r

r .
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FERROUS METAL DETECTORS

All comercial devices that detect only fe: .ous or magnetic
materials operate on the same principles, though the sensor ele-
ments in the instruments may differ in shape and use different

ma teri al s. The characteristics of these devices depend on the

sensor element which may be either a magnetometer or gradiometer.

A typical magnetometer configuration consist of an oscillator, a
cylindrical saturable core wound with two coils (primary and
secondary) and a detector circuit, though other core / coil geo-
metries may be used. The primary coil is connected to the oscil-
lator, and the current flowing in the coil drives the core into
saturation during a portion of each half-cycle of the driving
frequency. As a result of the changing flux in the core, voltage
pulses are induced in the secondary coil. The polarity and mag-
nitude of these pulses vary with the rate of change of magnetic
flux in the core. When no external field is present, the voltage
pulses induced in the secondary coil are evenly spaced in time,
and their frequency spectrum contains only odd harmonics. As fer-
rous metal is brought into the vicinity of the coil the magnetic
field is altered, and unevenly spaced voltage pulses are produced
in the secondary circuit. When this occurs, the secondary voltage
waveform has a frequency spectrum which contains a detectable and
measurable second hamonic component (a component at twice the fre-

quency of the oscillator). To improve detection of the second
harmonic component, a special circuit tuned to this frequency
may be employed in the secondary circuit. A device of this type
is called a second harmonic magnetometer.

Another comon second hamonic mag.ietometer configuration

consists of a ferrite torroidal core wound with an excitation

,c ')7C),
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coil (primary coil); a secondary coil is wound diametrically
around the core and is called a flux-gate magnetometer. The
principles of operation are similar to those discussed above.

When magnetometers are used as weapons detectors, two identical

sensor elements are often used and are configured so that only the
#ield gradient (difference) between the elements is detected and
measured. This arrangement is called a gradiometer. In all con-
figurations the detection of ferrous metal objects depends on the
fact that such objects distort the earth's magnetic field or, if
magnetized, provide their own external field.

The principal advantages of magnetometers are their low cost
and light weight. Their basic disadvantages are their extreme
sensitivity to permanently magnetized materials and their relative
insensitivity to ferrous metal objects which are oriented with their
major axis at right angles to the earth's field. Of course these

devices cannot detect non-ferrous materials; thus they do not pro-
tect against weapons made of non-magnetic stainless steel, aluminum,
beryllium-copper or plastic.

Many of the hand-held ferrous metal detectors contained in the
Catalog am configured in the form of a night stick or club and are
rugged enough to be used as such. A few concealed models are avail-
able which are strcpped onto the body of a guard and are very con-
venient for covert searches. Hand-held detectors are relatively in-

sensitive to large ferrous metal objects in their vicinity because
of their limited range of sensitivity. In addition, they are able

to precisely locate ferrous metal objects on the pe* son being
searched.

Walk-through ferrous metal detectors can be of very compact

size because of their inherent simplicity. A problem that fre-
quently arises in their use is sensitivity to moving ferrous
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metal (especially if magnetized) in their vicinity. As a result,
a great deal of care must be exercised in the selection of a

suitable instellation location in industrial environments. Many
of the devices can be made less sensitive to external effects
by proper orientation with respect to the metal object, and the
portal itself can be used to determine the best orientation by ad-
justing its orientation until external effects are minimized.

Because of the fundamental weakness of ferrous metal detectors
(their inability to decect weapons or other devices made of non-
ferrous metal) prccedures for fellow-up manual search or search
with a hand-held detector are generally reconinended.

Some of the ferrous metal detectors contained in the Catalog
have been evaluated by the Department of Transportation, Trans-
portation Systems Center, Cambridge, MA.

i '[ 2bl
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FERROUS METAL DETECTORS

EQUIPMENT CATEGORY CATALOG REFERENCE

Hand-Held Ferrous Metal Detection Corponents V-2.a

Walk-Through Ferrous Metal Detection Ccmponents V-2.b

Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

Enluation procedures for ferrous metal detectors will be
provided by the U.S. Army MERADCOM in a document prepared under

a separate NRC technical assistance contract (AT(49-24)-0260).

') 7 9't , [
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ALL-METAL DETECTORS

Detectors of all metals measure the disturbances ir. an alter-
nating electromagnetic field caused by the presence of any metallic
object. The field r; be characterized by its frequency and uni-
formity; beyond this, the various manufacturers of these devices
use different configurations. Some of the confiugurations/ tech-
niques employed are listed belcw.

Single coil -- inductance change measured bye

phase of amplitude variations.

Dual oscillator -- measurement of beat frequency.e

e Dual coils -- measurement of changes in mutual
coupling.

e Transmitter / receiver loops -- measurement of
transmission losses.

Marginal oscillator arrangements using feedbacke

changes to vary oscillator output.

Pulsed field -- eddy current decay detection ande

antlysis.

In a typical walk-through active fielo all-metal detector,
two coils, primary and secondary, are located several feet apart.
The primary coil is energized by an oscillator and produces an
electromagnetic field which is coupled to the secondary coil.
Under quiesceiit operating conditions the detector circuit, typically
a balanced bridge circuit, maintains a zero signal condition at the
indicator device. If a metalic object is introduced between the
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coils, the coupling between the primary and secondary coils is
altered, the detector becomes unbalanced and the indicator displays
the signal. Magnetic and non-magnetic metals each alter the cou-
ling in a different way, and they can be differentiated by noting
the polarity of the displayed signal. If the change in field

coupling measured by the device exceeds a preselected threshold, an
alarm circuit can be actuated.

The simplest form of all-metal detector consists of a single-

coil of wire which forms one element of an alternating current
impedance bridge circuit. A metal object in or near the plane
of the coil changes the circuit impedance, unbalances the bridge
and results in a signal indicating the presence of the object.
Commercial all-metal detectors use many variations of this basic
concept.

For maximum effectiveness the all-metal detectors must have
high field strength uniformity. Otherwise, performance will vary
greatly with the location of a metal object relative to the primary
coil. However, the direction of the field should not be uniform,

because the orientation of a weapon with respect to the field de-
termines the strength of the interaction. Also, the excitation

frequency must not be too high, or the device will be too sensitite
to foil wrappers, etc., and will have a high nuisance alann rate.
Many of the less expensive single-coil models operate at high fre-
quencies (20 kHz or higher) and also produce nonuniform fields.
The more costly units use multiple coils to improve field uniformity
and operate at lower frequencies to improve detection performance.
At frequencies below 200 Hz, however, it is difficult to detect wea-

pons made of high-resistivity metals such as stainless steel.

The operation of the most advanced pulsed-field detectors in-
volves the detailed interaction between electromagnetic fields and
metal objects. When an object is inmersed in an electror.agnetic
field, circulating currents (eddy currents) are induced in it which
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give rise to losses and secondary electromagnetic fields which affect
the primary circuit both of which are detectable and measurable.
The respective magnitudes of these two effects vary with the geometry
of the object, its resistivity thickness, and orientation in the

field as well as the frequency of the field. As a result, it is

possible to determine the " signature" of specific metal objects
an< to use logic circuitry to identify them. These devices can be
optimized by adjustment of the pulse and detection circuitry to
discriminate target objects from background objects in order to
reduce the occurrence of nuisance alarms.

Walk-through all metal detectors typically consist of a
portal, the sides of which contain tis search coils, and an elec-

tronics console. In most cases the equipment can be coerated in
the vicinity of other equipment such as x-ray inspection gear.
If several units are employed in a confined area it is gen-
erally recommended that they be synchronized with each other in
order to eliminate mutual interference.

Various levels of search can be made with these devices depend-
ing upon the sensitivity setting selected. The usual practice in
using walk-through detectors is to require the persons to be screened
to divest themselves of all metal objects before entering the portal
in order to reduce the incidence ~ f nuisance alams. If an alarm
condition results, hand scanner or manual inspection is required.
Among the causes of nuisance alarms are metal supports in shoes
(which may be a particularly troublesome source in licensee facili-
ties) and c.etal foil such as that found in c'garette packages and
candy bars. Manual search procedures should le established and

adhered to in order to protect against "maskirig" of a concealed
weapon by a known nuisance alam source.

Hand-held all-metal detectors are compact in size and may be
shaped in the form of a club (and are rugged enough to be used as
such). These units typically have balance adjustments and pro-
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vide an audio alam presentation. The primary advantages oJ hand-
held detectors is that they can precisely locate a metal object
concealed on a person's body without hands-on search, and they are
insensitive to large metal objects in the nearby vicinity because
the detection range is limited to the imediate vicinity of the
search coil. Some of the all-metal detectors have been evaluated
by the Department of Transportation, Transportation Systems Center,
Cambridge, MA.
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ALL-METAL DETECTORS

EQUIPMENT CATEGORY CATALOG REFERENCE

Hand-Held All-Metal Detection Components V- 3. a

Walk-Through All-Metal Detection Corponents V- 3. b

Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

Evaluation procedures for ell-metal detectors will be
provided by the U.S. Amy MERADCOM in a document prepared under

a separate NRC technical assistance contract (AT(49-24)-0260).

; | ') i .I~l
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SNM DETECTION COMPONENTS

Special nuclear material (SNM) monitors sense the presence of
gama radiation produced both by radioactive decay occurring in
soil, rocks and air (natural background radiation) and by radio-
active deca:' occurring in SNM or other radioisotopes which may be
within the monitor's field of view. Both sources of radiation can
be highly variable. The natural background radiation varies geo-
graphically from a few microroentgens per hour in some regions,
such as the southeastern United States, to as high as appe simately
25 microroentgens per hour in Rocky Mountain cities. The lama
radiation from SNM includes not only the intrir. sic radiation from
the uranium or plutonium isotopes but also from radionuclides, par-
ticularly in the case of spent or recycled material.

The basic problem in the detection of SNM is to distinguish
the presence of a significant quantity of SNM from a background
that may include natural radiation and radiation from stored SNM,
other radioactive material or waste. The amount of background radia-
tion sensed by the monitor is a constraint on its ability to deter-
mine that a signal caused by SNM is present. Quantitatively, the
magnitude of the variation in the background radiation count is
proportional to the square root of that count. False alarms are
minimized by setting the alarm level high enough so that the varia-
tion in the background count is unlikely to exceed this threshold.
The false alarm rate then will remain reasonably constant as the
background radiation changes. As the SNM that is to be detected pro-
duces a signal or net count that is greater than the square root of
the background radiation, it is more likely to be detected. The
alarm condition occurs then when the background plus signal is equal
to or greater than the background plus the expected variation in the
back round count.

' b ', 2O
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Comercially available SNM detectors are configured as walk-
through portals and have five basic elements: gamma detector, portal
occupancy monitor, signal ccnditioning electronics, analyzer and
logic / control uni +. The types of gamma detectors used are solid,
liquid and crystal scintillators and Geiger tubes. In a.scintil-
lator light pulses are produced as gama radiation and absorbed by
the material. These pulses are converted to electrical signals by
means of a photomultiplier. Liquid, plastic and sodium-iodide (Nal)
crystal scintillating materials are available which have adequate
sensitivity to accinulate a significant signal count in a short
period of time. Geiger tube detectors convert the incoming radia-
tion directly to an electrical signal. These devices are, however,
much less sensitive than scintillators and are used primarily for
radiological health monitoring.

The signal pulses produced by the detector are examined with
an analyzer, then transmitted to the control unit, where they are
counted and processed by logic circuitry which determines if an
alarm condition exists. The portal occupancy monitor allows the
logic / control to determine if it is processing background signals
or background plus source signals. In this way the background
can be updated continuously, and separate alams can be generated
if the background exceeds a preselected threshold.

In choosing the location for an SNM monitor it must be kept in
mind that the signal count will be essentially the same for the same
amount of SNM to be detected independent of where the monitor is
located, but that the background may vary from one location to an-
other. At some location the variation in the background may be
large enough so that the signal is no longer detectable, and the
monitor will no longer have adequate sensitivity. If the sensitivity
of a given monitor configuration is found to be background-limited,
it may be possible to increase the signal by modifying the configur-
ation (e.g., by decreasing the distance between the target material

t
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and the detector, or by adding shielding in an appropriate way). In

any case it is best to select a monitor location that has a back-
ground low enough for proper operation. Increases or other varia-
tions in background radiation at the monitor location might be caused
by the storage or movement of process materials in its vicinity, and
could produce nuisance alanns.

Another means of reducing the sensitivity of a SNM monitor is

t,o reduce the signal. This may be done by transporting the source
(target) material around the monitor (circumvention); by moving the
source rapidly through the monitor (for example, by throwing it or
swinging it through the moni.or so that it spends little time within
the detector's field of view); or by shielding the source with an
appropriate material. To prevent circumvention and rapid transport,
some combination of barriers and supervision of the traffic flow is
required.

Shielding by means of lead or other metals is particularly effec-
five in hiding uranium 235. Small quantitites of uranium 235, perhaps
up to 200 grams, shielded by 0.32 cm of lead might not be detected by
an SNM portal monitor. Such a shielded source might also be undetec-
table by means of a metal detector unlest special provision is made
to operate the metal detecter at very high sensitivity. In order to
reduce the ease of transporting such shielded material, a separate
search of hand baggage, parcels, etc., may be necessary and/or a

high sensitivity all-metal detector should be used in conjunction
with the SNM detector.

|l} }? :
,
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SNM DETECTION COMPONENTS

EQUIPMENT CATEGORY CATALOG REFERENCE

SNM Detection Components V-4.a

Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment
..

Evaluation procedures for SNM detectors are being prepared
by the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories (LASL) under a separate
NRC technical assistance contract. The procedures will appear
in a separate document prepared by LASL.
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X-RAY INSPECTION EQUIPMENT

An X-ray package inspection system has four principal :om-
ponents: X-ray source, image converter, protective enclosure and
parcel-transport mechanism. In operation, the package to be in-
spected is placed in front of the image converter and illuminated
with X-rays. To en extent depending on the mass and X-ray absorbing
properties of the package materials and its contents, the X-rays
are attenuated, producing a shadow on the image converter. The
converter, a fluorescopic screen, converts the X-ray shadow pattern
to a visible image. This may be viewed directly or may first re-
quire amplifcation by an image intensifier. The image may also be
scanned by a television camera and displayed on i monitor. The com-
ponents are enclored within a shielded cabinet or housing which pro-
tects the operator from X-ray exposure.* The transport mechanism for
exposing single or multiple objects may be either a simple manual
loading arrangement or a mechanized conveyor system.

The primary parameters of an X-ray system are dosage, exposure
time, resciution and contrast. Three levels of X-ray dosage are com-
monly discussed in the literature: high-dose, low-dose and film-
s a fe-dose. A high-dose system is one which operates at an X-ray flux
rate at the fluorescent screen on the order of 10,000 to 100,000 R/hr.

At such a high-flux rate the image produced on the fluorescent screen
can be viewed with the naked eye. High-dose systems are characterized
by their " refrigerator-type" cabinets, which are heavily shielded.
They are typically used to inspect large parcels or dense objects.

*The maximun permissible level of X-ray leakage from cabinat
X-ray syst ems is 0.5 milliRoentgens per hour (mR/hr). The
regulator;/ authority for X-ray equipment of this type is the
Bureau of Radiological Health, Rockville, MD.
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In low-dose systems the X-ray flux is less than that of high-
dose systems by four or five orders of magnitude, less than 10 R/hr.
As a result, the fluoroscopic image intensity is much less, and a
light-amplifying device (image intensifier) is incorporated to pro-
vide corpensation. As a result of the low-flux rate and attendant
low X-ray scattering, these low-dose units require only lightly
shielded cabinets, making it possible to use high throughput trans-
port mechanisms. Low-dose units are also smaller, lighter and more
easily used than high-dose units. Most X-ray systems used in security
applications are of the low-dose type.

A film-safe system is one in which the X-ray exposure per article
inspection is less than 1 mR (0.001 R)*. By comparision, in a high-dose
system an article would receive a dose of several Roentgens during a
nominal inspection time of a few seconds. All photographic film
is sensitive to X-ray exposure. At the film-safe level, however, the
amount of film fogging produced by as many as five exposures will be
undetectable on amateur-type photographic em01sions. Most low-dose

X-ray systems used in security applications today meet the film-safe
exposure specification.

There are three basic low-dose X-ray techniques: continuous,
pulsed and scanning X-ray. A continuous X-ray system operates
with a low-level X-ray beam which, when activated, illuminates the
parcel. The image produced on the screen is of low intensity and
must be amclified by a multistage light amplifier. The image pro-
duced by the amplifier may be viewed directly, or can be scanned by
a closed-circuit television camera and displayed on a monitor either
at the system control console or at any other remote location.

*The film-safe exposure limit is specified by the National
Association of Photographic Manufacturers, Inc., Harrison, NY.
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In a pulsed X-ray system, the article being inspected is
illuminated by a low-level, short-duration pulse of X-rays, and the
shadow image is formed on a fluoroscopic screen. During the short
time that the screen is illuminated, the shadow image is intensified
and then scanned by a closed-circuit television camera. The video
image is stored in an electronic storage device and is available
for display on a television monitor. Sefore another article is
scanned, the stored television image must be cleared from the stor-
age device.

Scanning X-ray beam systems use a combination of X-ray beam

scar along one axis and parcel motion along an axis at 90 to the
scar, iing beam to produce a two-dimensional image of the parcel.
The scanning beam is produced by a slotted rotating disk and
detected by a sodium iodide (NaI) scintillator detector. The elec-
trical signal produced in this fashion is converted to a television
image signal and displayed on a monitor.

A given X-ray system's ability to enable an operator to identify
weapons, contraband, explosives, etc., depends on the X-ray optics
design (X-ray energy spectrum, uniformity of package coverage, dis-
tortion); on the method of transport and operator control; and most
importantly, on the viewed image quality (brightness, resolution,
contrast, etc.) . X-ray systems for security applications should be
capable of resolving a 24-gauge (0.02 in(0.5 mm) diameter) copper
wire and be capable of distinguishing 10 shades of gray. In general
low-dose units produce poorer-quality images than high-dose units,
but have superior display systems and may have better detection than
the high-dose units.

X-ray systems should be considered as screening systems rather

than detection systems, because combinations of circumstances pre-
vent them from fully imaging all the contents of a package. For ex-
ample, items can be concealed in the metal frame of a handbag; items
can be concealed within heavy-metal containers of varicus shapes; and
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.,

low-atomic-number materials (substances composed of carbon, oxygen
and nitrogen) may not always be clearly imaged. Therefore, it is
often necessary to perform a hands-on inspection of suspect articles
rather than to rely solely on viewing an X-ray image.

.
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X-RAY INSPECTION EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT CATEGORY CATALOG REFERENCE

X-Pay Inspection Equipment V-5.a

Performance Characteristic /Measurernent Procedure Measurement Equipment

INSTALL ATION/ MAINTENANCE

X-ray inspection systems are sold as self-contained units
and as such require a minimum amount of preparation for installa-'

tion. It is essential, however, that the unit be assembled
in accordance with the manufacturer's reconnendatio: s in order
to ensure that the radiation leakage levels specified by the
Bureau of Radiological Health will not be exceeded. Due to the
sophistication of X-ray systems, service and maintenance con-
tracts are available from the manufacturers. The Bureau of
Radiological Health requires that cabinet X-ray systems be
tested annually for radiation leakage. The purpuse of this
evaluation is to ascertain that the equipment has been installed

and maintained in accordance with the manufacturer's recorimen-
dations.

INSPECTION

1. Inspect tte X-ray unit and control console (if separate)
fcr signs of physical abusc, damage, or excessive wear (especially
in the vicinity of tFe X-ray source and package loading area).

2. Verify that the electrical wiring between the X-ray unit
and control console (if separate) is protected from damage (e.g.,
ensure that it is in a protective enclosure or stored away from
moving part$. Verify that all wiring insulation is free of cuts
and abrasions.

3. Verify that all external electrical and mechanical
connectors are tight, clean and free of corrosion.

4. Verify that all control knobs and panels are clean and
that any labels or markings are legible. Take special notice

_ .,

of wear of silk screened control setting infomation on control ; [hO,

panel surfaces.
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Performance Characte istic/ Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

5. Check that internal wiring is free of dust, spilled sub-
stances or other foreign objects.

6. Check that the system display is located such that it is
nut subject to glare from natural or artificial light sources.

7. For systems which employ a remote console ensure that
the cable length (signal transmission distance) has not been
exceeded.

ANALYSIS

1 Detemine how the licensee maintains the equipment
(i.e., by service / maintenance contract with the manufacturer
or by specially trained in-house technicians). If in-house

.

tPehniciant are used, retic., the IP records of training and
experience to ensure that they are qualified to maintain the
equipment.

2. Review the licensee's schedule of maintenance for the Licensee's test / maintenance
equipment and verify that all the manufacturer's recomended schedule.

preventive maintenance procedures are incorporated in the
schedule.

3. Examine the licensee's maintenance log to ensure that
scheduled maintenance has been perfomed. In addition, note the
date of the last radiation leakage test (and the results of
this test) and detennine from the licensee's schedule when
the next test is to be perfomed.

RESOLUTION / GREY SCALE

The purpose of this evaluation is to ensure that the resolution

of the operating X-ray equipment meets or exceeds the manuf acterer's

specifications., Resolution is a measure of the system's ability to
produce an image of a small object (usually a wire). Grey scale
perfomance is a measure of the ability of the system to produce
usable images of objects of different density. Both characterts-
tics are important indicators of overall system perfomance. Note
that tN. a are several different types of X-ray systems -- some _~ q *7

7 _5 ; 44/
.-
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

pemit direct visual inspection of a fluoroscopic X-ray image;
others provide a televised pictam of the fluoroscopic X-ray image.
The complexity of the imaqing system and controls for imuge optimi-
zation are greatest in the televised image systems. The evaluation
procedures which follow are intended to indicate overall system
performance and do not address the performance of individual compo-

nents.

Note: This evaluation is intended to detemine system perfor-
mance under normal operating conditions. Therefore, it is
recomended that the inspectors test the system imediately upon
arrival at the facility. No internal adjustments of the system
should be allowed prior to the test; only those adjustments
available to the operator under routine operating conditions to
optimize the image should be permitted.

TESUANALYSIS

A. RESOLUTION

1. Place a resolution test chart in the inspection area Resolution test chart which
and observe the image produced on the X-ray system display. consists of 6.3 in (15 t.m)

length of both bare and

2. Determine the smallest size wire that can be clearly vinyl insulated copper wire
distinguished. Verify that this wire size is equal to or less of 24, 26, 28, 30, and 32

3an the manufacturer's specified minimum resolvable wire size gauge and mounted on an

(usually 24 gauge copper wire to meet FAA requirements), appropriately sized 1/8
inch thick sheet of plexi-

glass (must be fabricated;
refer to NILECJ-STD-

060.00).
.

3. Photograph the display of the chart and record all operator Polaroid camera with
control settings, ambient lighting conditions and photographic close-up lens set.

exposure data on the reverse side of the photograph. Compare this
'

photograph and data to photographs made in previous inspections.
There should be no substantial differences in the equality of the

images produced by the X-ray system.

B. GREY SCALE

1. place a gmy scale test chart in the inspection area and 3 rey scale test chart
observe the image produced on the X-ray system display. (such as the X-ray test

pattern available fmm
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

.

2. Detemine the number of Jiscrete grey scale steps that Phillips Electronic Instru-

can be clearly distinguished. Compare this number to the value ments, Model 650-903-01,
specified by the manufacturer; the system should be capable of cost $50.00).
distinguishing a number equal to or greater than that specified.

3. Photograph the display and record all operator control Polaroid camera with
settings, ambient lighting conditions and photographic exposure close-up lens set.

data on the reverse side of the photograph. Compare this photo-
graph and data to photographs made in previous inspections.
There should be no substantial differences in the quality of
the images produced by the X-ray system.

Note: If the system perfomance is found to be inferior to that
specified by the manufacturer or observed in previous inspections,
then corrective actions should be taken by the licensee.

Or'ERATION/ SPOOFING AND TAMPERING

The purpose of this evaluation is to ensure that the X-ray
system operates properly. Depending upon the type of X-ray system
various modes of operation are available (e.g., automatic or manual
parcel transport; various display modes). It is also important that
the licensee has adopted inspection procedures in which all suspect
articles are thorouchly inspected by hand.

DEMONSTRATION

Note: Perform the following under nomal operating conditions.

1. For manual package loading systems observe that the Manuf acturer's operating
packages are inserted properly and that the X-ray scan '.1es not manual.
begin until the operator is clear of the inspection area (that is,
verify that any safety interlocks function properly).

2. For conveyor loading systems, observe that start and
stop controls function properly (in some systens, the conveyor
is automatically controlled).

3. For direct viewing systems, observe that the image

h ()can be optimized to compensate for variations in ambient _ lighting. E
;
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4 For systems equipped with a television display:

(a) Observe that there is no perceptible image jitter
in either the horizontal or vertical directions.

(b) Verify that the horizontal hold and vertical hold
controls have sufficient latitude to produce a stable picture
(the controls should be at approximately mid-range in a properly
adjusted system).

(c) Verify that the brightness and contrast controls
have sufiicient range to produce t usable image under all
illumination conditions. If the manufacturer specifies optimum
settings for these controls verify that these settings are used.

5. If any cabinets in the system are protected by tamper
switches, verify that a tamper alam is generated when the cabinet
is opened.

TEST

Place a standard test target in the inspection area and Standard test target:
observe tha', the operator can identify all the contents that An attache case containing
are not purposely obscured by other object's. For those objects the followir_ objects:
tht are concealed (i.e., contained within a metal box) the e paper clips,

operator should request that the package be opened for a detailed e razor blades,

manual search. e folding pen knife,

e .22 caliber pistol

(or similar metal
shape -- see NILECJ-

STD-0602.00),

e plastic molding clay
(to simulate plastic
explosives),and

e metal box capable of
holding the pistol.

? | ') [ R
.'_ J Vs
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

ENVIPONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

The putose of this evaluation is to en!ure that the environ-
mental characteristics of the facility, or at the location of
the X-ray equipment, are within the tolerances of the manufacturer's
s peci fica tions.

ANALYSIS

Review the environmeatal specifications of the system (see the Manufacturer's operating
appropriate Catalog sheet as well as the ranufacturer's operating manual.
inanual) and verify that the conditions in the location of the
equipment are within the specified tolerances.

__
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SIREN, BELL AND AUTOMATIC ILLUMINATION CONTROLS

Siren and bell controls are designed to activate auditory signal-
ing devices, while automatic illumination controls are designed to
activate lights. This is usually done in the vicinity of an intrusion
to scare the intruder into fleeing and to attract personnel / security
forces to the location of the intrusion. A siren control typically is

an electronics nodule (usually a printed-circuit card), either self-
contained or suitable for mounting inside a security control panel
enclosure. A loudspeaker capable of handling the driver output char-
acteristics (power, frequency, impedance) must also be provided in
an enclosure suitable for the environment. A bell control is usually

a simple switch closure, provided either by an alam security control
panel relay closure or by a sensor with a normally open (NO) switch
configuration (e.g., a pressure mat) and a latching relay. No
operator intervention is required. Automatic illumination controls

include a light source and an activation circuit -- usually a relay
driver circuit and a realy intended for external activation, a'-
though built-in sensors could be employed. Self-contained batteries
may be supplied.

Installation considerations for siren, bell and illumination con-

trols fall into two groups, the first relating to the method of pro-

viding the triggering signals, the second relating to the control
itself. If triggering signals from equipment external to the auto-
mated response device (sensors and alam controls) are to be relied
on, selection of the triggering signal must ensure that the intruder
will generate those signals when entering the protected area. No
operator intervention is required. Automated response devices with
self-contained sensors may offer more installation flexibility,
rince their coverage parametere may be optimized for each location

__
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instead of relying on existing sensors or sensor zones. For example,
when installing a bell control triggered by a single pressure mat
dedicated to the bell control, the mat may be placed at the speci-
fic location desired. In the case of a bell control triggered from
a sensor zone containing pressure mat and additional sensors, extra
triggering signals may be produced by the additional sensor, thus
creating a higher nuisance activation rate. Devices which include
built-in sensors must be evaluated component by component (e.g., sensor,
coninunications) using procedures suitable for each.

Locations of siren, bell, or illumination controls are typically
chosen based on considerations of device security, wiring installation
flexibility and security, and requirements fer location of the siren,
bell or illumination control so that the intended audience can hear
the signal or the lighting it provides will be appropriate. Since the
controls for sirens and bells are usually very small, they can be con-
veniently located near, or preferably inside, the security alann con-
trol panel, or inside the bell or siren enclosure. Wiring is usually
mounted inside conduit or reinforced cable to hinder tampering attempts.
Some devices also offer line supervision circuitry that will auto-
matically activate the auditory alam if tampering is detected. Con-
sideration should also be given to the properties of the siren or horn
i tsel f. Specifically, location, audio frequency and sound pressure
level should be consistent with the environment (e.g., background
noise levels, weather conditions) to ensure that auditory alams from
sirens or horns will be suitable. Locations for lighting should be
chosen so that an intruder will not be able to block the light or
destroy the device. If devices are available with line supervision,
so that line tampering results in activation of the devices, these
should be considered for use. As before wiring mounted in conduit
or armored cable will hinder tarnpering. Consideration should also
be given to the properties of the lighting source itself (e.g.,
ambient lighting levels, orientation and location of the source) to
ensure that the response will be suitable to the environment.
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StREN, BELL AND AUTCfAATIC ILLUMIN ATION CONTROLS

EQUIPMENT CATEGORY CATALOG REFERENCE

Siren and Bell Controls VI -1.a

Automatic Illumination Controls VI -2.a

Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

PESPO*4SE MECHANISM

The purpose of performing this evaluation is to ensure that
the response occurs when the device is activated, and that the
auditory or visual response is appropriate to the environment.

INSFECTION

1. For a siren driver or portable flashing light, crack
that wiring b' tween the security control panel and the device

(as well as b.* ween the siren driver and speaker as appropriate)
is free of cuts or abrasions, sharp bends, or any other mechan-
ical strains that might cause failures.

2. For a siren driver, check that it is mounted either

inside the security control enclosure or inside an optional
metal enclosure in a protected location. The driver itself
is best suited to an indoor environment. (The speaker used
with the siren driver, and the. portable flashing light, should
be contained in weatherproof enclosures that may be used indoors or

outdoors.)

3. Check that the auditory signal of the siren or visual sig-
nal of the portable flashing light is directed toward the intended
recipient.

4. For a bell control:

(a) Check that wiring between the pressure mat, or other
sensor,and bell module is free of cuts or abrastons, sharp bends, or
any other mechanical strains that might cause failures.

|fy!L O'
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

(b) Check that the sensor used for bell module activation
is located so that persons entering the prctected area must encoun-
ter it. Check if there are any objects in the vicinity which could
be used by an intruder to bypass the sensor.

(c) Check that the auditory signal is directed to the
intended recipient.

ANALYSIS

1. Review the licensee's security logs to detemine that these Licensee's security
devices were activated and perfomed their intended functicn when alam logs.
actual intrusions or periodic testing occurred.

2. Review licensee maintenance records relative to the Licensee's maintenance
operability of these devices (especially the sensor associated reco rd s,

with the bell contr:1). Take note of any problem that appears to
occur consistently, and attempt to correlate it with weather con-
ditions or with licensee operational procedures.

DEMONSTRATIONS

1. Provide tre required stimulus to activate the response
device as follows:

(a) For a siren drivar or a portable flashing light,
either activate the TEST function on the security control panel
(if so equipped) in order to activate the response device, or
physically stimul0te a sensor connected to the security control
panel loop that interfaces with the response device.

(b) for a bell cetrol activated by a switch mat, have a Person weighing at least
pet son step on the integral switch mat, or use a weight having a 80 lb (36 kg), or an
base no larger than 3 in2 (7.6 cm ). This procedure is based on equivalent weight having

2

requirements in the Interim Federal Specification (GSA-FSS) for a base of 3 in2 (7.6 cm ),2

pressure mats. (Since the control is a self-contained unit, no
additional input teminals a; e available t0 use a more standardized
stimulus for activation. The inspector should realize that the
procedure of using a human subject to demonstrate the operation of
this device will necessarily introduce a variance :itn the measure-
ment.) For other types of sensors, use an appropt . '? stimulus to
activate an alam.

DArc AU
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure
Measurement Equipi ient

2. Deter nine that the auditory or visual response signal
is produced by the device upon sensor activation.

3. Assess that the auditory or visual response signal is
suitable for the local environment. For example, is the audi-
tory response signal loud enough to be heard over the ambient

noise level? Can it be discriminated from the sound of other
auditory alarm signals used in the area? Is it so directional
that 1, cannot be heard in any required area such as a guard
station? Can it be heard in all necessary areas, both indoors
and outdoors? For the visual response signal, is the light
bright enough to be useful under all conditions in which it may
be used? Is it too directional so that it carnot be see, in

certain required areas?

4. If the device incorporates an automatic reset feature. Stop watch timer,

demonstrate that it operates in the recuired time as specified in
the Catalog sheet (e.g., detemine whether or not the auditory
alarm included in the portable flashing light automatically
resets af ter two minutes).

FALSE / NUISANCE ALARM RATE

The purpose of this evaluation is to help ensure that siren,
bell and illumination controls are installed and used properly.
These devices are not expected to exhibit inherent false alams.
Nuisance Ilams could reasonably b' ,xpected to occur only as a
result of spurious activity of the sensors used to activate
the siren drivar, portable flashing light or bell control.

INSPECTION

1 Detemine that the bell control integral sensor
response device is not located in an area of nomal employee
traffic, where it could be susceptible to nuisance activation.

2. For externally activated response devices, inspect the
installation of ext;rnal sensors for conditions which might be -f

23U~#conducive to false / nuisance alam activity, using the methods ,
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

provided in the evaluation procedure for the specific type of
sensor enployed.

3 For any response devices located outdoors, detemine

whether or not anticipated environmental conditions (especially
temperature) are compatible with device characteristics.

ANALYSIS

1. Review the licensee's security alam logs for the sensor Licensee's security
loop used to activate the externally activated devices (sf ren alam logs,
driver and portable flashing light). Take note of any apparent
discrepancies in correlation between security alam activation
and response device activation. Excessive nuisance alams may
require reconfiguration of the sensor loops or relocation of the
sensor responsible for response device activation.

2. Calculate the frequency of false / nuisance alams over the
period of time since the last inspection visit and compare the
results to those previously obtained. A gradual increase in fre-
quency could be indicattve of system or device deterioration.

SPOOFING

The purpose of this evaluation is to detemine whether or not
the sensor used to activate the automated response device can be
avoided by an intruder. Susceptibility to spcofing should be
evaluated in detail using the methods provided in appropriate evalu-
ation procedures contained in Volume II of this Guide.

TAMPERING

The purpose of this evaluation is to detemine whether or
not the device's response may be inhiH ted by tampering.

- 7
,

.
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INSPECTION

1. For siren drivers, check that it is either mounted inside

the security control panel (which should be equipped with a tamper
protection switch) or in its own optional metal enclosure equipped
with a tamper switch.

2. Check if any enclosure for the siren, bell or light has a
tamper swi+ch.

3. Check that the sound and/or light-producing devices are
not within reach, and that objects which could be used to mute the
auditory response or mask the flashing light are not available in
the area.

ANALYSIS

Review licensee's security log to ascertain whether or not Licensee's security
these devices have ever been affected by tampering attempts. alam log.

If so, detemine what compensatory measures have been taken.

DEMONSTRATION

For any enclosure equipped with a tamper sensor, open the en-
closure and verify that a tamper alam is sounded,

p0WER SYSTEM

The purpose of this evaluation is to ensure that power
supplied to these devices is adequate for proper operation.

INSPECTION

1. Examir.e the power supply configuration for each device, as
described in the appropriate Catalog sheets, to detemine that
the correct supply voltages a e available, and that the device
is supplied with uninterrupted power during power outages by the
security system backup power supply,

f / 'L~ ') L, dp.. .)
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

2 If batteries are used, check that they are free of corro-
sion, leaking electrolyte, and that there are no loose or broken
wires, or faulty connections that could degrade perfomance.

ANALYSIS

1. Review the licensee's schedule for recharging or replacing Licensee's maintenance
the batteries, if used. schedule.

2 Detemine that the batteries are maintained in a con-
tinually charged state (for example, that they are trickle-charged
during periods of storage).

DEMONSTRATION

1. Demonstrate that the response device operates on the

standby source of power. Th's is done by removing the prime source
of power from the device if it is equipped with a self-contained
backup, or if not, by testing the transition of the security
system to standby power.

2. Activate the device and detemine how long the device will
pmvide useful illumination or sound before battery capacity is ex-
hausted. Determine whether or not this time is consistent with the
claims made by the manufacturer in the appropriate Catalog sheet.

'

- > , f. }
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AUTOMATIC PHOTOGRAPH CONTROLS

Automatic photograph controls are designed to detect an intruder
and take a series of photographs, using available lighting, to be
used in identifying the intruder. They do not provide immediate
security alann data. A self-contained sensor (acoustic, etc.) can
be incorporated in the design to detect intruder motion and to tr ..

a camera that takes pictures at a slow rate (typically two frames ger
second) on a film magazine that must then be processed. A sel f-
contained battery may be supplied to provide installation flexibility.
Several properties of the device are constrained by the character-
istics of the sensors. For acoustic devices these include suscepti-

bility to environmental noise and to wind motion (generally limiting
usefulness to indoor locations), inability to detect targets moving
tangentially to the ultrasonic beam, maximum range limitation due to
the power handlint limitations of the ultrasonic transmitter, maxi-
mum azimuth coverage limitations due to the size and wavelength of
the ultrasonic transmitter, and masking of the intruder by large
objects in the coverage volume such as a desk and file cabi'.ets.
Other sensor types could also be used. A fuller treatment of prop-
erties of sensor characteristics may be found in Volume II (Intrusion
Detection Components).

The camera is not usually provided with an integral source of
scene illumination; hence external lighting is required for adequate
film exposure. Both the sensor coverage pattern and the camera
field-of-view should be consistent with the intended coverage volume
(typically a room about 20 ft (6m) square in which the automatic
photograph control is mounted in one corner near the ceiling). The
units should be mounted in a place inaccessible to an intruder, so

as to preclude the poc.sibility of such tampering techniques as cover-
ing the camera lens with a heavy cloth or knocking the control module

95 260
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with a pole to change its field of view both of which would make the
camera ineffective. There is no protection against individuals wear-
ing a mask to preclude identification, hiding behind objects or
carrying an obscuring shield.
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AUTOMATIC PHOTOGR APH CONTROLS

EQUIPMENT CATEGORY CATALOG REFERENCE

Automatic Photograph Controls VI-3.a

Performance Charact nstic/ Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

SYSTEM PARAMETERS

The purpose of '*s evaluation is to establish whether or not
the photographic system is effective in recording pictures when-
ever any stimulus is detected by the system's sensor. The canera
orientation at d lens focal length selected for the application
should provide photographic coverage of the sensor's area of sen-
sitivity. Since a system may not have its own light source and
the minimum light level may not be specified, the inspector may
encounter external artificial light sources of site-specific design
and light level. The inspector should refer to the appropriate
evaluation procedures of Volume II (Intrusion Detection Components)
for the sensor used to activate the photograph control. Note that
the automatic photographic system is intended only to help identify
intruders; it is not used as an intrusion detector.

INSPECTION

1. Inspect the coverage area for cbjects Aich are large
enough to conceal an intruder from being photographed, or which
might limit the effectiveness of the detection device.

2. Inspect the photographic system installation, using
applicable procedares preser.ted in the Evaluation Guide for the
applicable sensor as refereaced above. Pay particular attention to
any external artificial lighting provided within 20 ft (6 m) of the
photographic system, and to the operating procedures for the
lighting system. For example, deter nine if the lightine is
available conthuously or only during nomal working hours, and
whether or not this lighting has a backup power supply to ensure
operation in the event of prime power failure.

i3}OL)
~
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement P ocedure Measurement Equipment

3 Inspect any self-contained battr.ry to ensure that there
are no signs of corrosion or leaking electrolyte.

4 Inspect the film magazine to ensure that a film type com-
patible with requirements of the system is installed (see the
applicable photographic system Catalog sheet for the film type
recomended by the manufacturer).

ANALYSIS

1 Review any photographic data taken during previous NRC Previously exposed films.
inspections, the licensee's regularly scheduled operational tests,
or actual intrusion attempts, to determine whether or not the
photographic system was effective as an aid in identifying
intruders or test personnel.

2. Review the licensee's schedule for film and battery re- Licensee's maintenance
placement. Any battery used in this system should be replaced at schedule.
regular intervals consistent with normal use of the device.

3. Review the licensee's schedule for maintenance of any
external artificial lighting installed in the coverage area of
this device. Note that a minimum illumination level, dependent
upon the fi.m type, lens aperture and shutter speed must be
maintained for proper device operation.

DEMONSTRATION

1 In preoperational inspectior.s:

(a) Activate the photographic system by approaching it
from the farthest location in the room in which it is mounted
that lies along the axis (center line) of the sensor's detection
covera ge. The axis may be assumed to be perpendicular to the
system enclosure. A slow walking speed of about 3 ft (1 m) per
second should be used. Ensure that all lighting in the room that
is intended to be operational while the photographic system is in
use is working.

(h) Repeat step (a) at angles of approach of 20 and 40 Protractor,

degrees to each side of the center line of the sensor's detection
coverage. These approach paths should allow direct surveillance

by the system and not allow one to pass behind file cabinets or
other objects that might obscure the sensor or field of view of

.
.,

; 5 ''the camera.
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.

(c) Process the photographic film according to the pro-
cedures normally used by the licensee. Take note of the amount
of time required for processing.

(d) Review the processed film to detemine the distance
of the intruder from the camera when the system ' as first activated

for each angle. Ens,ure that the photographic quality is adequate
to pemit intruder identification at these distances.

(e) Retain the film made duti19 this denonstration for
use during future system evaluation.

(f) Determine the limits of the camera's field of view;
ensure that all access routes to the ,atected area are covered.

2 In operational inspections:

(a) Activate the photographic system by approaching the
device at a slow walking speed of about 3 ft (1 m) per second.
Stay within the area of coverage determined daring the preopera-
tional demonstration.

(b) Process the photographic film according to the pro-
cedures normally used by the licensee.

(c) Review the processed film to detemine whether
or not photographir quaffti 's adequate to permit intruder
identi fica tion.

(d) Compare the field of view of the current photographs
with that obtained in the preoperational evaluation, to ensure
that the field of view has not changed.

FALSE / NUISANCE ALARM RATE

Th purpose of this evaluation is to detemine whether or not
the photographic system operation may be affected by external
sources of interference capable of causing activation of the sensor
and erratic activation cf the camera subsystem.

INSPECTION

Check the area in which the photographic system is installed
for the presence of potential sources of sensor interference. '

]h7 C
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Refer to the appropriate evaluation procedure contained in Volume
Il for the sensor employed in this system.

ANALYSIS

1. Review any photographic records (i.e., previously exposed
and processed films) to detemine the extent (if any) of false
activations or nuisance responses by comparing the photographic
record with the licensee's security alarm log. Attempt to corre-
late the incidence of any false or nuisance activations with the
licensee's normal facility operation.

2. Calculate the frequency of false / nuisance alams over the
period of time since the last inspection and review the results
of previous NRC inspections for spurious alam activity to deta -
mine if a persistent problem exists. Increasin.g frequency of spuri-
ous alam activity may be indicative of sensor deterioration.

SPOOFING

The purpose of this evaluation is to dettmine the resistance

of the photographic system to attempts at avoiding activation.
Note that an intruder could prevent recognition by employing a
mask or other disguise.

INSPECTION

Inspect the area in which the device is employed for ebjects
which could be used to cover the lens or for objects which would
enable an intruder to gain access to the equipment.

TAMPERING

The purpose of this evaluation is to ascertain how well the
photographic system resists attempts to disable or destroy it.
These systems typically have no tamper sensor and are not intended
to be connected to the licensee's central security alarm system.
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Consequently the system is completely vulnerable to actions
against it unless it is protected by sensors connected to the
central security alarm system. Expected tampering attempts include
efforts to " blind" the system or to render it inoperative by
covering it or displacing it from its usual mounting position,
efforts to remove the film magazine from the enclosed camera, or
efforts to destroy it'.

INSPECTION

1. Examine the photographic system layout to estimate how
accessible all parts of the system are to an intruder. Lieck for
the presence of objects which could place this equipment within
reach or be used to displace the camera from its mounting position.

2. Determine that the surveillance area of the photographic
system is protected by intrusion detection sensors connected to
the central security alarm system. For example, detemine that
the access doors to the room in which the photographic system is
used are equipped with intrusion detection sersors.

3. Inspect the device for visible signs of tampering.

ANALYSIS

1. Consider whether or not other schemes to disable the photo- Prev!ously exposed
graphic system without being photog *aphed such as knocking it off films.
Its mounting bracka.t with a broom, mop, etc., might be effective.
Compare records of device orientation from previous inspections
with current findings -- that is, compare previously filmed
scenes with filmed scenes obtained in the current evaluation and
note whether or not the field of view of the camera has changed.

2. Determine whether or not the lighting necessary for
proper camera operation can be disabled by an intruder.

$' i f hh
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AUT'"WTIC O' ALERS

Automatic telephone dialers are designed to dial a preprogramed
telephone number and deliver a prerecorded message over existing tele-
phone lines to an instrument at the receiving end of the telephone
line. This instrument may be either a conventional telephone handset
(in which case a person must answer the inging telephone, listen to,
and understand the prerecorded message) or a special-purpose receiv-
ing device that includes an alam signal (auditory, visual, or both),
a display of alann data and a printer for long-term hardcopy logs.

Automatic dialers are triggered from security alarm control
panels which receive alarm data from zones of sensors. Messages
transmitted by these units are intended to alert someone, typically
local law enforcement agency (LLEA) personnel, who will make some
form of response. The messages are prerecorded and intended to con-

vey enough information to ensure that the anticipated response will
in fact occur. The recording mechanism is a magnetic tape con-
figured either as a comonly available tape cartridge or cassette or
as un open tape loop. The telephone number and message can usually
be programed at the facility using a tape progranraer available
from each dialer company. Some dialers provide for multiple mes-
sages, depending on whicP alarm zone provides the trigger. These
units are said to have a multi-channel capability; they can be used,
for example, to report messages requiring fire and/or LLEA responses.
The channels are assigned on a priority basis, so that if two alarms
occur simultaneously, the message relating to the high-priority
channel will be sent first, and then the lower-priority channel
message will be sent.

Dialers usually have an automatic re-dial feature, so that the
dialer will repeatedly (usually up to a preret number of attempts)
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place a call to a busy number. To minimize lost time, the telephone
dialer should be programed to dial an in-coming line that is
reserved only for high-priority business. Dialers also should be
equipped with a line seizure feature, when available, that will pre-
vent a call on an extension to the dialer's outgoing line from in-
nibiting dialer action. An anti-jam feature, breaking the connec-
tion of an incoming call to the dialer line at the moment a trigger
signal is received, should also be used if available. These three

options are intended to minimize spoofing attempts against the
dialer. Some dialerr also permit a listen-in feature so that the

call recipient can hear, through a microphone built into the dialer,
any sounds, such as might be caused by an intruder, in the vicinity
of the dialer. Dialer options are listed in the Notes section of

each sheet.

Dialers are usually motated in reinforced enclosures with locks
and tamper alanns, and usually offer line supervision on the trigger
input line to increase tamper resistance. However, the connection
between the dialer and the intended call recipient may not be re-
sistant to tamper attempts unless special procedures, such as mount-
ing internal lines in conduit and guarding access to telephone lines
outside the facility, are employed.

The utility of a telephone dialer also depends upon the character-
istics of several associated items. The telephone line used is most

often a non-conditioned dial-up line which may have varying levels
of backgr~ 'd noise. The recipient of a dialer voice message has
to understand it quickly (it might not be repeated), and the messages
sent to central station monitors must be read correctly by an operator.
In both cases a correct response must then be effected. Since the
dialer operation could result in a response by local law enfor.ement
agency personnel, the false activation and nuisance alann rates of
this equipment must be considered. Care must be taken to ensure that
installed equipment is acceptable by local law enforcement agencies
for connection to their lines or end instruments.
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AUTOMATIC DIALERS

EQUIPMENT CATEGORY CATALOG REFERENCE

Automatic Dialers VI-4.a

Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

INSTALLA1tu#0PERATION

The purpose of ti.ls evaluation is to detei f ne whether or not
the automatic dialer will correctly dial the pre-programed
telephone number and transmit a usable message either to someone
who answers the dialed telephone (analog systens) or to someone who

reads a display (digital systems). Since these dialers typically
operate comercial dial-up telephone lines, the quality of trans-
mitted messages may be expected to vary greatly in the course of
normal operation. Consequently there will be some variation
limiting evaluation of message utility. This is a known charac-
teristic of these devices. Dedicated telephor lines may be
necessary to improve transmitted message quality to acceptable
levels at certain licensee facilities. Automatic dialers typically
have a multichannel capaH':ty in that more than one input channel
is available. Esch input controls a different message; a mechanical
tape recorder mechanism is comon to all messages. Each channel is
assigned a priority in the event that input activation signals occe-
simultaneously. When a call is made to a busy line, the dialer
typically will re-initiate the call until the connection is com-
pleted. This evaluation concerns only the automatic dialer
output, since telephone line quality is variable.

INSPECTION

1. Examine the automatic dialer installation to determine that Licensee's installation
the dialer and its associated wiring (input from security control, plans.

output to telephone lines, and prime /backuo power) are correctly in-
stalled according to the licensee's installation plans and are, in
the inspector's judgment, adequately protected from overt and covert
efforts to compromise proper operation. Note that the dialer would
typically be located at the central alarm monitoring station or
secondary station where it would be protected by the presence of
security personnel rather than by electronic means such as tamper

,). ()7 7 r- g
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

2. Examine wiring to any extension telephones on the same
line as the dialer for adequate protection against compromise.

3. Check that any extension telephones en the same line are lo-

cated where rcady access is not available to unauthorized personnel.

4 Examine telephone line wiring from the dialer to the tele-
phone junction box and from there to telephone company circuits for
any orotection against efforts to inhibit responses. For example,
check for wires in conduit or other protective enclosures, locked
telephone junction boxes, interconnections between facility and
local law enforcement agency (LLEA) monitored for taps, wires
inaccessible to unauthorized personnel (e.g., mounted on poles
surrounded by fence or buried underground), and protection of
telephone company switching facilities ' r'm unauthorized access.
Telephone company technicians may be required to help perfom
this evaluation.

ANALYSIS

1. Review both licensee and LLEA logs of security alarm Licensefs and LLEA
data to ascertain whether the automatic dialers were effective in security alam logs,
transmitting usable messages in response to actual or test alam
activations.

2. For digital dialers, obtain any printer listings of dialer
signals that may have been generated either as a result of actual
security alam activity or during routine testing of security
control equipment.

3 Assess the operation of printers (see step (2) abnve)
using the techniques presented in evaluation procedure VII-2.A
(Printers).

4. Ascertain that the number dialed by the dialer is safe-
guarded (not generally known to the public).

DEMONSTRATION

1. Attach the irstrumert described at right to the telephone Automatic dialer verifi-
line output temini .. / : 5e telephone dialer. In some cases, de- cation instrument capable
pending on licensee locath, loral tariffs require that dialers of displaying dialed
be attached to telephone company equipment through a coupler. This numbers visually, and
procedure considers the ccupler perfomance to be the responsibility reproducing recorded
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Performance Charactvistic/ Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

of the telephone company (which owns the coupler), and therefore voice messages audibly.

addresses only dialer performance. The equipment described at (such as Bodine Model
right may also be used to check coupler perfomance, using proce- VF-400 Verifier at a
dures described in the instruction manual accompanying the test cost of $126 from
equipment, if desired. Bodine Company, P.O.

Drawer B, Collierville,

2. Activate the telephone dialer by an appropriate means as TN 38017).
described below:

(a) Activate the TEST functinn (if available) on the
security control panel from which the dialer receives its activa-

tion signal, or

(b) Activate an intrusion detection sensor which is
used to activate the dialer, cr

(c) Short-circuit the nontally open (N.0.) input terminals
to the dialer, or

(d) Activate the TEST function on the dialer, if so
equipped.

3. Co9y th2 display of dialed numbers from the test instrument.
These numbers will be presented serially (one after the other).

4 f or analog dialers listen to the audible presentation of

the recorjed message; for digital dialers, refer to the evaluation
procedJrt described under Analysis (2), above. Detemine that the
message is quickly and easily understood.

5. Compare the telephone number data from the instrument with

the actual number to be dialed.

Note: If the Automatic Dialer Verificatica Instrument is not
available, replace steps (1) and (5) above with the following
procedure. This procedure also evaluates any coupler attached
to the line, as well as telephone company lines, circuits, and
equipment.

l'. Notify the intended recipient of the dialer message
(usually LLEA) that dialer operation is to be tested and evaluated.
Coordinate evaluation with the recipient continually during
subsequent steps (e.g., by another telephone line or by radio
link) to preclude inappropriate responses.

2'. Same as (2) above.
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

3'. Detemine whether or not the intended tecipient received
the call.

4'. Ascertain whether or not tha message was intelligible
to the recipient by requesting that he repeat the message or
sunmarize its ccntents. Rementer that this procedure uses a
telephone line which is not under licensee control, and that
variations in teleph]ne line quality are to be expected.

S'. Notify the intended recipient that the test has
been concluded and resuma this demonstration at step (6) below.

6. If the telephone line to which the dialer is connected has
an extension telephone, and if the dialer is fitted with an optional
line seizure relay, pick up the receiver on the extension telephone
and repeat steps (2) through (5) of the <ppropriate method above.
(The purpose of the line sM wre relay is to pevent the automatic
dialer from being unable te .Me an outside call, due to scrr'one's
use of the telephone line being u:ed by someone either inadvert-
ently or intentionally as an attempt to defeat the system.)

7. Demonbrate that the dialer will continue to dial if the
recipient's 111e is busy by placing a call (call "A") to the
recipient using an indepen .ent phone line, holding the line open
and repeating .<ep (2) ab ve. Af ter the dialer is observed to be
activated, termina.e tne call "A" to the recipient and verify
that the dialer satisfactorily completes its call (steps (3) and
(4) above). In preoperational tests, the number of times the
dialer attempts its call should be detemined. Ensure that the
licensee safeguards this information,

8. If the dialer is prograrined to deliver a message to more
than one telephone number, or to diffent telephone numbers depend-
ing on type of alarm, repeat the steps Wye as applicable for the
various alam conditions.

FALSE / NUISANCE ALARM RATE

The purpose of this evaluation is to aid in detemining
whether or not the telephone dialer may be activated by uninten-
ded external sources. A device exhibiting this characteristic
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Me.urement Equipment

could be saturated by an intruder prior to an entry attempts if
LLEA personnel could be led to believe that the device was Cefec-
tive, they might take valuable time verifying a call before re-
sponding. Acceptable levels of false / nuisance alarm activity must
be negotiated with the LLEA who receives the call and nust respor.d.
Fales and nuisance alarms would usually be caused by sensor activts
ty in the zone activating the dialer. Excessive spurious alanns
may necessitate examination of the sensors.

ANALYSIS

1. Review the licensee's security alarm log and *he logs kept Licensee's security
by the LLEA for any reported incidents of false activations. alarm log.
Discrepancies between the licensee and LLEA logs should be inves- LLEA logs.
tigated.

2 If excessive false / nuisance alarms are found to occur,
try to detennine the cause by analyzing the results of the test for
EMI VULNERABILITY below.

EMI VULNEpABILITY

The purpose of this evaluation is to ascertain if the magnetic
tapes used in the telephone dialers may be affected by the presence
of strong magnetic fields produced by high currents on wires in the
vicinity of the dialers, and to ascertain whether or not surges,
transients, etc. on these wires, or radio transmissions originating
in the vicinity of the dialer, may degrade transmitted message
quality or produce false activation. The susceptibility of the
dialer to EMI strongly depends on the. shielding provided by its
protective enclosure. For example, a metal enclosure provides more
shielding or protection against EMI than a non-metal one.

A. SUSCEPTIBILITY TO MAGNETIC FIELDS

Note: The feasibility as well as the utility of measuring magnette
field strengths requires f 'rther analysis.

7.C 7;J.
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedura Me+suremerc Equipment

INSPECTION

Check whether or not dialers have been IV,ated in the vicinity
of wires carrying heavy currents (power i1nes, etc.). If so, the
inspector should be especially critical in reviewing the results
obtained in the remainder of this procedure.

ANALYSIS

1. Review licensee service or periodic test logs and LLEA Licensee's service /
logs to detemine whether or not unexplained tape erasure or test 1095.
message degradation has ever been observed. If so, it may be LLEA logs.

necessary to relocate the dialer and/or associated wiring as an
attempt to alleviate the problem.

2. Review applicable dialer and magnetic tape manufacturer
data for infomation on the maximum pemissible magnetic field
strength in the vicinity of the magnetic tape before degradation
of the recorded message may be expected to occur. The maximum
field must not be exceeded in the vicinity of the magnetic tape.

DEMONSTRATION

Repeat the Demonstration for INSTALLATION /0PERATION under

worst-case conditions (when all machinery, lights, etc., are in
operation). The performance of the dialer is acceptable if no
false activations occur when the various loads are switched on or
off and no tape erasure or message degradation is observed.

TEST

1. Measure the magnetic field strength inside the dialer Hall Effect Magnetic Field
enclosure in the vicinity of the magnetic tape. Record results. Strength Meter such as:

RFL Industries, Inc.

2. Compare with the specifications used in Analysis (2) above. Boonton, NJ

Model 505, approx. $455,
or F. W. Bell, Inc.

Columbus, OH

Model 600, approx. $400
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

B. SUSCEPTIBILITY TO RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE

INSPECTION

1. Check whether or not portable or base-station radio equip-
ment is operated in the vicinity of the dialer.

2 Check whether or not the input and output 1fnes of the

dialer are shielded or are in conduit.

ANALYSIS

If radio equipment is not typically used or pemitted to be
used in the vicinity of the dialer, detemine whether or not it is
possible to carry a portable unit into this area.

DEMONSTF ATIGN

1. Operate a portable radio (walkie-talkie) or base-station Walkie-talkie - efther a
radio in the vicinity of the dialer. This action should not result unit used by the licensee
in false activation if the dialer. guard fcrce (preferable)

or the unit specified for
2. While operating a walkie-taikte or base-station radio in NRC use.

the vicinity of the dialer, carry out steps (1) through (4) of the
appropriate Demonstration procedure used for INSTALLATION /0PERATION.

The message transmitted by the dialer should not become garbled
or degraded.

POWER SYSTEM

The purpose of this evaluation is to detemine wh ether or not
the operation of the dialer is affected by loss of prf te power.

INSPECTION

1. Inspect backup batteries furnished with dialers for signs
of corrosion, loose connections, damage, abuse, or any other char-
acteristic that may affect service life.

2 Check that the backup battery is located inside the

dialer cabinet, or in some other locatfor. that would protect
it from compromise.

3 Inspect any exposed wiring between the battery and the
dialer for signs of cutting, abraston, etc.

7 (G ') 7 [
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

4 Determine that battery wiring is protected against acci-
dental or deliberate damage.

ANALYSIS

1. Review the power requirenents of the dialer reconnended
in the manufacturer's specifications, if available.

2 Detemine whether or not the power requirements can be
satisfied by the backup power source. If batteries are used in
this supply, detemine that the proper type of batteries are
installed and note the ampere-hour capability of the supply. (The
current drain of the dialer expressed in amperes multiplied by the
number of hours the dialer is expected to operate from the supply
should be less than the ampere-hour figure for the supply.)

DEMONSTRATION

To detemine whether or not the backup battery source can
supply the dialer for a period of time specified in the licensee's
physical security plan in the event of a prime power failure,
disconnect the rif aler from prime power and demonstrate dialer per-
fomance at the end of the time period using steps (1) thra tgh
(4) of the Demenstration procedure for INSTALLATION /0PERATION.

The device should not become activated as a result of power switch-

over transients.

Note: A battery checker, capable of being set to reflect the power Battery tester

supply rating, world provide a more convenient and feasible test. (must be developed).

DAT,'' COMMUNICATIONS

The purpose of this evaluation is to detemine the availability
of backup comunications to the LLEA in the event of telephone line
failure.

ANALYSIS

Detemine what backup connunications (alternate telephone
line, or a radio link, etc.) the licensee has adopted for imple-
mentation to notify the LLEA in the event of failure of the primary
telephone line.
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CATHODE RAY TUBES (CRT)

A great variety of CRT displays, meeting many different require-
ments, is readily available. Their use in physical security systems
is outlined in Catalog Volune VIII, Section 1 (Alann Signalling Sys-
tems). CRT displays may interface with a computer or a similar dis-
play, or may operate as a keyboard-send-receive (KSR) or a receive-only
(RO) teletype. The degree to which the displays meet requirements is
determined by their intrinsic operational caoabilities and the number
and type of peripheral devices that support them or are supported by
them. Such peripherals may include parallel displays, hard-copy out-
pu'. devices such as printers, and additional memory in the form of
magnetic tape cassette record /rlayback devices.

The CRT display is comprised of five prir.cipal elements: The
CRT with its associated display / deflection electronics; character-
generating or display-forming circuitry; display memory; display
control device (s', and circuitry for interfacing the display to ex-
ternal equipments. These elements may be either physically inte-
grated into a -ingle console / cabinet or interconnected by appro-
priate cables.

.

The character generating or display forming circuitry accepts
binary coded characters from the local keyboard or comunications in-
terface and converts them into deflection signals. Basic character gen-
erators produce 64 upper-case alphanumeric characters including a few
special symbols. Extended generators can form more characters as well
as many combinations of special symbols, upper and lower case alpha-
numerics and line drawing graphics.

E ??7
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The memory in CRT displays provides storage for refreshing the +

display image and supports the display controls and external and
local interfaces. The refresh memory is used to sustain the character
image on the face of the CRT at a refresh rate sufficient to prevent
" fl i c ker" . The memory is usually large enough to store at least
one "page" or screen full of data. If additional refresh storage is

provided, the CRT display has a " paging" capability that permits the
user to index lines that have rolled off the screen. The memory pro-

vides sufficient " buffering" to match the operational connunications
interface, and supporu. local cursor indexing, character /line insert /
delete, tab, and format controls.

The CRT display control devices usually consist of a keyboard
augmented with special function keys. The function keys provide cursor
control and edit controls such as erase and insert / delete character /
line. Some CRT displays for special applications may have limited or
augmented key input capabilities. For example, some displays may onlj
have a numeric key pad, or aj nava a numeric key pad in addition to
a complete keyboard. Other display controls, similar to those of
conventional TV sets, are display brightness and contrast. These are
separate from the keyboard but are generally accessible to the operator.

The interfacing circuitry couples the CRT display to external
devices. These interfaces may include a teletype-compatible current
loop, or may conform to the electrical and logic specifications of the
Electronic Industry Associat"n (EIA) FC-232 standards, or may pro-
vide Diode Transistor Logi ansistor-Transistor Logic (DTL/TTL) signal
levels. Some displays ha... ouilt-in data sets or modems (modulctor-.

den.odulator) which not only convert the transmitted binary character
code voltales into audible tones or frequencies that are accaptable to
the cornurAations lines, but also convert the received tones or
frequencies to the binary signal needed by the display electronics.
Many CRT displays provide switch-selectable input / output characteristics
to permit a variety of data rate, electrical, and logic interfaces.

_
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Data transmission and reception tcween the display and interconnected
devices cr.n accur simultaneously (full-duplex mode) or alternatively
in one direction at a time (h?if-duplex). Other transmission modes
are echoplex (keyboard-to-interconnected device simultaneously with
interconnected device-to-display) and simplex (display-to-display only).

In some respects CRT displays are similar to conventicnal tele-
vision receivers. Generally , medium-short-persistence pherchor
(50 microseconds to 100 milliseconds) is used in the CRT, the same

i

typa of phosphor employed in conventional monochromatic TV receivers.
In many cases the deflection circuitry for CRT alphanumeric displays
is also the same as that used in the home TV sets (i.e., raster scan
or " video deflection"). CRT alphanumeric displays generally use a
rarter scan or video deflection m?thod. In this mode (the one used
in conventional TV sets), an electror, beam sweeps continuously from
left to right threugh a series of 525 horizontal lines over the
entire screen area. A limited number of suppliers offer displays
that have up to 1000 horizontal lines. These are generally 3pecial
purpose devices and are substantially more costly than the conven-
tional 525-line devices. All odd-numbered lines are scanned in one
pass (one-sixtieth of a second), then the even-numbered lines are

scanned in the next one-sixtieth of a second. This " interlace" of
the scan lines completes the entire image or frame in one-thirtieth
of a second. In a video or raster scan device the displayed
character 3 are composed of dot patterns, which are formed with the
electron beam "on" or unblanked for each dot.

The performance parameters of CRT displays generally fall into
one of two major interrelated areas: those that affect the " legibility"

of the presented information, and those that are related to the par-
ticular operational mode (s) in which the display is employed.

Legibility performance depends on many factors, including the
contrast between the displayed image and the background; screen
luminance and ambient illuminance; display screen characteristics
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such as screen blemishes, ion and/or pattern burns, and screen
noise which creates elemental variations in radiant emission across
the screen; spot and character / symbol size and spacing; character /
symbol flicker; and jitter of the displa_ved characters / symbols.
Measures of overall legibility are determined by statistical methods.
However, if the above aspects are satisfactory, and the operational
mode performance needs are met, the display is generally suitable.

The operational performance capability also depends on the capa-
bilities of the basic elements. Certain factors, however, have more

impact than others in deternining operational capability. Some of
these are the size of the screen or viewing area, the number and
types of characters / symbols displayed; interface characteri: tics
such as data rates, signal levels and types; information transfer
capabilities; block, page, line or character transfer rules and pro-
cedures. In addition, the physical operational environment in regards
to ambient lighting and the position of the display (viewing angle /
distance) with respect to the operator both impact on the overall per-
formance of the CRT displays for their intended uses.

The degree of maintenance capability required depends on the
complexity of the CRT display. The simpler displays (such as the KSR
and R0 teletype equivalent) depend on scheduled maintenance activities.
Faults or degradation in performance occurring between scheduled

periods are usually detected visually, backed up by visual " trouble"
light indications. The more sophisticated displays that are inter-
connected to a computer may have periodic offline/online diagnostic
checks made automatically to indicatc faults ano confirm satisfactory
operation. These diagnostics range in capability from simple "go-no-
go" tests up to canned / simulated operational tests which exercise the
entire display.

Inasmuch as the general purpose CRT displays are manufactured

for a wide range of applications, tamper switches are not incorporated
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therein. However, the displays have incorporated provisions for re-
ducing effects of RFI and EMI because they are normally collocated with
other equipments, e.g., computers, memory devices.

The display should be positioned so that the nominal viewing
distance is 16 inches (41 cm) for a display screen size of 13 x 41 in
(33 x 35.6 cm). If the viewing distance is much greater than 16 inches,
(41 cm), displays should be selected that have larger character / symbol
sizes, greater brightness ranges, and larger character, word and line
spacing.

ALP!ANUMERIC CRT DISPLAYS

Most CRT alphanumeric displays use both the CRT and the deflection
circuitry contained in conventional TV sets. In fact, many display
manufacturers obtain the basic TV chassis containing the CRT and de-
flection electronics from TV set manufacturers and incorporate their
own character generator, memory, display controls ar d interface logic.
Conventional TV set deflection electronics together with the beam con-
trol circuitry form the characters / symbols using a dot matrix. The
most comon matrix is a 5 x 7 pattern; some displays use a barely legi-
ble 3 x 5 dot matrix, while others use more precise matrices ranging
up to a 9 x 13 or 9 x 14 dot matrix. These last two. matrices are
usually incorporated in displays that provide clc er to 1000 scan lines.

The total number of displayed characters / symbols not only depends on
the dot pattern selected but also on the total number of resolvable

lines. With the conventional TV set type of deflection, the spacings
between characters, words and lines are fixed. Statistical tests have

shown that for < cod legibility the spacing between characters should
be at least equivalent to one-sixth the character height, the spacing
between words at least equivalent to one character width, and the spac-
ing between lines at least equivalent to one-half the character
height.

-
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ALPHANUMERIC WITH LIMITED GRAPHICS CRT DISPLAYS

CRT alphanumeric displays with limited graphics use one of three

deflection methods. Some use the video or raster scan deflection
me thod. To permit greater flexibility in displaying various forr-
(variable character, word and line spacing), a substantial nunber of
these displays use the sawtooth scan method. In this method the
beam is deflected to a character position, then guided through a

series of short horizontal and vertical strokes to define the characters.
These may be comprised of dot or stroke patterns whose width, height,
spacing and line-to-line spacing can be separa,- ny adjusted. In the
third method, which uses progranced or directed beam scan, the bea:a
is deflected to the appropriate positions on the screen under the
direction of control logic. Once positioned, the character or
graphics is fashioned as in the sawtooth sca method by a series of
dots or strokes.

CRT displays which are alphanumeric with limited graphics can
display horizontal and vertical lines in conjunction with alphanu-
merics. Prescribed lines with associated alphanumeric notations,
cormonly termed a " format", usually are stored in the lo<al display
memory. This memory can be internal, or can be provided in the form
of an interconnected device such as a magnetic tape or cassette trans-
port. The format is recalled from memory by keyboard action (function
key) and usually is protected in that it cannot be erased or altered by
ordinary keying. Furthennore, format control allows the operator to
transmit to other devices (printers and computers) the variable data
entered at the keyboard. This feature may be identified as " split
screen" by some display manufacturers. In addition to augmenting the
memory capabilities to retain the format, the character generator
element of the displays can generate line and bar symbols needed for
establishing the fornat.
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GRAPHICS CRT DISFLAYS

Some CRT graphic displays use the video or raster scan deflection
me thod. In addition, two other basic types of deflection methods are
comonly employed in CRT graphic displays. In the sawtooth scan

method, the beam is deflected to an addressed position, then guided
through a series of short horizontal and vertical strokes to define
the characters or graphic elements (lines) which may be comprised
of dot or stroke patterns or a combination of the two whose width,
height, spacing and length can be separately adjusted manually or
by computer control. In the programed or directed beam scan method,
the beam is deflected to the appropriate positions on the screen
under the direction of control logic, Once positioned, the character
or graphics is fashioned as in the sawtooth scan method by a series
of dots or strokes.

The CRT graphic displays are the most versatile of the general
purpose CRT displays. Their versatility is due to use of the programed
or directed beam deflection method, extended character generators, sub-
stantial augmentation of the display memory (both integral with the
display and in the form of interconnected memory devices), substantial
increases in the ntsnber of devices used to control the display (light
pen, joystick, track ball) and a keyboard with added numeric pads
and function keys. Furthermore, the CRT graphie displays can be
interconnected with a large variety of devices which have more ex-
panded capabilities and functions.

The graphic displays can generally display more informacion than
the other displays by generating a spot size that is on the order

of one-half the radius of that generated in the other displays and
by controlling the deflection / positioning of the beam to a precision
approaching 0.1% of full screen deflection. When more information is
to be displayed, the local refresh memory must be expanded. The
" flicker" on the face of the tube depends on both the amount of total

_
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infcrmation displayed and the memory access / vector computing time.
Therefore, the refresh rate is usually a variable and longer-persistance
phosphors are employed. In fact, some CRT graphic displays incorporate
a storage type of CRT whose phosphor can store an image for long
periods of time, reducing the need to use memory to refresh the dis-
play. Most storage tubes use a focused high-energy electron beam to
form the displayed image, and a lower-energy diffuse beam that floods

I the entire screen area to refresh the display. This dual-beam mode
of generating and refreshing the display usually reocces the contrast
between the image and the background, lessening legibility. In addi-
tion the image " write" time is longer than that of the standard type
of CRT, due in part to the need for a high-energy " write" electron
beam.
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CATHODE RAY TUBES (CRT)

FOUIPMENT CATEGORY CATALOG REFERENCE

Alphanumeric CRT Displays VII-l.a

Alphanumeric with Limited Graphics CRT Displays VII-1.b

Graphics CRT Displays VII-1.c

Performance CharacteristiciMeasurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

PRERE U! SITES

The display should be interconrected with the other components
of the security system. These other components should be opera-
tional and be capable of transferring appropriate signals to the
display from activated sensors. If the security system includes
the capability of providing machine (computer) generated simulated
intrusion signals, then the necessary tapes, machine storage, etc.
should be available and ready for use.

CHARACTER STRUCiURE

The purpose of this preoperational evaluation is to determine
if the displayed characters conform to established and generally
ac epted criteria for size, spacing and font (MIL-STD-1472B).

Note: A series of at least 5 separate machine simulated intrusion

signals or signals generated by actual sensor activations are re-
quired to be displayed prior to performing the following evaluation.

TEST

1. Measure and record the character sizes and stroke widths Comparator such as Edmund

of the symbols, and the spacing between characters, words and Scientific Company Catalog

of the displayed messages. No. 41,055.

2. Determine the normal viewing / reading distance between Steel tape calibrated in

the displayed information and set system operators and feet /me ters.

record.
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Performark > Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

ANALYSIS

1. Analyze the results of the data collected in Test (1)
above to detemine if the structure of the displayed charac-
ters confams to the following criteria:

(a) Letters: Height (H) = 2.3 millimeters minimum;
Width (W) = 3/5 H (except letters "I" = one stroke width = 1/6 H,
and "W" and "M" = 4/5 H).

(b) Numerals: Height (H) = 2.3 millimeters minimum;
Width (W) = 3/5 H (except numbers "1" = one stroke width = 1/6 H,
and "4" = 3/5 H + 1/6 H).

(c) Spacing: Between characters = 1/6 H minimum;
betwen words = one nomal character (4/5 H) minimum; between
lines = 1/2 H minimum.

2 Since the above characteristics are based on a nominal
viewing distance of 20 in (510 mm), the results to Test (2)
above should be analyzed to detemine if the characteristics are
in csnsonance with accepted standards in MIL-STD-1472B for greater
viewing distances. For 20 to 36 in (51 to 97.4 cm) viewing
distances, tne minimum character height, H should be 4.3 milli-
meters and for distances from 36 to 72 in (97.4 to 195 cm), H
should be 8.6 millimeters.

3. If the res*J1ts of the analysis show a disparity, the
legibility of the displayed messages is impaired, and corrective
measures may tw required.

MESSAGE FORMAT

The purpose of this preoperational evaluation is to assess
the ability of the display to present the infomation in a
directly usable fom with minimal requirements for decoding,
transposing, interpolation or mental translation by members of
the security force.
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

INSPECTION

Examine a series of displayed intrusion messages, paying
particular attention to the means of identifying each messa3e
type (i.e., sensor, tamper, line monitor, power emergency, etc.),
the description of the status or event and the accuracy of the
date/ time indication,

l. Verify that sharp lines of demarcation exist between
each message, either by appropriate spacing between words/ lines /
symtols or by lines / graphics.

2. Determine that the number of characters in the character
set is sufficient to display all types of ressages used in the
security system.

DEMONSTRATION

A serie; of either machine simulated intrusions or real

intrusions made by cooperating security personnel are required
to be made using appropriate portions of the system. The simu-
lated or actual activations should include at least three of
each type of event the security systems monitors (i.e., tamper,
line fault, power emergency, access, intrusion, etc.). Verify that
the monitoring personnel are able to check the response of the
display against the stimuli and quickly identify the type of event
and location without consulting other members of the security
force.

ANALYSIS

1. Review the messages to ascertain that the displayed infor-
mation complies with the requirements of 10 CFR 73.50 or 73.55
as appropriate and that it is in a usable format.

2. Verify that the identification and understanding of the
messages by the monitoring personnel agree with the event provided.
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Meas rement Equipment

" BLINKING" 91 SPLAY

If the licensee employs a display with " blinking" messages,
this evaluation has the purpose of detemining the operation
of that type of display.

DEMONSTRATION

Verify the response of the display to several of the alarm
conditions that will cause a blinking message to appear.

JISPLAY SCREEN CHARACTERISTICS

The purpose of this evaluation is to detemine if the display
screen has developed any defects. A series of separate machine
simulated intrusion signals, a standani test pattern or a series
of signals generated by actual sensor activation should be
displayed. The displayed infomation should fill the entire
usable screen area; the focus control should be set properly and
the brightness control set at about 70 percent of full scale.

INSPECTION

1. Examine the 9 tire screen area to detemine if any of the
following faults are visible:

(a) Screen blemish - any localized variation in light
emission.

(b) Screen noise - any elemental variation in radiant
emission from the screen due to phosphor imperfections.

(c) Mottled screen - any areas of 6.4 to 25.4 millimeters Scale calibrated in
in diameter whose broad, diffuse boundaries fom a mosaic of vari- millimeters.

1 able light output.

(d) Spots - any dark flaw wit' discrete boundaries.

(e) Ion burn - a centrally located dark crea with diffuse
q () Oboundaries that becomes more pronounced with contirie.1 operation. 7 { y ()
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Parformance ChA:teristic/ Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

(f) Pattern burn - an area of higher or lower light out-
put with sharp boundaries corresponding to the size and location of
the previously used excitation pattern.

2. Photograph the display for comparison with the results of Polaroid camera with
other operational inspections. close-up lens set.

ANALYSIS

The appearance of display screen defectsimpairs the legibility
of the display. Therefore, if defects are found, not only should

the CRT be replaced, but also the perfomance of the electron
beam generating, deflection, brightness and contrast circuits
must be examined (and repaired if needed). This should be perfomed
only by skilled technicians.

DISPLAY STABILITY

The purpose of this evaluation is to detemine if the displayed
infomation exhibits any flicker, jitter or drif t. A series of
separate machine strulated intrusion signals, a standard test
pattern or a series of signals generated by actual sensor activa-
tion should be displayed. The displayed infomation should fill
the entire usable screen area; the focus control 5,hould be set

properly and the brightness control set about at 70 percent of full
scale.

INSPECTION

1. Examine the d ; played messages or patterns to detemine
if any detectable flicker or jitter of tte display is present

fallow a 30 minute wam-up period if the display has not been
running continuously).

~

2. Examine the displayed infomation to verify that the pre- Scale calibrated in
sentation does not drif t (move) more than 3.2 millimeters from the millimeters,

genetric center of the display surface, along either the horizontal
or vertical axis, during the first 30 minutes after power is applied
to the unit. The center of the display presentation should not
drift more than 6.4 millimeters along either axis during any 12 ,_ ,

hour period of operation. )
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

TEST

Tape a transparent gauge to the display screen so that the Display stability gauge
engraved axial lines are registered at the geometric center of the (must be developed).

sc reen. Determine if the drift exceeds the reouirements identi- W3tch.
fied in Inspection (2) above.

ANALYSIS

F1 f cker, jitter or drift are indications of deterioration in Licensee's maintenance
the perforniance of the display device. Examine the licensee's plans.
maintenance plans to ascertain how any correClive actions would
be made a-d to verify that full display capability is maintained
while repairs are made.

SCREEN BRIGHTNESS

The purpose of this evaluation is to determine the brightness
of the display. At least two separate machine simulated actual
intrusion messages or a standard test pattern should be displayed.
The focus control should be set properly and the orightness
control set at full scale.

TEST

1. Exanine the physical position of the display to determine
that the location of the display with respect to the operator
is such as to minimize the effects of reflected light from external
ambient light sources.

2. With the display t9rned off, measure and record the Light meter such as United
ambient lighting level at the surface of the display as well Detector Technology Model
as in its imediate vicinity. 40X with photometric filter

and foot-candle diffuser.
3. With the display turned on and messages displayed, Test pattern generator

measure and record the spot or line brightness on the display (if the system provides
through any glare shields that may be employed over the screen. this capability).

Spot meter such as

Photo Research Corp.,
0

Model UBD-1/4

DAR
7 } [- ') (q PAGE
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

A_NALYSIS

The ambient illumination of the screen should not contribute
more than 25 percent of the total screen brightness through
diffuse reflection and phosphor excitation. The screen luminance
should be at least 25 foot-lamberts in an ambient lighting of 30
foot-candles. Any degradation observed during successive periodic
evaluations will provide an indication of deterioration in the

capability of the CRT.

SPOT SIZE

The purpose of this evaluation is to measure the spot size
or .ine width -of the displayed image. At least two separate
machine simulated intrusion signals, a standard test pattern or a
series of signals generated by actual sensor activations dould be
displayed. The focus control should be set properly and the
brightness control set to produce 50 percent screen brightness.

TEST

Measure and record the spot size or line width at various Comparator such as Edmund

points over the viering area. Scientific Company Catalog
No. 41,055.

ANALYSIS

The spot size or line width measured at 50 percent screen
brightness should not exceed 0.02 in (0.51 mm) at any location.
If the spot size is observed to increase during successive
periodic evaluations, the CRT display may be deteriorating.

MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES

The purpose of this evaluation is to ascertain that a compre-
hensive maintenance procedure has been developed and implemented

by the licensee. The maintenance may be perfomed by the lessor
n,r ,

in a lease arrangement or by properly skilled technicians in the }] n/ |
'

,

employ of the licensee.
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

ANALYSIS

Examine the planned maintenance procedures and the display Licensee's maintenance
manuals to determine that preventive maintenance schedules contain plan,
features such as: Lessor's maintenance

procedures (if applicable).
1 A complete cleaning every 300 to 500 hours to remove Manufacturer's instruction.

dust from the internal components. operation and maintenance

manuals.
2 * complete check of the cperation of electronic circuits

every 1000 to 2000 hours. In particular, the deflection, focus and
character generating circuits should be examined / tested.

DIAGNOSTIC EXERCISE

The purpose of this evaluation is to assess the suitabi'ity
of any machine (computer) generated diagnostic tests of tne
display that might be available in the system.

INSPE :TIO*4

Review the set of diagnostic prcgrams being used; compare the Licensee's maintenance
set contained in the maintenance plan and identify any differences, plan.

Lessor's maintenance pm-
DE NNSTRATION cedures.

Display instruction,

Exercise the set (s) of available diagnostics in accordance opera c ic, and mainte-
with the display instruction manual and/or maintenance plan and nance man als.
verify that the display functions properly. Descriptions of diagnostic

programs, and appropriate
ANALYSIS tapes / storage device (s)

and machine (computer).
1. Determine if any changes have been incorporated in the

set (s) of programs since ti previous inspection visit. Changes
tray indicate a simple upgrading of the maintenance actions.
Hcwever, they also may indicate the need to perform more mainte-
nance because the display is deteriorating.

2. Examine the results of the demonstration and compare
with the results of previous inspection visits. Any differences
indicate either inadequate mainte .ance or deterioration in the
display.

7 , ,- gnq
)3 L. 7 (_

'
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PRINTERS

Printers are almost universally employed to create visual records
of a display of information. Even though a number of types are readily
available with wide ranges of capabilities, all printers include four
generic elements: print and ink mechanism, paper feed controls,
printer operation controls, and interfacing elements. The use of
printers in physical security systems is outlined in Volume VIII,
Section 1 ( Alarm Signalling Systems).

Many printers can interface with a wide range of devices c RT
^

displays, computers, magnetic tape transports), while others can
only interface with a very limited number. Some printers have a key-
board that permits local eritry of information and interchange of
information with cther interconnected devices, while others can only
receive and print information de. ;vec from other sources. Among the
wide choices of interfacing capabilities there is also the opportunity
to select different printer information input / output data rates, print
speeds, numt,.:rs of characters and fonts, numbers of characters per
line, type of paper, paper feed, and so on.

By far the most widely used type of print mechanism is the
impact type. However, with technical advances, and with the need to
reduce the noise level in operating environments, more non-impact

printers of various types are becoming available. Impact printers

operate much like a conventional typewriter. An impression is trans-
ferred from a type slug on a ball, drum, chain or wheel to the paper.
Ink is provided by a ribbon or a roller, or is incorporated in the
paper itself. Some printers are equipped with dual color (red and
black) ink ribbons to distinguish critical information. Multiple
copies may be obtained, as with a typewriter. Another type of impact
mechanism uses a solenoid-driven matrix of points instead of a type
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slug, forming a dot matrix character on the paper. Different sizes of
dot matrices are provided with different machines. The 5 x 7 dot
matrix is most coninon, but other matrices offering a higher degree
of legibility are available: 7 x 7, 7 x 9, 5 x 9.

There are three varieties of non-impact print mechanisms: elec-
trode, electro-optical and spray. In an electrolytic printer the
electrodes form the image by the transfer of metal ions from the posi-
tively .harged metal electrode to chemically-treated electrosensitive
paper. The electrodes charge the surface of the paper, and the latent
image formed by the charge attracts a tonec which is developed by
either heat or solvent to produce the character. In a thermal printer,
the electrodes are resistive and are heatei Sy current pulses to form
the image on heat-sensitive paper. The sec)nd class of mechanisms

uses electro-optics to flash an optical imi.ge on photosensitive paper,
forming the character. %e third class is the " video-jet" type that
sprays controlled jets or drops of ink onto the page, generating a dot
matrix that has very good lagibility -- tr.e dots are so close together
that the character appears to be composed of straight lines. None of
the non-impact-type printers makes copies or prints in two colors.

Ribbons for some impact printers are mounted on spools whose
width is equal to the column width; the ribbon travels in the same
direction as the paper. Other printers use a narrew (3/4 in/1.9 cm)
ribbon that travels perpendicular to the paper motion, as in conven-
tional typwriters. Only the latter type of ribbon drive is capable
of tv:o-color printing.

In the impact type of printers, the paper and the ribbon, when
used as the inking mechanism, should not mcve during the print cycle.
However, excessive dwell time, the time it takes the impact component
to make contact between the paper and the ribbon, can cause the

printed character to be smeared in the direction of paper travel. To
~

reduce smearing, some printers use type slugs having character sets
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with thinner lines ln the segments of the character that are perpen-
dicular to the paper travel. Both the " smearing" and the specially
designed Cnaracters tend to affect the legibility of the printed
i n fomati on.

Generally, either of two types of feed mechanism is employed:
sprocket (including tractor-mounted pins) or friction. The sprocket /
pin type requires edge-perforated paper. Some printers can use either
perforated or unperforated paper in diff<: rent widths, giving the user
a wide choice. Since the sprocket / pin type provides more positive
control of the paper, the higher-speed printers use that type of feed.

Some printers employing the non-impact type of mechanism, such
as the electrostatic, electrolytic and thermal types, do not need to
stop paper during the print cycles.

Associated with the paper feed are controls that advance the
paper between print cycles. The timing and coordination between the
printing action and paper movement are crucial to good legibility.
Some printers can advance the paper at two different speeds; a slow
speed for nomal line-to-line stepping, and a higher speed for slewing
when several lines-are skipped. The skipping of lines (vertical for-
matting) can be controlled by operator action, by components incor-
porated within the printer or by control signals from an interconne.ted
device. In addition to the controls for paper advance, other controis

are incorporated such as end-of-paper (foms) stop, paper-jam stop,
and ribbon-jam stop.

Printer controls fall into two broad categories: those that are

internal, and those that are accessible to the operator. The fomer

may be integrated with the printer mechanism or the paper control
mechanism, or may have provision in the interfacing logic to accept
control signals fram-interconnected devices. The controls accessi-
ble to the operator range from simple panel controls (0FF/0N, PRINT)
to full keyboards augmented with special function keys. Many printers
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have both very complex local operator control features and sophisti-
cated internal logic that accepts control signals from interconnected
devices.

The interface logic couples the printer to external devices.
These interfaces may include a teletype-compatible current loop, or
may conform to the electrical and logic specifications on the Elec-
tronic Industry Association (EIA) RS-232 standards, or may provide
Diode Transistor Logic / Transistor-Transistor Logic (DTL/TTL) signal
levels. Some printers have .auilt-in data sets or modems (modulator-
demodulators) which convert the transmitted binary character code
voltages into audible tones or frequencies that are acceptable to
the comunications lines and which convert the received tones or
frequencies to the binary signal needed by the pr int mechanisms.
Many printers have switch-selectable input / output characteristics,
permitting a variety of data rates and electrical and logic inter-
faces. Synchronous or asynchronous data transmission and reception
between the printers and interconnected devices can occur simul-

taneously (full-duplex mode) or, by switch selection, in one-way
transfer at a time (half-duplex). Many printers operate in a
receive only (RO) or simplex (interconnected device-to-printer only)
mode.

The performance parameters of printers generally fall into
one of two major interrelated areas: those that affect the legi-
bility of the presented information, and those that are related to
the particular operational mode (s) in which the printer is used.
Both areas rely on comprehensive planned / programed and fault cor-

rection maintenance activities.

The legibility performance is dependent on many factors, in-
cluding the contrast between the printed characters and the back-

ground, the ambient illunination, the character size / spacing / font,
the method of forming the characters and the printing speed. T.1e
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type of paper used is a determinant of contrast; in general the
sensitized papers provide less contrast than the non-sensitized.
The amount of ambient illumination may or may not be a serious

factor; some printers incorporate internal illuminatim of the
printed paper. Of course, the contrast between bleek characters
and the t,2ckground is different than that of red characters.
Measures of overall legibility are determined statistically.

The operational performance capability of printers also depends
on the capability of the basic elements, with certain factors having
a greater impact than others. These include the paper width, the print
mechanism (impact or non-impact), the availability of two-color printing
to differentiate between alam and non-alam data, the number of

printed characters /line (columns), the number of character types that can
be printed, the accessibility of the printed paper for viewing of in-
formation as it is being printed or for annotation during operation if
required and ambient lighting.

The amount of maintenance required primari?y depends on the type

of print and ink mechanism and the operating speed. Scme non-impact
printers require addition of liquids (toners, ink) or storage of
sensitized paper in controlled environments such as refrigerators.
Hence, all printers depend on scheduled maintenance. Faults er degra-
dation in performance between scheduled maintenance periods usually
are detected visually, backed up by " trouble" light indications --
out-of-paper, out-of-ink, paper-jam, ribbon-jam, smearing, etc. The
more sophisticated printers may have periodic internal or interconnected
computer-generated off-line/on-line diagnostic checks.

Inasmuch as printers are manufactured for a wide range of users
and applications, tamper switches are not incorporated therein. How-
ever, printers do incorporate provisions for reducing the effects of
RFI and EMI since they normally operate in an environment with other
equipments, e.g., computers, memory devices and CRT displays.
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SERIAL AND RECEIVE-0NLY PRINTERS

Serial and receive only (RO) printers generally have a comon
set of characteristics that distinguish them from other general pur-
pose printers: they can only receive and print information derived
from other sources, they print one character at a time, and they can
print at least 80 characters per line. Although these printers pre-
sent a wide range of printing speeds and information acceptance rates,
most serial and R0 printers in general use have printing speeds be-
tween 10 and 30 characters per second and information acceptance
rates between 75 and 150 bits per second. The units capable of the
higher rates usually have a one line buffer memory capacity. The
devices in this category present a wide range of choices in such
features as number of characters and fonts, typc of paper, and paper
feed and print mechanisms.

DATA LOGGING, DIGITAL AND LIST PRINTERS

The data logging, digital and list printers have a comon set of
characteristics that distinguish them from other general purpose
printers: they operate in a receive only (RO) mode of information
transfer, they print one line at a time, almost all of them ar limited
to printing 32 or less characters per line, and they usually have a
numeric only or limited alphanumeric printing capability. Some
printers in this category have impact print mechanisms that use fieid
replaceable print wheels, allowing the user to select or change fonts.
For the most part this selection feature is provided by printers with
less than 16 characters per iine. In other respects, such as printing
speed, ink supply, paper selection and type of print mechanism the
data logging, digital and list printer , vary widely in capability.
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KEYB0ARD TELEPRINTERS

In addition to the obvious distinguishing characteristic of key-
board teleprinters, they all have a keyboard, these devices have
other features in comon as well. They all permit local entry of
information and interchange of information with other devices. Their
other characteristics are simila- to those for serial and receive-
only printers in that they generally have modest printing speeds (most
range between 10 and 30 characters per second), they print one
character at a time, and they can print at least 80 characters per
line. In other respects such as number of characters and fonts,
type of paper, paper feed and print mechanisms, the keyboard tele-
printers vary widely in capability.

735 299
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PRINTERS

EQUIPMENT CATEGORY CATALOG REFERENCE

Serial and Receive-Only Printers VII-2.a

Data Logging, Digital and List Printers VII-2.b
VII-2.cKeyboard Teleprinter-

Performance Characte stic/ Measurement Procedure
Measurement Equipment

PREREQUISITES

The printer should be interconnected with the other equip-
ments of the security system. These other equipments should
be verified to be operational and be capable of transferring
appropriate signals to the printer from activated sensors. If
the security system includes the capability of providing machine
storage, etc., these capabilities should be available and ready
for use.

PRINT STRUCTI'RE

The purpose of this preoperational evaluation is to determine
if the printed characters conform to established and generally
accepted criteria for size, spacing and font (MIL-STD-1472BJ.

A series of at least 5 separate machine simulated intrusion
signals or signals generated by actual sensor activations are
required to be printed out prior to perfoming the following
evaluation.

TEST

1. Measure and record the character sizes and stroke widths Scale calibrated in

of the print, and the spacing between characters, words and lines. millimeters or a com-
parator such as
Edmund Scientific Company

Catalog No. 41,055.

?. Determine the nomal viewing / reading distance between Steel tape calibrated

the printed infomation and security system operators and record. in feet / meters.
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

ANALYSIS

1 Analyze the results of the data coll <r!+J during Test
(1) above to determine if the print structure o ms to the
following criteria:

(a) Letters: Height (H) = 2.3 millimeters minimum;
Width (W) = 3/5 H (except letters "I" = one troke width = 1/6 H.
and "W" and "M" = 4/5 H).

(b) Numerals: Height (H) = 2.3 millimeters minimum;
Width (W) = 3/5 H (evcept numbers "1" = one stroke width = 1/6 H.
and "4" = 3/5 H + 1/6 H).

(c) Spacing: Between characters = 1/6 H minimum;
between words = one nomal characise (4/5 H) minimam; between
lines = 1/2 H minimum.

2. Since the above characteristics are based or, a nominal

v sing distance of 20 in (510 m), the results of Test (2) abovei

s.ould be analyzed to determine if the characteristics are in
consonance with accepted standards in MIL-STD-1472B for greater
viewing distances. For 20 to 36 in (51 to 97.4 m) vwwing
distances, the minimum character height. H. should be 4.3 milli-
meters; and for distances from 36 to 72 in (97.4 to lf5 cm).
H should be 8.6 millimeters.

3. If the results of the analysis show e disparity, the
legibility of the printed messages is impaired, aad corrective
measures may be required.

MESSAGE FORMAT

The purpose of this preoperational evaluation is to assess
the ability of the printer to present the infomation in a
directly usable fom with minimal requirements for decoding,
transposing, interpolation or mental translation by members of

j\the security force.
, f,

)J

-.
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Performance Chara:teristic/ Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

INSPECTION

Examine randomly selected printed intrusion messaaes,
paying particular attention to the means of identifying each
message type (i.e., sensor, tamper, line monitor, power emergency,
etc.), the description of the status or event and the accuracy of
the date/ time indication,

l. Verify that sharp lines of demarcation exist between
each message, either by appropriate spacing between words/ lines
or by preprinted forms.

2. Determine that the number of characters in the character
set is sufficient to print all types of messages used in the secu-

rity System.

*
uCMONSTRATION

A series of either machine simulated intrusions or real
intrusions md by cooperating security personnel are required
to be made using appropriate portions of the sy! tem. The simu-
lated or actual activations shculd include at least three of each

of event the security system monitors (i.e., tamper, line
fault, power emergency, access, intrusion, etc.). Verify that
the monitoring personnel are able to check the printer response
against the stimuli and quickly identify the type of event and its
location without consulting other members of the security force.

ANALYSIS

1. Review the messages to ascertain that the printed infor-
mation complies with the requirements of 10 CFR 73.50 or 73.55 as
appropriate and that it is in a usable format.

2. Verify that the identification and understanding of the

ecssages by the monitoring personnel agree with the events pro-
vided.
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

BACKGROUND CONTRAST

A critical factor in obtaining a high degree of legibility
is the luminance contrast between the printed message and the
background (paper). It is the purpose of this evaluation to
ascertain that the output of the orinter provides a luminance
contrast within acceptable standards as deffned in MIL-STD-14728.

TEST

A printed message should be compared to the contrast gauge Comparator such as
to attempt to match the printed :haracters with an acceptable Edmund Scientif c Company
standard contrast level on the reticule. This matching process Catalog No. 41,)S5
is to be conducted under all conditions of ambient lighting (in- with reticule
ciuding emergency lights) ar.d internal illumination of the prin- Catalog No. 30,539,
ter, if the device is so equipped, to preclude masking by lights
similar to the colors of the print. Record results for future
compa ri son. If a suitable contrast is not observed, corrective
action must be taken.

ANALYSIS,

1. In operational inspections compare the current installation
ambient lighting conditions and contrast results of the Test abte
with the findings from previous inspections to determine that no
deterioration in perfomance has occurred. Corrective measures are
necessary if the contrast has degraded below minimum standards,

l
2. Review the licensee's maintenance logs to determine the Licensee's maintenance

reriodicity t,f resupolying paper and ink as well as the sequence logs.
of conducting preventive maintenance. Any deterioration in con-
trast would indicate such procedures may need to be conducted at
more frequent intervals.

TWO COLOR PRINTING

If the licensee employs a printer capable of two color print-
ing (red and black) this enluation has the purpose of verifying
the operation of the two color printing capability and that the
print is legible.

7zC z g;;
.-
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ANALYSIS

Detemine that the luminance contrast between each of the
two colors and the background during the evaluation of BACKGROUND
CONTRAST above is suitable under all illumination conditions. Pay

particular attention if red ambient illumination is used at any
time.

DEMONSTRATION

Have at least 1/10 of the total number of messages of each
color printed out. Check the response of the printer to appro-
priate types of activations that will cause the two message colors
to be printed, and detemine that the proper colors appear for t'le
proper stimuli.

PRINT, INK AND PAPER FEED MECHANISMS

%

The purpose of this evaluation is to ascertain that the print,

ink and paper feed mechanisms are in proper synchronism and to
detemine if any detericration has occurred.

INSPECTION

1. Examine a randomly selected series of printed messages to
verify that the print lines are straight, the characters show no

signs of " smudging", there is no overprinting of characters on
lines, no omitted characters or lines, and the textual message is
in registration with the paper and with any preprinted foms.

2. If the printer is capable of printing at different speeds -- Printer manufacturer's
characters per minute or lines per minut; -- repeat step (1) above operation manual.

for each of the speeds available and note any discrepancies. Since
the discrr,,encies would tend to impair the legibility of the
printed messages, any noticeable ones should be corrected. Further-
more, a recurrence of the discrepancies during successive periodic
examinations will provide evidence of deterioration of the printer.
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Performance Charactenstic/Meassement Procedure Measurement Equipment

ANALYSIS

Review licensee maintenance logs to determine .he frequency Licensee's maintenance
of adjustments to the print, ink and paper feed mechanisms. Cal- logs,
culate and record the frequency of such adjustments for the period Lessor's maintenance
of time since the last inspection visit. Consistent increase in p rocedure,
frequency of adjustments indicates possible deterioration in the
mechanisms.

NOIS(

Impact printers create hig.er levels of r.oise than do the non-
impact types. However, both types have noise created by paper feed
mechanisms. The purpcte of this evaluation is to determine the
noise level of the printer in cperation.

TEST

,

A sufficient series of test messages should be printed to per itt Sound level meter such as
the sound level to be measured and recorded. a General Radio Type

1565-A.

ANALYSIS

1. Examine the test results. The maximum noise level should
2not exceed 65 dB above 0.0002 dynes /cm . Increases in the

noise level detected during subsequent periodic evaluations will
indicate a possible degradation in the performance of the printer.

2. Review the licensee's maintenance logs to ascerta', that Licensee's maintenance
the preventive maintenance procedures have been ccnducted according logs,
to the established plan.

OPERATION INDICATIONS

The different printers provide various numbers of indicators
of printer operation. Fault indicators such as paper-jam, irk-
ribbon jam and need for material replacement (paper and ink)
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

generally provided. The purpose of this evaluation is to
detemine that the indicators operate properly as defined in the
printer manuals.

INSPECTION

Examine the printer to detemine that the material replacement Licensee's opetation plan.
indicators perform satisfactorily. T V indicators should become Printer manufacturer's
activated prio. to the need to replenish supplies or should provide operation maaaal.
an indication of amount of remaining material. Use the test pro-
cedures recommended by the manufacturer.

DEMONSTRATION

Simulated faults should be introduced into the printer to
activate each fault M dicator. Correspondence between each simu-
lated fault and .. .scation should be obtained; otherwise, correc-
tive measures are necessary.

ANALYSIS

1. Compare the results obtained from this demr..tration
with the findings from the previous inspection visit to detemine
that the perfomance has not degraded.

2. Examirc .he licensee maintenance logs to deterrine the Licensee's maintenance
frequency of occurrence of fault indicatioris. Calculate and logs,
record the frequency. Consistent increases in the incidence of

fault indications may be due in part to inadequate maintenance
as well ,s deterioration in the printer.

MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES

The purpose of this evaluation is to ascertain that the
licensee has developed and implemented a comprehersive mainten-

ance schedule / procedure. The maintenance may be perfomed by
the lessor in a lease arrangement or by properly skilled tech-
nicians in the employ of the licensee.
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ANALYSIS

Examine the planned maintenance schedule / procedures and the Licensee's physical
manufac?urer's printer manuals ar,d detemine that preventive security plan and/or main-
maintenance schedules cnntain, as appropriate to each type of tenance plan.
printer, features such as: Printer manufacturer's

instruction, operation
and maintenance manuals.

1. A complete cleaning +o remove all dust, paper particles,
ink residue and oil every 300 to 500 hours.

2. A complete examination of mechanism and controls to

detect any needed adjustments or wear every 300 to 500 hours.

3. A complete overhaul of the mechanisms by replacing
worn corrponents, lubricating bearings, linkages, ratchets,
etc. every 2000 hours.

DIAGNOSTIC EXERCISE

If the security system has the capability to provide machire
(computer) generated diagnostic tests of the printer, this evalua-
tion concerns the conduct and assessment of such diaanostics.

INSPECTIONS

Review the set of diagnostic programs being used; compare the Licenste's physical
set ci ntained in the maintenance plan and identify any differences, security plan and/or

maintenance plan.
DEMONSTRATION Lessor's maintenance

procedures.
Exercise the set (s) of available diagnostics in accordance Printer instraction,

with the printer instruction manual and/or maintenance plan and operation and mainten-

verify that the printer functions properly, ance manuals.
Descriptions of diagnostic

ANALYSIS programs, and appropriate
tapes / storage device (s)

1. Detemine if any changes have been ir.corporated in th5 and machine (cumputer),

set (s) of progrims since the previcus inspection visit. Changes
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

may indicate a simple uparadina of the maintenance actions.
However, they also may indicate the need to perform more mainte-
nance because the printer is deteriorating.

2. Examine the results of the demonstration and compare

with the results of previous inspection visits. Any differences
indicate either inadequate maintenance or deterieration in the
p rin te r.

c 7, (~7 ,i ' J tj O)
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OTHER DISPLAYS

EVENT DISPLAYS AND RECORDERS

Event reccrders usually use a transilluminated display in com-
bination with a printer to indicate and record a change or an occurrence
detected by a sensor or transducer. The transilluminated display may
involve a series of indicator lights, either conventional incandescent,
light-emitting diodes (LEDs), or a series of " flags". The flags may be
" shutters" over incandescent kulbs. The printer is usually of the data
logging or digital family, using impact printing with either a ribbon
or roller ink mechanism (see Volume VII, Section 2).

The major functional elements of event recorders include the

receiver, scanner, display, printer, and interface logic. Some de-
vicas have separable elements which include a remote transmitter at
one location that sends received indications over long distances via
telephone lines to the display and recording elements of the event
recorder at a remote location.

Event recorders are often interconnected to each sensor or trans-
ducer, or to a zone covered by such devices, through a separate line.
For certain event recorders this is a conventional 600-ohm telephone
line, while other event recorders can only be interconnected by direct
hardwire lines. Event recorders that utilize telephone lines have
digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital (D/A/D) converters, sometimes
used in conjunction with a modem, incorporated ir, the receiver element.
Recorders that depend on hardwire interconnections have simple re-
ceivers that sense a change nf state (voltage) of the line. The
incoming signals from the D/A/D usually are placed in a memory, and
the scanner element repeatedly scans the memory for signals. When the
scanner detects the presence of a signal, appropriate messages are
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sent to the display and to the prim.er. In recorders that are hardwired
to the sensors, the scanner examines each line, and when a change of
state is noted, proper messages are sent to the display and the prini.er.

Most event recorders provide for modular growth through the addi-
tion of printed circuit (PC) boards or expander units. Some event
recorders con accept signals from as many as 1000 sensor zones.

Two primary performance areas determine the suitability of an
event rccorder for a particular application: (1) the legibility of

the display and of the printed information; and (2) the response time
of the display and printer to stimuli at the sensor or transducer.
Legibility is affected by the size, spacing, and font of the
legends on the display and the printed information, the position-
ing of the legends with respect to the indicators (bulbs, LEDS, or
flags), tt.a ambient illumination color of indicators, and the resultant
contrast. In general the legibility of displayed or printed characters
is within acceptable limits of MIL-STD-1472B (Human Engineering Design
Criteria), since most devices provide characters at least one-eighth
inch in height, properly spaced and positioned. The colors of lights
may be critical if the display is operated in high ambient light, for
example in bright sunlight, since under such conditions red is not
readily apparent and green and blue lights are hard to distinguish from
each other.

Response time is a critical parameter in some installations
and is a function of scanner speed, memory size, nunber of zones, and
printer response time. Typical event recorders have an overall re-
sponse time of about one second per line per stimulus. However,
some have response times approaching 30 seconds per line per stimulus,
and these would be unsatisfactory in particular applications. Since
many event recorders have long signal lines to the sensars, other
provisions for line monitoring or physical hardening should be pro-
vided to maintain security and reduce vulnerability to tampering.
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The event recorders gene ally incorporate maintenance aids,
such as indicator light tests (manually or automatically tested),
2dulty power indicators, and end of paper / ink warnings in the
- cter element.

TRANSILLUMINATED DISPL AYS

Transilluminated displays employ backlighting on clear, trans-
lucent or fluorescent material, or use single and multiple legend /
indicator lights or light-emitting diodes (LEDs) to present informa-
tion upon receipt of signals. Such displays depend on other devices
or elements (sensors, transducers, or signal processing logic) to
provide signals to actuate the display.

Some transilluminated display devices are hardwired to the ex-

ternal elements with an individual line/ wire to each transillumination
display component (indicator bulb), and the individual line carries
the " sense" signal (voltage) to actuate the display component. Other
transilluminated displays incorporate an analog-to-digital (A/D) con-
verter, sometimes in conjunction with a modem, to permit interconnec-
tion with external devices via telephone lines. For the latter kind

of displays, the digital signal from the A/D is transfomed into a
" sense" signal by internal logic that will actuate the display com-
ponen t( s ) .

The primary performance parameter of the transilluminated dis-
play is legibility. Legibility is determined by the positioning,
number and colors of the display components, the character size,
the spacing and positioning of associated legends and ambient light-
ing. Most transilluminated displays operate best in areas where the
luminance of the display is at least ten percent greater than the sur-
rounding lighting. The characters of the identifying legenas should
be readable at a minimum distance of 28 inches (71 cm) in the operat-
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ing environment and should have a height of at least one-eighth inch
(0.3 cm). If viewing at greater distances (D) is required, the height
should be increased by the factor D/28.

Some transilluminated displays that employ incandscent bulbs use
dual-filament bulbs so that '.. hen one filament burns out, the decrease
in intensity is apparent but not so much as to keep the user from
noting an event until the bulb can be replaced. Furthermore, most
displays of this category have a " press-to-test" feature which per-
mits the user to periodically check the operation of the indicators.

~'3' 312
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EVENT DISPLAYS AND RECORDERS

EQUIPMENT CATEGORY CATALOG REFERENCE

Event Displays and Recorders VII-3.a

Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurernent Equipment

PREREQUISITES

The event recorder should be interconnected with the other
equipment of the security system. This equipment should be opera-
tional and be capable of transferring appropriate signals to the
event recorder.

PRINT STRUCTURE

The purpose of this preoperational evaluation is to detemine

if the recorded charuers confom to established and generally
accepted criteria for size, spacing and font (MIL-STD-1472B).

NOTE: A series of at least 5 separate intrusion signals generated
by actual sensor activations are required to be printed out prior
to perfoming the following evaluaticn.

TEST

Measure and record the character sizes and stroke wiJths of the Compcrator each as

print and the spacing between characters, words and lines. Edmund Scient fic Company

Catalog No. 41,055.

ANALYSIS

1. Analyze the results of the data collected above to deter-
mine if the print structure confoms to the following criteria:

(a) Letters: Height (H) = 2.3 millimeters minimum;
Width (W) = 3/5 H (except letters "I" = one stroke width = 1/6 H
and "W" and "M" = 4/5 H).
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Performance Ch- :.teristic/ Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

(b) Numerals: Height (H) = 2.3 millimeters ninimum;
Width (W) = 3/5 H (except numbers "1" = one stroke width = 1,~6 H
and "4" = J/5 H + 1/6 H).

(c) Spacing: Cetween characters = 1/6 H minimum; between
words = one nomal character (4/5 H) ninimun; between lines = 1/2 H
minimum.

2. If the results of the analysis show a disparity, the legi-
bility of the recorded messages is impaired and corrective treasures
may be required.

MESSAGE FOPMAT

The purpose of this preoperational evaluation is to assess the
ability of the printer to record the infomation in a directly
usable fom with minimal requirements for decoding, transposing,
interpolation or mental translation by members of the security
forces.

INSPECTION

Examine randomly selected recorded intrusion nessages, paying
particular attention to the means of identifying each message type
(i.e., sensor, tamper , line monitor, power energency, etc.), the
description of the status or event and the accuracy of the date/
time indication,

l. Verify that sharp lines of demarcation exist between each
message either bv appropriate spacing between words/ lines or by pre-
printed foms.

2. Detemine that the number of characters in the character
set is sufficient to print all types of messages used in the secu-

rity systen.

DEMONSTRATION

A Jeries of intrusions against the safeguards system should be
made by cooperating security personnel. The activations should in-
clude at least three of ea- type of evant that the security
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Messerement Equipment
Performance Chracterist. dMeasurement Procedure

system monitors (i.e., tamper, line f ault, power emergency, access,
intrusion, etc.). Verify that the monitoring personnel are abie to
check the printer response against the stimuli and quickly identify
the type of event and its location without consulting other members
of the security force.

ANALYSIS

1. Review the messages to ascertain that the printed format
complies with the requirements of 10 CFR 73.50 or 73.55 as appro-

priate.

2. Verify that the identification and ur.derstanding of the mes-
sages by the monitoring personnel agree with the stimuli provided.

BACKGROUND CCNT M

A critical factor in obtaining a high degree of legibility is
the luminance contrast between the recorded message and the back-

ground (paper). It is the purpose of this evaluation to ascertain
tnat the output of the recorder provides a luminance contrast
within acceptable standaMs as defined ir. MIL-STD-14728

IE S.T,

A recoded message should be eumined through the comparator Comparator such as Edmund

in order to match the printed characters with a contr ast level in- Scientific Company

dicator on the reticule. This matching process should be conducted Catalog No. 41,055 with

under all conditions of ambitent lighting (including emergency lights) reticule Catalog No. 30,539

to preclude masking by lights similar to the colors of the print.
Record results for future comparison. If a suitable contrast is not
observed, corrective action must be taken.

ANALYSIS

1. In operational inspections compare the results of the Test
above with the findings from previous inspections to detemine if
degradation has occtm-ed. Corrective measures are necessary if
the contrast has degraded below minimum standards.

/?[ 7lFJ
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2. Review the licensee's maintenance logs to detemine the Licensee's maintenance
periodicity of resupplying paper and ink as well as the sequence of logs,
conducting preventive maintenance. Any deterioration in contrast
would indicate such procedures may need to be conducted at more
fr equent intervals.

PRINT, INK AND PAPER FEED MECHANISMS

The purpose of this evaluation is to ascertain that the print,
ink and par;. '*ed mechanisms are in proper synchronism and to
detemine if any daterioration has occurred.

IN W CTION

Examine a randomly selected series of recorded messages to
verify that the print lines are straight, the characters show no
:FAs of " smudging", there is no overprinting of characters or
lines, no omitted characters or lines, and the textual message is in
reg.stration with the paper. Since the discrepancies tend to
impair the legibility of the reconfed messages, any noticeable ones
should be corrected. Furthemore, reoccurrence of the discrepan-
cies during successive periodic examinationt provide evidence of
deterioration of the recorder.

ANALYSIS

Review licensee's maintenance logs to detemine the frequer. y Licensee's maintenance
of adjustments to the print, ink and paper feed mechanisms. Cal- logs,
culate and record the frequency of such adjus .mcr,ts far the period Manufacturer's maintenance
of time since the last inspection visit. Consistent increase in procedures.
frequency of adjustments indicates possible deterioration in the
mechanism.

~

NOISE

Impact printers create higher levels of noise than do the non-
impact types. However, both types have noise crea+.ed by paper feed ~7 j h
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mechanisms. The purpose of this evaluation is to detemine the
noise level of the printer in operation.

TEST

A sufficient number of messages should be recorded to pemit Sound level n.eter such as

the sound level to be measured and recorded. General Radio Type 1565-A.

ANALYSIS

1. Examine the results. The maximum noise level should not
2exceed 65 dB above 0.0002 dynes /cm . Increases in the noise

level detected dur!ng subsequent periodic evaluations will indicate
a possible degradation in the perfomance of the printer.

2. Review licensee maintenance logs to ascertain that the Licensee's maintenance logs

preventive maintenance procedures have been conducted according
to the established plan.

INDICATOR LABELS

The pwpose of this evaluation is to detemine if the charac-
teristics of the indicator labels confom to established criteria
(MIL-STD-14728) for size, spacing and font.

TEST

1. Measure and record the characters on the labels to Comparator such as Edmund

detemine the chsracter sizes. the stroke width, and the spacing Scientific Company

between characters, words and lines. Catalog No. 41,055.

2. Measure and record the nomal viewing / reading distance be- Steel tape calibrated in

tween the display infomation and operating security personnel. inches / centimeters.

ANALYSIS

1. Analyze the results of the cata collected in Test (1) above
to detemine if the structure of the characters confoms to the fol-
lowing criteria:

~ _
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(a) Letters: Height (H) = 2.3 millimeters minimum;
Width (W) = 3/5 H (except letters "I" = one stroke width = 1/6 H
and "W" and "M" = 4/5 H).

(b) Numerals: Height (H) = 2.3 millimeters minimum;
Width (W) = 3/5 H (except numbers "1" = one stroke width = 1/6 H
and "4" = 3/5 H + 1/6 H).

(c) Spacing: Eetween characters = 1/6 H minimum; between
words = one nomal character (4/5 H) minimum; between lines = 1/2
H minimum.

2. Since the above characteristics are based on a nominal
viewing distance of 28 :n (71.1 cm). the results of Test (2) above
shot.ld be analyzed to determine if the characteristics are in
consonance with accepted stardards in MIL-ST0-14728 for greater
viewing distances. If the viewing distance (D) is greater than 28
in (71.1 cm), the minimum character height (H) should be increased
by the factor D/28 or D/71.1 (for measurements made in inches or
centimeters respectively).

3 If the results of the analysis show a disparity, the legi-
bility of the labels is impaired, and corrective measures may be
requi red.

*
RESPONSE TIME

The purpose of this evaluation is to detemine the response
time of the event recorder.

TEST

A series of at least ten separate actual intrusion alarms Electronic counter such as
should be generated by cooperating security personnel. The time Hewlett vackard 52a5 L/M.
between the receipt of the intrusion signal at the input of the
event recorder and the illumination of the visual indicator should
be measured and recorded. The electronic counter should be
started by the initiation of the alarm signal at the input to thc
event recorder and be stopped by the voltage appearing acrus
the visual indicator.

3nO/3-jy '
.'
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ANALYSIS

Calculate the average of the response times; the result should
be less than five seconds to ensure effective guard force response.
A steady 11 crease in response time over previous inspections
indicates tria; degradation may have occurred.

DISPLAY /RECOPD CORRELATION

The purpose of this preoperational evaluation is to ascertain
that the visual signals appearing on the display correspond to the
appropriate recorded messages.

TEST

A number of actual security alams should be generated by co-
operating securi'v personnel. At least five alarms for each type
of signal (i.e., sensor, tamper, line monitor, power emergency,
etc.) should be generated and the results recorded.

ANALYSIS

The correspondenta between the alam indicated and the

recorded message should be verified and any discrepancies corrected.

INDICATOR VISIBILITY

The purpose of this evaluation is to detemine that the visual

indicators provide suff;cient light output, as defined in MIL-STD-
14728, that they can be readily observed within the operational
ambient lighting of the monitoring stttion.

INSPECTION

Examine the physical location of the visual indicators to deter-
mine that their position with respect to the operator has not

,\
,

changed and is such as to minimize the effects of reflected light 7[h )
from external (ambient) light sources. ~

-
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TEST

1 Measure and record the light output from e. .h type of indi- Spot meter such as Photo
cator lamp. Research Corp. Model UBD-

1/4'.

2. Measure and record the ambient light level (including emer- Light meter, such as
gency lighting). United Detector Technology,

Model 40X with photo-

metric filter and foot-
candle diffuser.

ANALYSIS

To be acceptable the alann indicator lamps should produce a
minimum of 50 foot-lamberts in an ambient lighting of 30 foot-
candles. In other ambien.s a ratio of lamp brightness to ambient
illumination of 5/3 should be maintained.

MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES

The purpose of this evaluation is to ascertain that a compre-
hensive maintenance procedure has been developed and implemented

by the licensee. Maintenance may be performed by the lessor in a
lease arrangement, or by properly skilled technicians in the employ
of the licensee.

ANALYSIS

Examine the planned maintenance procedures and the event re- Licensee's physical secu-
corder manuals. Determine if the preventative maintenance schedules rity plan and/or mainte-
contain, as appropriate to each type of recorder, features nance plan.
such as: Event Recorder instruction,

operatic i and maintenance

manuals.

1. A check of all indicator lights and switches for proper
operation every ,shif t.

2. A complete cleaning every 300 to 500 hours to remove all
dust, paper particles, ink residue and oil.

~7 ? E i7R
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3. A complete exxiination of the mechanisms and controls to

detect any needed adjustments or wear every 300 to 500 hours.

4 A complete overnaul of the mechanisms by replacing worn
coriponents, lubricating bearings, linkages, ratchets, etc. every
2000 hours.
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TRANSILLUMINATED DISPLAYS

EQUIPMENT CATEGORY CATALOG REFERENCE

Transilluminated Displays VII-3.b

Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

PRE 0EQJISITES

The display should be interconnected with the other equipment
of the security system. This equipment should be operational
and be capable of transferring appropriate signals to the display
from activated sensors.

LABEL CHAk.'CTER STRUCTURE

The purpose of this evaluation it to detemine if the label

characters confom to established and accepted criteria for size,

spacing and font, (MIL-STD-1472B).

TEST

1. Measure and record the sizes and the stroke widths, of Comparator such as Edmund

the characters on the labels, ano the spacing between characters, Scientific Company

words and lines. Catalog f;o. 41,055,

2. Measure and record the nomal viewing / reading distana be- Steel tape calibrated in

tween the display and oper1 ting security personnel. feet / meters.

ANALYSIS

1. Analyze the results of the data collected during Test (1)
above to detemine if the structure of the characters confoms
to the follow!ng criteria:

(a) Letters: Peight (H) = 2.3 millimeters minimum; Width
(W) = 3/5 H (except letters "I" = o:.e stroke width = 1/6 H and "W"

and "M" = 4/5 H). 7j gqq
.- s' ( E.'
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(b) Numerals: Height (H) = 2.3 millimeters minimum;
Width (W) = 3/5 H (except numbers "1" = one stroke width = 1/6 H
and "4" = 3/5 H + 1/6 H).

(c) Spacing: Between characters = 1/6 H minimum; be-
twaen words = one nomal character (4/5 H) minimum; between lines =
1/2 H minimum.

I

2. Since the above chr cteristics are based on a nominal
viewing distance of 28 in (71.1 cm), the results of Test (2) above
should be analyzed to determine if the characteristics are in
consonance with accepted standards in MIL-STD-14728 for greater
viewing distances. If the viewing distance (D) is greater than
28 in (71.1 cm), the minimum character height (H) should be in-
creased by the factor D/28 or D/71.1 (for measurements made in
inches or centimeters respectively).

3. If the results of the analysis show a disparity, the
legibility of the labels is impaired and corrective measures may be
required.

INDICATOR VISIBILITY

The purpose of this evaluation is to detemire that the visual

indicators provide sufficient light output, as defined in MIL-STD-
1472B, thtt they can be readily observed in the operational
ambient lighting of the monitoring station.

INSPECTION

1. In preoperational inspections examine the physical location
of the visual indicators to detemine that the positioning of the
indicators with respect to the operator is such as to minimize the
effects of reflected lignt from external (ambient) light sources.

2. In Operational inspectior.s verify that neither the physical
location of the visual indicators nor the position of the indicators
with respxt to the operator have been altered.

h/t * /
* ~
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Performanca Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

TEST

1. Measure and record the light output from each type of indi- Spot meter such as Photo
cator lamp. Research Corp. Model UBD-

1/4'.

2. Measure and record the ambient lighting (including emer- Light meter such as United
gency lighting). Detector Technology, Model

40X with photometric filter

and foot-candle diffuser.

ANALYSIS

1. To be acceptable the alarm indicator lamps should
produce a minimum of 50 foot-lamberts in an ambient lighting of
30 foot-candles. In other ambients, a ratio of lamp brightness
to ambier.t illumination of 5/3 should be maintained.

2. Compare the results of Tests (1) and (2) above with re-
sults obtained in previous evaluations and determine if any degra-
dation has occurred.

77r n a
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ALARM SIGNALLING SYSTEMS

The basic objective of an alarm signalling system is to convey
to a cer, tral monitoring facility that alam/ status information which
has been generated by a remotely located sensor device. Equipment
configurations and method of operation can vary considerably from
installation-to-installation; however, some basic functional character-

istics can be identified. One means of characterizing alarm signal-

ling systems is by the techniques used to convey the alam informa-
tion. The following subparagraphs paraphrase definitions for four
types of alarm signalling systems as specified in Underwriters Lab-
oratories Standard UL-611.

Direct Wire Systems

A direct wire system shall fccm one or more fully supervised
protection circuits so arranged that an alarm will be initiated
at the central station from tia effect of an open circuit,

short circuit, ground, or other significant change of resis-
tance or current flow in the ' fines. Direct wire lines require
an instrument, usually a inilliameter, in the individual re-

ceivers located in the central control panel to continuously
monitor the line current that indicates the circuit condition.
If more than one receiver is present, monitoring jacks in the
other protection loops and a comon current-measuring meter
may be used.

Transmitter Systems

A transmitter system shall provide for the connection of more
than one subscriber's protecticn circuit to the central station
by means of coded signals transmitted by a code transmitter via
wire, telephone lines or radio.

)9rLJ
-
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Multiplex

Multiplexing is a method of signalling (transmitting protec-
tion circuit information) characterized by the simultaneous
and/or sequential transmission and reception of multiple
signals over a single conmunication channel with means of
positively identifying each signal. The signalling may
be accomplished over a wire path, radio or telephone lines.

Combination Transmitter and Local Systems

Combination systems are systems provided with a grounding
device at the subscriber's premises and in addition, employ
a code transmitter to send alarm signals to the central
station. Most systems fall in this category.

Alam signalling systems are usually composed of five serially
connected segments: The Central Station, which is connected to the
remote Transmitters by means of the Conmunications Link; and the Sensor
Devices, which are connected to the transmitters by the Initiating
Lines (Figure 1). The sensor devices are described in Volume II
(Intrusion Detection Components).

The Central Station is composed of various categories of equip-
ment that provide the functional capability for alarm monitoring,
remote test and reset, access and secure switching, and operation

logging. An alam signalling system might use all or only a few of
the items that are discussed briefly below.

The Processor / Computer

This element generally provides continuous monitoring of all
analog and digital signals. It also annunicates non-normal

conditions, initiates programmed start-stop operations, and
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permits operator signal selection, visual display selection,
and comand generation through the console keyboard. The pro-
cessor consis.s of a power supply and several electronic logic
cards containing transceivers (or repeaters), processor function
cards, and memory for systems requiring programed control cr
analog alam limit comparison. A computer interface is also
included for systems using a computer.

Annunciators

This element is used in one form or another by many systems
to provide a visual display of the zone or building that has
originated an alarm signal. Annunicators may also monitor the
prime power applied to the alarm system, switchaver to standby
power, and whether an area is in a secure or access mode.

They sometimes incorporate a single audible tone to draw atten-
tion to the fact that an alam signal is being received on the
annunciator. Annunciators are of two general types: the drop
and the lamp. The drop type causes a metal flag to move into
view behind a small window; the lamp type lights a light.
Annunicators may incorporate a number of colored lamps to
indicate specific alarm conditions or power failure.

Alarm Receiver

This is an element used by many systems to receive and process
sensor alann signals and responses from other monitoring and
control devices. The receiver is an annunicator that also pro-
vides supervision of the alarm line. It may or may not include
an audible alarm device. Various circuit and contact arrangements
are usually available to provide auxiliary functions upon receipt
of an alarm signal.

770I,,r' 33 JL
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Printers

This element is often used in computer-controlled systems and
some processor-controlleil systems to record the change of state
of sensors and to note cianges in system control functions.
Other central station receiving equipment may have built-in
printers or may have opt'onal connections to an external printer
for logging all the activities of the alarm-signalling system.

aasically, all printers should provide hard copy, preferably
in two colors, red for alam conditions and black for a

return-te-normal or normal condition. The printer should
record the time, date, address of remote point, control com-
mand, and alarm type and condition. Printers use mnemonics
(abbreviated words that are easily identifiable) to increase
speed and capacity. The operator of the system must be
thoroughly familiar with this method of comunication. In
large alarm systems, a " logging printer" (used to make item-
ized breakdowns of alarm system activitv) may be used as a
backup printer. For a thorough discussion of specific
printers, see CatCog Volume VII (General Purpose Displays).

Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) Display

This element is sometimes used in computer-based systems to

provide visual alpha-numerical output of single-point data or
messages (set: Volume VII-1). The display outputs data received
from the processor in standard ASCII code and has on, off, and
erase controls. The data to be displayed is selected on the
console keyboard. For a more complete description, see Catalog
Volume VII (General Purpose Displays).

g5 b20'
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Video Monitors

These are sometimes provided as optional equipment with some

alam systems, but may also be par + of a closed-circuit television
(CCTV) system incorporating video cameras and rr.onitors for surveil

'

lance and intrusion alarm source identification. Video switch-
ing may be provided for several monitors, and a number of cameras
may be switched to the same monitor. Cameras may include some
or all of the following capabilities: pan, tilt, zoom, focus
and iris control. The CCTV controls are usually located at the
control console. For a more complete discussion, see Catalog
Volume IV (Surveillani.e Components).

Intercom

This element is generally used in systems requiring constant
comunication with personnel in remote areas and provides two-

way audio omunications between the central station (or its
backup) and the remote areas. It may also be used to audibly
monitor remote art is, to page and comunicate with personnel

such as guards on tour and to provide for all-station announce-
ments and pagine. Intercoms may be of the push-to-talk type
and/or use hands-off operation.

Graphic Displays

This is an optioral element used to display areas of concern
from a random-access projecto. on a rear-projected viewing

screen, using the console keyboard. For a more complete dis-
cussion, see the Catalog volume for General Purpose Display

Components, Volume VII.
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Access / Secure Control

This control enables an area within a protection loop to be
put in a secure or accessible mode. Figure 2 is a schematic
diagram of the basic protection loop, shvwing the connection
of the access / secure control. The access / secure control unit,
which may be located at the operator's console or at the con-
trolled area, operates by a secure keyswitch. The access / secure
control connects to a substitute ECLC (end-of-the-line component)
when the at. cess control unit is energized. This places a sub-
stitute E0LC across the protection loop at a selected point, dis-
connecting the remainder of the protection loop secving the
area which is to be made accessible.

Console Keyboard

This device provides another form of man-machine interface used

to control a system by enabling the operator to manually select
an address, to perform a rnnual conrnand or demand function, and
to select a system operating mode, such as displaying summaries
or printing logs.

Control Console and Operator's Tenninal,

In a less sophisticated alarm signalling system, a single
control console is used and may be as simple as a tabletop
model with built-in visual / audible display. It could possibly
use a printer to handle the limited number of alann signal
points. In more sophisticated systems the main man-machine

interface is the operator's terminal which may provide selec-
tion buttons to address the sensor device for test or other
purposes, a series of function buttons, a key-operated lockout
capability and a digital readout. This console is often a tool
for on-site manual computer progranraing and system checkout.
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In a large computerized system one or more operator's con-
trol terminals or consoles may be used and assigned to con-
trol or comunicate with a specific section of the alarm and
control system. Each terminal would be under specific assign-
ment by computer software for controlling building automation,
supervision of sprinklers, elevators, etc., in addition to con-
trolling the facility security system.

The Comunications Link and Initiating Lines include the various
types of comunication medic uwd to deliver sensor status signals
to the transmitters (initiating lines) and from the transmitters to
the receiving equipment located at the central station (signalling
lines). Because of electrical variances between systems, the informa-
tion presented here may only be valid for specific applic' icvs.

Alann comunication links (the signalling lines and the initiat-
ing lines) may fall into either of two classes of operation: Class A
or Class B. They must also observe certain rules and regulations to
maintain a given quality of comunications operation as specified in
the Interim Federal Specification. On the requirements for Class A
operation, the National Fire Prevention Association standard for the
installation, maintenance and use of proprietary protective signal-
ling systems (NFPA 72D) ste.tes that "each signalling circuit and the
services connected to it shall be capable of operating in their intended
signalling services during a single break or single ground fault of
any signalling line circuit conductor". Class B operation does not
include the Class A emergency operating feature.

For the signalling line circuit to meet the Class A requirements,
a redundant transmission path must be used, with an automatic switch-
over capability to ensure uninterrupted transmission through a single
fault, as specified.

For the initiating line circuit to meet the Class A require-
ments a four (4)-wire direct current loop is used with a loop trans-
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fer relay (or circuit conditioning relay) to reestablish the circuit.
Figure 3 shows the basic 2-wire loop, which does not have this capa-
bility unless the second alam contact to occur happens to be elec-
trically closer to the control panel than the first alarm contact in
the circuit. Figure 4 shows how the 4-wire loop circuit functions
through a single fault. Assume that there is a break in the wiring
a t point ' A' . One side of the alarm contacts becomes isolated from
the end-of-line resistor (EOLR). A trouble signal results, but at
the same time circuit conditioning relay contact 'A' closes. This
action connects the alam contacts that were previously isolated by
the break to the EOLR. A subsequent alarm contact closure will

short out the EOLR and cause an alarm to be annunciated.

Transmitters are alike in their basic function; they accept and
transmit sensor status signals to the receiver, but vary widely
in the number of inputs they can handle. They also differ in the
method used to gather information from the system's many sensors
and to process and transmit it to the central station receiver.

Alarm systems may also be characterized by the protection
offered (Line Supervision) by electromechanical means to ensure that
the system is in a state of readiness and to signal an alarm if it is
not. Most circuits are self-checking in that any change from the
normal will cause an alarm..

.

*.

Signalling Line

Line supervision is sometimes accomplished by providing a
dual transmission signal path over direct wire, coaxial
cable or telephone lines, depending on system application.
By alternating from one line to another, or by comparing
data sent by two routes,line operation may be assured.

Digital systems which operation in an interrogate /rerrond
mode provide constant assurance that the transmission path
is intact.
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On direct-wire systems " ring back" or "hantishake" techniques

are used on the transmission line to ensure that the receivers
and transmitters are talking with one another.

Other types of alarm systems continually send tones, coded
tones, random, or high speed, digital interrogate / respond-
type signals for line supervision.

Initiating Line

The two-wire loop with the end-of-line resistor is an accepted
form of circuit supervision for many applications. Line super-
vision functions by monitoring the change of current or resistance
in the loop circuit, and may have one or all of the following
characteristics:

Break or cross sensitive -- A general type of line supervision,
which detects a very high resistance for an open line and a very
low resistance for shorted lines, is accepted by industry as
being adequate for an alam circuit, say, between a protected
area and a police station.

Direct current supervision -- This method detects an increase
or decrease ir loop current as a percentage of its norTnal rated
receiver input value. The no: mal current value is selected by
adjusting the current limiting and end-of-line resistances.
supervision sensitivity is the percentage of current change
and normally ranges between 50 and 10 percent. The more sensi-
tive,10 percent, systems called high line supervision require
receivers using a balanced Wheatstone bridge.

Single or double supervision is another consideration for line
supervision. Single supervision means that a trouble signal
will be given if there is either a break or a short in the

circuit. Double supervision means that a trouble signal will
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be given if the power to the source of the first trouble signal
is interrupted. This configuration requires two power sources,
>s an auxilliary means for maintaining the normal operation of
the system following the trouble indiciation.

Direct wire lines are limited in length by the line resistance
and the particular alann system applicatior, due to the level of
electrical current limitations. These wire lines may be two- or
four-wire, depending on the class of service required. Four-wire is
needed for Class A operation. A dc " Break" and " Cross" circuit is
usually accepted for a basic security alarm system. Alarm systems
using coaxial cable for their signalling lines are usually systems
ti.at are installed within a single locat'sn. The transmission dis-
tance of alarm information on telephone lines is unlimited, since
the entire Bell Telephone System is available.

Transmission lines of any type that are exposed to tne ele:nents
(outside runs) degenerate in perfonnance due to humidity and tem-
perature. Lines to be extended between buildings should run through
underground conduits or through protected raceways between buildings
to reduce these effects.

Computers and processors should be located in an environmentally
controlled area to operate under the temperature and humidity con-
ditions specified by the equipment manufacturer.

Lightning and overvoltage protection should be installed on

all cables and conductors extending between buildingsQether direct
burial, underground conduit or overhead runs are used. Lightning
arrestor networks should be installed at both ends. Both primary pro-
tection devices, such as a gas tube protector, and 5,econdary protectors
should be used to reduce voltages to non-destructive levels. Devices
offering both fuse protection and gas discharge lightning protection
for telephone lines are typical of the type that should be employed.
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To be tamper-resistant all alann signal wiring should be kept
within secure areas or else run through ccnduit and secured raceways
'n unprotected areas. Wiring between buildings should preferably be
run underground. In addition, where alann signal panels are mounted
in unprotected areas, the panels themselves must be tamper-protected.
UL-approved tamper-proof steel boxes and switches should be used.

It is unrealistic to consider any telephone or other off-premise
line to be free of the possibility of compromise. Direct-wire systems
are more susceptible to compromise by the use of resistors, batteries
and other devices. The more sophisticated systems, using complex
waveform and digital comunication techniques, make compromise
quite difficult even by the sophisticated intruder. Noise janning
is generally effective with time division multiplex systems, but is
unlikely to be successful in compromising a tone (frequency division)
multiplex system because of the narrowband channel filtering used
and the band limiting done in telephone line interface units.

Noise warning devices are available from at l'ast one manufacturer
to monitor the incoming lines at the central station for attempts to
compromise the system by introducing noise. This unit senses noise,
sounds an audible / visual alarm, and cuts in an audio speaker which
enables the operator to listen to what is being received.

Rechargeable storage batteries are generally ustd for standby
operation and are installed in circuits incorporating a trickle
charger to keep the battery ready for iitmediate service. When primary
power fails, automatic transier of power to the battery should provide
at least 24 hours of continuous operation without recharging. If a

second source of power is available from a standby generator, battery
capacity may be reduced to 4 hours witicut recharge.
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ALARM SIGNALLING SYSTEMS

EQUIPM ENT CATEGORY CATALOG REFERENCE

Alam Signalling Systems VIII-1.a

Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

ALARM SIGNALLING SYSTEMS

Computer based alam signalling systems can be very complex
and a thorough evaluation can be time consuming. It is recom-
mended that the inspector obtain a user's manual for the system
to be evaluated well in advance of the inscoction visit in order
to become more familiar with the unique features of the system.
The evaluation procedures which follow have been divided into
four sections: compute.' operation, alarm display, alam trans-
mission and line supervision. These procedures should be supple-
mented with evaluations of a specific nature as recomrended, for
example, in the operational checkout and preventive maintenance
pot tions of the individual system's cperations and maintenance
manual.

COMPUTER OPERATION

The purpose of this evaluation is to ensure that the computer
is properly installed and to verify that it functions properl;.

INSFECTION

1. Verify that the computer has been installed properly in Manufacturer's installa-
accordance with the manuf acturer's recomendations. Pay particu- tion manual.
lar attention that environmental requirerents (tenperature and
humidity) have been satisfied.

2. Inspect the computer for signs of physical abuse and
mechanical defects. Any defect which may interfere with the
operation of the system (such as faulty switches, etc.) should
be repaired.
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Proccdure Measurement Equipment

3 Inspect all controls and indicator lights for damase
end >bstructions.

4. If the machine is paper tape programed, verify that the
program tape is installed in the tape holder, and that it is in
good condition (the tape should not be torn, worn or mutilated
in any way).

5. Check that the licensee maintains a full complement
of spare parts and components for routine maintenance as recom-
mended in the system maintenance manual.

6. Check that all the required circuit cards / modules are
installed and firmly seated in the computer. It is recommended
that a means of " sealing" the electro. !cs enclosure r,id/or circuit
modules be used to protect against tampering. (Dr example, a wire
attached to the card and chassis and sealed with a metal crimp-
type connector, which would have to be irreparably damaged to
gain access to the circuit cards, might be employed.) After
routine maintenance operations are perfomed on the equipment,
a member of the licensee's security force should verify that
all circuit modules are in place, and seal the enclosure.

7. Inspect the interior of all electronics consoles to
er;sure chat there is no foreign material (such as spill 'd sub-
stances) and that there is no accumulation of dust or diat.

8. If cooling fans are incorporated in the electronics
enclosure '.erify that they are operating, and inspect the 6,ir
cleaning filters. The filters should be free of excessive
accumulated dirt. In addition, verify that there is adequate
space between the air intake ports and any structures surround-
ing the enclosure, and that the enclosure is not installed in
the vicinity of heat generation sources (such as baseboard
heaters).

9. Verify that the computer is properly grounded by means
of the power cord or by a separately attached ground strap. If
the latter means is employed. verify that the strap is fimly
connected to a bare metal ground and that all connections are
clean and tight.

10. Check that all labels or printed messages on the
computer enclosure (such as silk screened control setting
information) are clearly legible.
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Measurement Equipment
Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure

ANALYSIS

1. Review the system design parameters (number of sensors,

type of alam signal input, wiring requirements, maximum cable
length requirements, etc.) to ensure that the computer used in
this applica,, ion has suf ficient capacity and flexibility to meet
the system needs. (Potential for system expansion may be esti-
mated by noting the number of spare plu]-in module positions
remaining in the electronics enclosure which would be used to
accept additional zone cards.)

2. Review the licensee's test and maintenance records and Licensee's test / maintenance

plans to ensure that all of the manuf acturer's preventive main- plans and records,

tenance recomendations cre incorporated and performed on sched-
ule. Also verify that the test plan meets the requirements of
10 CFR 73.50 or 73.55 (as appropriate) regarding frequency of

perfomance testing. In some cases, the ifcensee may have a
service contract with the manufacturer to maintain the equipment.

3. Review the system logs to detemine if ar.y persistent
problems have been encountered since the last inspection visit.
If so, detemine whether or not the problems are severe enough
to warrant the use of compensatory measures to ensure an adequate
level of security. Short MTBF periods for any compcnent should
result in replacement of the component and a detailed system

checkout.

DEMONSTRATION / TEST

1. Refer to the systeu operating instructions and follow the

system operator through the sys, tem start-up/ checkout procedures.
If .'he system employs two computers (primary and backup) verify
that botn operate properly. For example, switch the lock-type
" Enable / Disable" switch to the Enable position to activate the

processor electronics. The power-on indicator lamp should co.4
Should tne system not operate af ter applying power, andon.

if the processor is suspected, have the licensee initialize a
program load to reloed the program into the memory. The nortral
operating indicators should illuminate if no further trouble
exists. Verify that tN! printer, or other system display, records
the identification of the processor that was put into service.

2. If the computer system has the capability of self test
by means of a programmed diagnostic routine, have the system

_
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

operator exercise this routine and verf fy that no faults occur.

3. Perfom a lamp test to ensure that all lamps are working.

4 Observe the " Scan" indicator for evidence of processor
activity. Nonnally, this indicator blinks as data is processed.
Most processors include a method for interrupting sequential
scanning. Activate this control momentarily ar.d ybse. ve auto-
matic restoration of the scarning function.

5. As a demonstration of processor operation, one or more
alarm zones should be triggered and the appropriate audible /
visual annunciation should occur with proper identification of
the sensor (s).

6. Request that the licensee pull a randomly selected cir-
cuit board. The processor should indicate a fault condition.
When the card is placed back into the processor, the system should
return to nomal operation (verify this by activating several
randomly selected sensors and observing the response of the
system).

7. Request that the licensee remove the primary source of
power from the processor. The system should respond with an
imediate transfer of power to the standby source and both
audible and visual indicatio,s of loss of prime power should
appear at the control conso'e. No loss of infomation should
occur during the power transition. Verify that the system
operates properly on the backup source by activating several
randomly selected sensors and observing the response of the
system.

8. Show that all of the system control functions associated
with the particular control panel or operator's teminal are opera-
tional by performing the following: exercise a number of functions,
in turn, by enabling the assot.f ated control. Each operation
should be recorded .* the printer. Return to nomal system
operation (i.e., reset the control) after each test.

9. If the system employs two computers, exercise the auto-
matic system control transfer switch by discLling the main
computer. The disablemat of the main computer should result
in an alam and in autoratic transfer of the protection system
to the standby computer (the transfer should be indicated on the
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipmeat

control panel). Reset the system to quiet the audible olann.
Perfom Lemonstration (5) above to verify standby computer operation.

Note: The backup computer should always be on-line and function-

ing as though it were in control.

ALARM DISPLAY

The purpose of this evaluation is to ensure that the proper
alarm presentation is provided by the system in response to actuai
sensor activations as well as cceputer generated diagnostic rou-
tines. Detailed evaluation procedures for display components
s"ch as printers, CRT's, event recorders and transilluminated dis-
riays are provided in Volume VII.

INSPECTION

1. Inspect all visual indicatars for mechanical defects such
as . oken lamp covers and check all identification markings for
clarity and legibility.

2, if audible alanns are provided, ensure th.t the speakers
are in good condition and free from foreign matter. If a volurre
control is available, verify that it is set such that the signal
can be heard above the ambient sound level in the roon and that
the control cannot be turned down so low that the sound is
inaudible.

DEMONSTRATIO*4

1. In the preoperational inspection demonstrate that a sensor
activation in each zone of protection is properly processed
by the system and the appropriate alarm printout or display is
obtained. (Have a person activate each senscr/ zone in the
system.)

In operational inspections, spot check t.e annunciation of
alarms by activatir.g a randomly selected sample of 20 percent of
the sensor zones. This demonstration may be performed in para'lel

with the evaluation of the sensors.

2. Verify that the alarm annunciation and recorder crintout
are in agreement.
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Perforrrence Characteristic / Measurement P ocedure Measurement Equipment

3 Reset each alarm usin[ the acknowledge button and verify
that the proper indicator / recorder actions are obtained.

4 Actuate each of the system control functions in each
zone (e.g., the access / secure function) and note * hat the correct
indicator / recorder action is obtained (e.g., when the system is
placed in " access", the printout should indicate that fact, and
should provide a separate indication when returned to the " secure"
mode).

5. Show that the annunciatar panel will operate from the
standby source of power. Disconnect power to the annunciator
panel by pulling its circuit breaker and observe that the indi-
catcrs for loss of prime power and transfer to standby power
become illuminated. Push the acknowledge button to quiet the
audible alam. Return the system to prime power by resetting the
circuit breaker. Nomal operation indicators should illuminate,
and the printout should record end-of-test. (No.te : UL-611
recommends that the standby power supply for " Central St . tion"
operation be capable of operatin; the system for at least 24
consecutive hours without recharging.)

ALARM TPANSMISSION

The purpose of this evaluation is to ensure that the alam
transmission equipment (transmitters and receivers) are fully
operational and function properly.

INSPECTION

1. Inspect the transmitter and receiver enclosure panels for
mechanical soundness and determine that the panel door locking
mechanism is functional.

2. Check that the licensee maintains an adequate supply of
spare parts as . omended by the manufacturer.

3. Check that any indicator lights are not damaged ario that
they are operating. If the transmitter is of the zone monitoring
type, it may have LED indicators which indicate loss of input
from a sensor location.

DME
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Per'ormance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

4 Check that all electrical wiring to and between the
receiver and transmitter is protected from mechanical damage and
tampering (for example by conduit) and that all electrical
connections are clean, tight and 'ree of corrosion.

ANALYSIS

1. Review the licensee's maincenance logs for indications of Licensee's maintenance
repairs made en any receiver or transmitter. If the MTBF for a records,

particular unit is short, the licensee should thoroughly evaluate
the portion of the system in which the corrponent operates.

2. Review the licensee's security alam logs to identify Licensee's security
sensor zones which have excessive spurious alam activity. If the alarm log.
evaluation of the sensor itself does not reveal the cause of the
alarm activity, tne licensee should thoroughly test the comuni-
cation link between the sensor and the central processor.

3. Verify that the channel capacity of the trcasmitter has
not been exceeded by checking the number of inputs and reviewing
the number of sensors monitored in each security loop. One or
more sensors in each loop should be activated to ensure trans-
mitter operation.

DtMONSTRATION/ TEST
-

I. For transmitter and receiver enclosures equipped with
tamper switches demonstrate that, when the enclosures are opened,
a tamper alam signal is displayed at the central alam menitoring
station.

?

2. Demonstrate the operation of tje transmitter by actuating Clip leads,

a sensor in the loop or by simulating a sensor actuation using a
clip lead to short out the sensor cor: acts. Either type of actua-
tion should result in the correct ar'lunciator display.

3. Demonstrate that the alara receiving equipment correctly
processes the incoming alam sign 41s and provides the proper signal
output for the alarm status monitoring equipment.

(a) For direct wire ',ystems monitor the current in the Multimeter such as
sis,nslling loop by means of Mc built-in multimeter (if available) Simpson Model 260.

or by connecting a multimete" across the series current limiting
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resistor in the sop?rvised loop to verify the change in current /
voltage upon sensor activation.

(b) Tone coded and single digital input receivers High impedance earphones*

be checked using an oscilloscope to observe the input signals (frori the licensee).
(frequency shif t keying (FSK) or coded tones). Some systems Portable oscilloscope
using coded tones in a telephone channel may be n7nitored by such as Tektronix
connecting a pair of high impedance earphones across the tele- Model 323.

phone line to identify the states of the transmitted tones.
(The licensee should have a set of earphones for perfonning
preventive maintenance.)

(c) In complex digital systems, the signal structure Portable oscilloscope such

should be monitored with an oscilloscope (both the receivc - input as Tektronix Model 323.
and output signals can be checked ). Some of the more sophisticated

receivers aay have built-in LED indicators that may be used to
identify the condition of the input signal.

Note: Steps (2) and (3) above may be perfomed sin.ultaneousl; by
noting that the correct display is obtained for a given sensor
cctivatior.

4. Primary power to energize the transmitter may be supplied
by a locally available prime power source or via the signalling
lines themselves from the central alarm nonitoring station. In
either method, standby power is obtained from batteries located
in the remote transmitter panel. Demonstrate that power is

automatically transferred from the prime source to the standby
source in the event of prime power failure.

Kate: Transmitters employing an uninterruptable power system must
use a UL-listed transfer array that switches power in less than 10
milliseconds.

LINE SUPERVISION

The purpose of this evaluation is to cnable the inspector to
test the line supervision provisions of the alam signalling system.
Line supervision may be provided for the " signalling line", which y 7g 7,

J4Ois the transmission path between the remote transmitter and the J >
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

receiver at the central alam monitoring station, and the "initiat-

ing lines" which provide the transmission path from the rensor to
the transmitter (i.e., part of the protection loop). (The
signalling line may be constructed utilizing a radio link --
these systems are not evaluated here ) When provided, line
supervision shou!d ccnfom to the requirements of the Interim
Federal Specification (GSA-FSS) paragraph 3.5. There are four
basic methods of supervision for signalling lines and one general
method for initiating lines. In addition, the supervisory system

must provide for " access" and " secure" modes of operation.

SIGNALLING LINES

INSPECTION

1. Check that toe signalling lines extending between buildings
are equipped with lightning arrestors and fuses to protect against
voltage surges.

2. Check that the licensee maintains an adequate supply of

I spare fuses for immediate reprirs.

DEMONSTRATION / TEST

1. Redundtnt Paths Technique -- Manually or automatically
cause the system to transfer from the primary signalling line to
the standby line (e.g., short each line). Verify that the transfer
occurs by actuating the sensor serviced by that line and noting the
display of sensor actuation. Check that failure of the primary line
is annunciated by the system.

2. Digital Interrogation Technique -- Observe that the pro- Portable oscilloscope
cessor is functioning (for example as evidenced by the blinking such as Tektronix
" scan" indicator). Momentarily pull the processor line output c3rd N del 323.
(this action removes the digital interrogation signal from the line)
and verify that an alarm is generated. The loss of digitcl signal,
which can be monitored by means of an oscilloscope connected across
the signalling line, shuuld cause the " scan" indicator to be
extinguished. A processor alam condition should be observed on
the annunciator and printer.

s _ .|y-g 7
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

in

3. Continuous Tone Technique -- Observe that the system is High impedance earphones ,

M'- not initially in an alarm condition oy noting that all " system (from the licensee).
nomal" lamps are on. If telephone lines are used for the sig- Oscilloscope such as M-
nalling lines, connect a pNr of high impedance earphones across Tektronix Model 323.
the line and listen to the tunes being received (an oscilloscope
may also b:- used). Lif t a line fuse on the line, or disconnect
an input wire to the receiver, simulating loss of supervisory ."
signal. An alam should be annunciated. ~

b
' . ' Note: Individual thannel alarms may not be annunciated in a

.-
multiplexed system since the channel identification infomation
may be lost when a complete line is lost,,

. y
. . ,

.

, 4 " Ring-Eack" or " Handshake" Technique -- Verify that the High impedance earphones
y.system is in a normal condition. Initiate an alam test by (from the licensee). 1.Q

.-[ triggering a sensor in the field. Listen on the receiver monitor *

,
speaker or use high impedance earphones acros: the signalling
line to hear the alam signal an the acknowledgment tone. Veri fy

f
- that the transmitter continues to send the alam signal when the 1

; ring-back tone is inhibited.
.

.
. -

/ : * .*
.

. q'
INITIATING LINES

,
..

INSPECTION -

^

. 9)

l. Verify that the proper value end-of-line (E0L) resistors> ''
I

. g. are installed (they may be found in the control panels, tran>mitter .I.?

e - panels or in the access / secure panel). :n_

4;

(* 2. Check that t'e resistors are free from discoloration or A/
'

any other sign of overheating or damage.
'

, , . .

%.
wNote: In some systems, diodes are t>ed instead of EOL resistors

te establish circuit reference voltage levels.
.

- 3. Check if the circuit is a two- or four-wire type and
verify that the E0L device is properly installed for the partic-

#. ular configuration.
.

'[ ] j*; _Q,

} U
:

,.

"
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

TEST

l. For systems employing ECL resistors, place a decade Decade resistance bo:

resistance box acr..s a randomly selected resistor. Start with t.six decades, 10Mf2

a decade resistance at least 1000 times the EOL resis,or value maximum resistance).

and decrease the decade resistance until an alarm is generated.
The percent change in supervisory current when the alarm occurred
may be calculated as follows:

Current Change = EOL Pesistance (D) + Decade Resistance 0g[ X 100
(in percent) Decede Resistance (R)

Tce percent change should be within the tolerances specified by the
manufacturer. Repeat this test on approximately ?3 percent of the
EOL resistors in operational inspections (all should be tested
during the preoperational inspection).

2. For systems employing EOL diodes placs a diode of the same Diode of the same type

type in ser,es with the E0L diode. An alarm should be generated as the EOL diode.
when the E0L circuit is opened and remain in an alarm state when
the circuit is restored with the extra diode in place. The

addition of the extra diode results in a 100 perrent increase in

the end-of-line voltage, an amount which should not be to?erated
by the supervisory system.

ACCESS / iEC',RE OPERATION

INSPECTION

.

Check that th! access / secure switc.9s and indicator linhts
are not worn or den aged.

DEMONSTRATION / TEST

The access / secure provision is intended to allow a sensor zone
to be deactivated during authorized periods of access or rainten-
arce operation. Demonstrate that in the secure mode, both an actual
intrusion or actuation of the sansor and tanper switch cause an
al a rm.

7E 7 fl ()
JI 4/

_
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipn .i

In the access mode, sensor actuation should not cause an

alarm to be annunciated. However, if the tamper switch protecting
the sensor is actuated or the initiating line is cut or tampered
with, an alarm should be annunciated. Demonstrate this feature

by placing the system in " access" and removing a tam %r protected
cover and/or performing the test for initiating lines provided
above.

7 L' 5b
.
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PORTABLE VOICE COMMUNICATIONS

,

Portable UHF and VHF voice communications equipment is available

in three configurations, portable (handheld transceivers), vehicular
(mobile transceivers), and Mobile / portable combinations. These units
are designed to operate within the Ultra High Frequency (UHF) band or
Very High Frequency (VHF) high ana low bands. For specific epera-
tional application, radio units are required to operate on channels
which fall within the frequencies assigned by the Federal Communica-
tions Comission (FCC) to the type of radio service being performed,
in this case Power Radio Service.

The bet.ter-quality transceivers, in which both receiver and
transmitter element; ere incorporated, have aluminum frames and a
high-impact polycarbonate case. All switches have rubber-sealed
gaskets, permitting use in severe weather conditions.

Such transceivers use the latest integrated plug-ir. circuit
modules, increasing the equipment reliability and facilitating main-
tenance. Power is supplied from a twist-lock battery pack which is
usually attached to the base of the radio unit.

The transmitter segment frequency-modulates the carrier with
the operator's voice and provides means to propagate the signal into
free space via a built-in antenna. The antenna is typically omni-
di rectional . When the transmitter segment is keyed, the integral
receiver segment is automatically disconnected from the antenna by
the antenna switching relay. This action protects the receiver from
damage by the transmitter's high-output signal, since both the trans-
mitter and receiver segments normally share the same buil;-in antenna.

The receiver segment norrally operates in a standby mode.

Until the receiver is disconnected by the action of the entenna

77,5 j[) }
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switching relay, it is ready to receive all incoming signals on
its assigned frequency. Receivers equipped with Continuous Tone
Coded Squelch (CTCS) circuitry will respond only to transmissions
with the proper tone code, except when they are operating in the
squelch " override" mode.

Mobile transceiver radio units, designed for operation in mobile
vehicles, receive power directly from the vehicle's power system.
These radio units are usually capable of operating at higher radio
frequency (RF) power output than handheld units. This higher power,
together with the more efficient vehicle-mounted antennas, providt
a greater operating range than is possible with the handheld units.
In all other respects their operation and electronic construction is
similar to handheld units. However, their protective enclosures are
constructed more ruggedly, using sheet steel with aluminum extrusions,
and they are waterproofed.

The combination handheld and mobile transceivers are very versa-
tile units, ruggedly constructed to operate in a dual environment as

either a handheld nortable or vehicle-mounted mobile radio unit.
When usM as a portable, the radio unit is self-contained with its
built-in battery and antenna; when installed in its vehicle-mounted
cradle, the unit operates from the main vehicle power syste:i and
uses the vehicle-mounted antenna, while the built-in battery auto-
matically recharges. Electrical and mechanical construction is
similar to that previously described for handheld units.

Some radio networks employ " repeaters" to extend the range of
communica tions. The repeater employs one frequency for receive and
another for transmit; typically a repeater station communicates with
the base station cn its own unique frequency, and with the handheld/
vehicular stations on the standard network frequency.

Some networks provide for communications with telephone sub-
scribers through a Radiotelephone Cemon Carrier (RCC) service con-
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sisting of a base station equipped with appropriate telephone system
i n te rface - Giany RCCs offer " repeater" service for extended handheld/

vehicular to handheld/ vehicular servica. One manufacturer offers a
special varia+ ion which allows direct telephone int.rface through

the base-station transceiver associated with the plant security.)

Manufacturers provide a variety of optional functions in order
to provide a specifi: service or to extend the capabilities of the

basic radio unit.

The choice of functions offered is:

Number of Channels - Up to 6 selectable channels

RF Power Output - Up to 10 watts (handheld units)
- Up to 50 watts (mobile units)

Continuous Tone Coded Squelch - Opens receiver on receiv-

ing a specific (CTCS) tone from the
net transmitter

Part 91 (S;bpart F, Power Radio Service) of the FCC rules
covers the auttarizations required for operating a radio station
in a power generating facility. The operator of the fixed master or
base station must be licensed for any of the specified frequencies.
However, the operators of handheld or vehicular units working in the
radio net do not require a license. Radios operating on frequencies
assigned to power radio service are not capable of direct communica-
tion with the ' LEA or with public safety radio services.

The operating range of a UHF radio system depends on the type
of terrain, RF output power, antenna efficiency and environmental
factors, and is more susceptable to obstacle interference than VHF.

The prediction of nominal range performance requires certain assump-
tions; a reasonable set is as follows:
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1. The base station antenna is located 100 feet
above the local terrain, uses low-loss trans-
mission coaxial cable, and incorporates a
high :ain antcnna.

2. There is average ground conductivity, a smooth
earth and " typical urban" man-made noise conditions.

Under these conditions, the operating ranges for a 2-watt UHF hand-
held radio, operating with a 70-watt base station using a 10-dB
antenna are:

1.4 miles Portable-to-portable
11 miles Portable-to-base
22 miles Base-to-portable

For 2-watt UHF vehicular radios operating in the same net, assum-
ing the same operating conditions, the range will be:

2.7 miles Portable-to-mobile
14 miles Mobile-to-base
28 miles Base-to-mobile

5.5 miles Mobile-to-mobile

Under the average conditions specified above the operating ranges
for a 2-watt VHF hardheld radio operating with a 90-watt base station
using a 6-dB antenna are:

1.5 miles Portable-to-portable
14 miles Porta ble-to-base

26 miles Base-to-portable

Increasing the handheld radio power to 6 watts would increase
the operating range as follows:
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1.7 miles Portable-to-portable
14.75 miles Portable-to-base

26 miles Base-to-portable (remains the same)

For 2-watt VHF Vehicular radios operating in the same net, assum-
ing the same operating conditions, the range will be:

2.8 miles Handheld portable-to-mobile

17 miles Mobile-to-base
30 miles Base-to-mobile

5.8 miles Mobile-to-mobile

.s,
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PORTABLE VOICE COMMUNICATIONS

EQUIPMENT CATEGORY CATALOG REFERENCE

UHF Portable Voice Comunications VIII-2.a
VHF Portable Voice Comunications VIII-2.b

Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

OPERATION /PAINTENANCE

The purpose of this evaluation is to ensure that the porta-

ble voice comunication equipment in the licensee's facility is
maintained in a good state of repair and that it functions pro-

perly. N preoperational inspections all units should be evalu-
ated; in operational inspections, randomly select 10 to 25 percent
of the units for evaluation. Select units that are ready for

use at the distribution point as well as units which have been
in use in the field for several hours.

INSPECTION

1. Inspect the physical condition of the radio unit. Check
that all controls are inta c and that the antenna is in a satis-
factory state of repair ani is securely fastened. No defective
controls or knobs, antennas, plug-in ocdules or unit housings

should be observed.

2. Check that antennas (depending on radio type) and all
plug-in modules, including power supplies and other optional
equipment that are interchangeable, are free from signs of
excessive wear or abuse.

3. Verify that carrying cases, belt supports and carrying
straps are in good condition.

4 Inspect for the addition of any options such as tone
coded squelch nodules for proper tone trequency selection.

5. Ensure that battery charging and checking equipmert
operate properly and review the battery charging records ti en- - f,_

u .L<

sure that worn batteries are recycled or replaced promptly. j J !O
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

6. Check the reserve battery holders and plug-in modular
units for proper seating in the radio housing and for worn or
corroded connections.

7. Observe snether or not SCAM (Service, Calibration and
Maintenance) st'ckers are employed on the radio. These stickers
are attached to radios, etc., to record expiration date of cur-
rent calibrytion, frequency of use, and the dates on which
routine prevettive maintenance recommended by thc manufacturer
has been perfcrmed. Verify that the information on the stickers
shows proper calibration and preventive maintenance.

ANALYSIS

1. Review the licensee's procedures for placing a radio unit Licensee's radio operat-
into service. At a minimum, daily radio performance checks should ing procedures,
be accomplished to ensure that radios are in good operating condi-
tion and to reduce the possibility of a radio failure while on
tour duty. An example of a daily routine which should be followed
is provided under Demonstration methods below.

2. Determine whether or .10t the licensee maintains / services
this equipnent in-house, and if so, assure that the maintenance
perscnnel are trained and qualified.

3. Refer to the radio station log book to determine th: Licensee's radio main-
frequsncy of unit and/or module failures. Those units tnat experi- tenance and ter+ records,

ence continuous problecs and marginal operation should be replaced.
In addition, verify that the routine maintenance and calibration
checks (required by FCC) nave been performed as scheduled.

DEF0NSTRATION

1. Turn on the radio unit and manipulate each control listed Manufacturer's operating
below. Observe that each control functions properly. Refer to manual.
equipment instruction manual to determine function of controls.

e Power on-off switch,

o Frequency selector. (Ensure that the portable unit
is adjusted to the base station frequency.)

e Volume control.

e Squelch control,

e Tone squelch override switch. 7, {qJ
.) I
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2. If the unit is equipped wi* * battery level indicator,
verify that the reading is witnin the operable range. (Alater
section deals with the evaluation of battery charges.)

3. Perfom a radio check with the local base station as
follows:

la) Select a check point in the vicinity of the radio
distribution room.

(b) Turn on the radio and adjust the squelch control
so that the background noise is just muted. For tone squelch
units no adjustment is necessary. Evaluation of squelch is treat-
ed in more detail in a later section.

(c) Key the transmitter and transmit a radio check mes-
sage to the base station. The base station should receive the
transmission loudly and clearly.

(d) Instruct the base station operator to acknowledge
the transmission. The base station ressage should break squelch
in the portable unit and be heard Ic"dly and clearly.

4 Perfom a radio check with a randomly selected sample of
approximately 20 percent of the units in the possession of members
of the licensee's security force. Do not make any adjustments
before perfoming the check. If the units do not operate properly
with the adjuttments made by the user, deteming whether or not
the security force member has been instructed in the proper use
of the device.

5. Repeat the radio check on all available channels.

Note: the licensee should adopt a regular radio check schedule
to assure that each unit operates properly during the shift (for
example, have the base station contact each unit every hour).

TEST

To ensure that the radio units are operating properly monitor Communication monitor

the carrier frequency accuracy during the comunication check such as the Cushma.1 Model

using special monitoring equipment available for this purpose. CE-6A, Lampkin Monitor

Instructions for the use of the test equipment are provided by 107C or Motorola Service

the manufacturer. Monitor 1200A. ,
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CONTRCL ADJUSTMENTS

The purpose cf this evaluation is to ensure that the radio
unit controls (specifically frequency select and squelen) operate
properly.

INSPECTION

1. Check tha'; the channel select knob or pushbutton (if so
cquipped) is in a good state of repair and tnat once a channel is
selected it cannot be inadvertently changed.

2. Check that the squelch control knob is not broken and
that it is securely fastaned to the control shaft.

3. Most radio receivers have squelch controls that function
on the level of the audio received. By adjusting the squelch
control to a point that ' quiets' the receiver, no sound will be
heard from the radio speaker until a nodulated carrier arrives
with an audio level that ' breaks' squelch and audio is received.
Care must be taken that not too much squelch is used; otherwise
the receiver loses sensitivity. Check that the squelch control
is adjusted to a point at which it just quiets the receiver noise.

Note: Selective tone squelch is offered on most radio units as

an option. When tone squelch is used, the audio squelch circuitry
is disabled. Tone squelch keeps the radio receiver quiet until it
receives 3 cudulated carrier plus a discrete tone which activates
the tone squelch circuitry and ' opens' the receiver. The tone is
received with the arriving transmission and remains during the en-
tire length of the transmission. The tone squelch option applfes
to all channels in the hand-held unit.

DEMONSTRATION

1 Perfom a radio check with each unit selected for evalua-
tion using each available channel.

2. While listening to a receiver tuned to the base station
frequency, back off the squelch control for maximum receiver noise.
Then slowly increase squelch to a point at which the receiver
noise is no longer heard. (This step must be accomplished during
a time when the base station is n t transmitting.)

-
-r (i-

7/ l C 3]/*
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

3 Contact the base station for a radio check. Acknowledg-
ment from the base station should break squelch and be . clearly
heard on the radio sneakcr. If tone squelch is used, no adjust-
ments are to be made; the acknowledgment from the base station of
radio check should break tone squelch and be heard on the radio
speaker.

4 For units equipped with tone squelch, a tone squelch
override switch is part of the tone squelch option. This control
is used to monitor other stations on the receiving channel. This
switch is also used for pre-transmission maritoring to avoid trans-
mission interference. Demonstrate that the control cperates pro-

perly by having radio transmissions broadcast by other units and
monitoring these transmissions with the radio unit under evaluation.

TEST

For units employing tone squelch verify that the prcper tone Cccrnunication monitor
is broadcast using the comunication monitor test equiprrent. (see above).

Manufacturer's operating

manual.

OPERATING RANGE

The purpose of this evaluation is to ensure that all units

are capable of transmitting and receiving messages within the
licensee's facility.

ANALYSIS

Personal or hand-held units cperating with an Rr output power
of 2 watts or less and comunicating with other personal units,
can comunicate over a range of approximately 1.5 miles depending
on terrain features. Comunications within a building is a func-
tion of the building materials and construction. Perscnal radios
comunicating with a base station that has an antenna located on
the roof of a building (up to 100 feet high) can comunicate over
a range of approximstely 14 miles.

7 g
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Performance Characterisw/ Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

It is therefore, reasonable to assume that the hand-held
radios of approximately 2 watts ot.tput or more can be utilized
within the building (s) and out to the perimeter of a facility with
good radio perfomance, provided tre base station antenna is 1:ca-
ted high enough and the receiving section of the portable trans-
ceivers are sensitive enough.

Obtain a map of the facility and verif y that the maximum Facility map,
range of the units (as specified in the manufacturer's data) is
not exceeded.

Verify that alternate means of comunication are provided in
all " dead" areas such as shielced areas or screen rooms from which
radio cormunications would be impossible.

DEMONSTRATION

1. Obtain a map of the facility and select' pairs of locations Ncility map.
for comunications checks as follows:

(a) Two cxterior locations having maximum separation.

._; (b) One exterior and one interior location having maximum
separation.

(c) Two interior locations having maximum separation.

Perfom a communications check between units ope rating at these
locations.

2. If areas are known to be shielded, the provisions for
back-up communications to these treas should be denonstrated.

-

-

, BATTERY .HARGER--w
- ;%_.

A

9, The purpose of this evaluation is to ensure that the battery
charger is able to raintain tb batteries in an operable condition.

__ Rerird keeping of battery charge cycles for all batteries it of the

/ [ 5 A,.
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Perforrnance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

utmost importance to detemine when to replace age-expired or mal-
functioning batteries and ensure t' at the batteries are fully
charged for innediate service. Caution must be observed in charging
NiCad batteries since they may retain a ' memory' of lower than
reted potential from previous discharge cycles and therefore might
not recharge to full potential. A full discharge of the NiCad
battery ir:Jst be perfomed periodically prior to any further attempt
at recharging.

INSPECTION

1. Observe that the battery charger indicator lights function
when the charger selet.*or switch is switched to ' trickle' charge or
' fast' charge.

2. Check the battery charge indicating voltmeter, if so
equipped, to verify that proper potential is applied to battery
teminals when the battery voltage is being charged.

3. Check that the licensee maintains records of operational
batter > charge cycles, age of batteries in use and condition of
batterft; held in ready reserve.

4 Check that the batteries are in good condition (i.e.,
that the cases are not crackeo, that the teminals are free of

dirt, oil film and corrosion).

ANALYSIS

1 Review the battery charging / replacement schedules to en- Licensee's maintenance
sure thu+ they confom with manufacturer's recomendations. records.

Manufacturer's mainten-
ance rr.anual.

2. If NiCad batteries are used, verify that they are periodf-
cally discharged completely in order to ensure that they will
maintain full capacity. (Some battery manufacturer's have dis-
charging devices available.)

DEMONSTRATION

1. Actuate the selector switch on the battery charger and
observe that the indicator lamp (if so equipped) operates.

DATE PAGE
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Performance Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

2. Use a voltmeter o check the charging voltage. Refer to Multimeter such as
the charger manufacturer's specification for required voltage Simpson Model 260.
levels.

TEST

Check several batteries in different stages of the charging Battery checker such as
cycle (those in chargers, those ready for service, those in units Motarola HT220 which has
in the field and those in ready reserve) for full ba1tery poten- provisions for testing

tial. The potential may vary between types of batteries. The under high and low cur-
battery should be under a suitable current load condition when rent loads,

measuring battery voltage.

SPECIAL PERFORMANCE TESTS

The following procedures are included as bac! ground infonna-
tion to enable the inspector to ensure that the portable voice
equipment is adequately maintained.

Hand-held transceivers operating in the UHF and VHF frequency
ranges must meet +he requirements contained in the following FCC.

rules and re.ulations:

Part 21. Domestic public radio services (other than

maritime mobile radios).

Part 81 Stations on land and in maritime services, and
Alaska - public fixed stations.

Part 91. Industrial radio services.

Part 93. Land transportation radio services.

The following is a list of Electronic Industries Association
(EIA) standards of measurement techniques appitcable to radto

equipment:

RS-204 Land mobile comunications FM or PM receivers, h
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Performanc2 Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

RS-152A Land mobile conmur.. cations FM or PM transmitters

25-470 MHz.

RS-220. Continuous tone-controlled squelch systems (CTSS).

The following tests below are reconnended to be performed by
trained technicians such as those who might be avrilable at the
licensee's facility.

1. FREQUENCY AND RF OUTPUT

The FCC requires that the carrier frequracy be stable within
+ 0.0005 percent (for radios operating from 50 to 1D03 MHz) and
the power output must be within + 10 percer : of rated power. Mea-
surement equipment sufficiently accurate ' a satisfy FCC accuracy
requirements nust be used.

TEST

Using a wattneter in conjunctior with a frequency counter, Frequency counter such
both RF power output in watts and frequer.cy in MHz can be measured, as Hewlett-Packard 5383A

Make a direct connection from the hand-held radio unit antenna (10 Hz to 520 MHz).
terminal to the input of the wattreter a.1d frequency counter. Connunication monitor
Operate the radio and measure the carrier frequency and RF output such as Motorola service
power indicators on the meters. Monitor Model 1200A,

Lampkin Model 107C or

Cushman CE-6 A.

2. RECEIVER SENSITIVITY

The receiver must be able to distinguish the weakest signal
specified by the manufacturer (in confornance to FCC rules and
regulations), and provide a distortionless output.

TEST z

Apply a standard modulated test signal to the antenna irput Canmunication monitor
of the receiver, and connect a standard test load and a distortion (see above),

__

meter across the receiver's output terminal. Adjust the receiver's Distortion analyzer such
volume control for the rated audio cutput and adjust the signal as Hewlett-Packard Mcdel
generator to provide a ratio of [ signal + noise + distortion] to 332A.

[ noise + distortion] of 12 dB. At this point, at least 50 percent

93 6 03
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Performance Characteristic /Veasurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

of the rated audio output should be obtained with miniFJm distCr-
tion. The RF signal level used to prcJuce this condition is the
receiver sensitivity in microvolts and should agree with the manu-
facturer's specifications.

3. NOISE SENSITIVITY

The ability of the receiver to override receiver noise is
determined by measuring the amount of signal required from an un-
modulated source to produce 20 dB of noise quieting at the receiver
audio output. This test is used to verify compliance with FCC
regulations and applies only to those receivers which use one or
more noisc limiters and a discriminator (most modern radio equip-
ment employ these items).

TEST

Apply a standard unmodulated test signal to the receiver an- Communications monitor
tenna teminal. Connect a standard test load ind connunications (see above),
monitor across the audio outuut teminal and adjust the receiver
volume control to provide noise level of 25 percent of the rated
audio output. Adjust the signal generator output! for the minimum
o signal level required to produce 20 da of noise quieting. The
measured value should agree with the manufacturer's specifications.

TROUBLE SHOOTING EQUIPMENT

If the licensee maintains the equipment in-house, then it is
recessary that the appropriate equipment be available (such as
the measurement equipment specified in this procedure).

In order to ensure that faulty plug-in nodules can be located
and repaired the proper equipment should be available. Examples
of such equipments are:

Aerotron, Test Kit No. 810-167-01 -- This unit includes

a 25 chm load resistor and alignment tools and a battery
, 7 ,7 4
' Isubstitution pack with instructions for its use. jO t) U t
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Performarce Characteristic / Measurement Procedure Measurement Equipment

Repco No. 817-012-(XX) -- This unit is used to monitor
test points in radio sets in an attempt to localize I

trouble in faulty plug-in modules.

Federal Signal Corp. No. R167 -- Simplifies test and

maintenance similar to Aerotron No. 810-167-01 Test Kit.

'36 005
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